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Esipuhe

Varsinais-Suomen ELY-keskus ja Liikennevirasto ovat käynnistäneet tutkimushankkeen, jossa selvitetään 
liikenneympäristön, sään, kelin, ja kunnossapidon vaikutuksia jalankulku- ja pyöräilyolosuhteisiin sekä tien 
käyttäjämääriin. Pilotin tutkimus- ja kokeilukohteena on seututien 110 jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylä Turun ja 
Kaarinan välillä. Työ on jaettu kahteen osavaiheeseen - I. talvi 2017–2018: ennen-tutkimus ja kansainvälinen 
kirjallisuuskatsaus (diplomityö) & II. talvi 2018–2019: jälkeen-seuranta ja talvihoidon optimointi, joista tässä 
raportissa on esitetty I-vaiheen tulokset tiivistetysti. 

Työn ohjausryhmätyöskentelyssä ovat olleet mukana seuraavat henkilöt: 

Jaakko Klang Varsinais-Suomen ELY-keskus (puheenjohtaja) 
Piritta Keto  Varsinais-Suomen ELY-keskus 
Otto Kärki  Liikennevirasto 
Maija Rekola Liikennevirasto 

Työn I-vaihe on laadittu Ramboll Finland Oy:ssä, jossa työstä on vastannut projektipäällikkö Erica Roselius. 
Lisäksi työhön ovat osallistuneet Pietari Peltonen ja Marika Leppäniemi. 

Turussa heinäkuussa 2018 
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1. Työn lähtökohdat ja tavoite

Taustaa 

Pyöräilyn ja jalankulun määrä vaihtelee eri vuodenaikoina. Suurimmat vaihtelut aiheutuvat Suomen talviolo-
suhteista, kuten kylmyydestä, liukkaudesta, lumi- ja vesisateesta sekä talvikunnossapidon puutteista. Talvi-
pyöräilyn edistämisessä on kuitenkin potentiaalia, mikäli pyöräilyolosuhteet säilyisivät kelvollisina vuoden 
ympäri. 

Talvella tavallisin pyöräilyonnettomuus on kaatuminen, jossa keskeisimpänä riskitekijänä on väylän liuk-
kaus tai epätasaisuus. Liukkaiden kelien kausi jatkuu Suomessa lokakuusta huhtikuuhun. Etenkin nollan tun-
tumassa sahaava lämpötila sekä lumen alla oleva jää voivat lisätä tien pinnan liukkautta. Monissa kunnissa 
on tehty kävelyn ja pyöräilyn edistämiseen liittyviä suunnitelmia, mutta väylien riittämätön talvikunnossapito 
on yhä liikenneturvallisuusriski ja keskeinen este kävelyn ja pyöräilyn kulkutapaosuuden kasvamiselle.  

Tavoitteet 

Talvihoidon ja kunnossapidon onnistumisesta sekä vaikutuksista jalankulku- ja pyöräilijämääriin sekä -olo-
suhteisiin on sangen vähän tutkittua tietoa. Tämän työn tavoitteena on ollut selvittää liikenneympäristön, 
sään, kelin, hoidon ja kunnossapidon vaikutuksia jalankulku- ja pyöräilyolosuhteisiin sekä pyöräilijämääriin. 
Pilotin tutkimus- ja kokeilukohteena on seututien 110 jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylä Turun ja Kaarinan välillä. 
Työ on jaettu kahteen osavaiheeseen: 

• I. talvi 2017–2018: ennen-tutkimus ja kansainvälinen kirjallisuuskatsaus (diplomityö)

• II. talvi 2018–2019: jälkeen-seuranta ja talvihoidon optimointi.

Tässä raportissa on esitetty tiivistetysti I-vaiheen tulokset. I-vaiheessa selvitettiin kirjallisuuskatsauksen 
avulla, kuinka liikenneympäristö, sää, keli ja kunnossapito vaikuttavat jalankulkuun ja pyöräilyyn  kansainväli-
sellä tasolla.  Lisäksi tutkittiin tapaustutkimuksen avulla nykyisiä käyttäjämääriä sekä keliolosuhteiden vaiku-
tuksia jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylän käyttäjämääriin seututiellä 10 Turun ja Kaarinan välillä. I-vaiheen tulokset 
on esitetty laajemmin diplomityössä Impacts of traffic environment, weather, road conditions and maintenance

on walking and cycling travel (Peltonen 2018), joka on raportin liitteenä (Liite 1). 
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2. Kävelyn ja pyöräilyn määriin
talvikaudella vaikuttavia tekijöitä

Yleistä 

Kävely ja pyöräily ovat liikkumismuotoja, joilla on myönteisiä vaikutuksia niin yksilöiden terveyteen ja hyvin-
vointiin kuin ympäristöön. Ne ovat edullisia ja päästöttömiä kulkutapoja, joiden käyttö on mahdollista suurim-
malle osalle ihmisistä. Yleisesti tunnetuista hyödyistä huolimatta henkilöautoilu on kävelyä ja pyöräilyä suo-
situmpaa matkamäärällä mitattuna aivan lyhyitä matkoja (alle 1 km) lukuun ottam atta.  

Kuvassa 1 on esitetty matkojen ja kulkutapojen osuuksia matkan pituuden mukaan Suomessa. Erityisesti 
jalankulun suosio laskee nopeasti matkan pituuden kasvaessa. Myös pyöräilyn osuus laskee matkan piden-
tyessä. Yli viiden kilometrin matkoilla enää alle 15 % matkoista tehdään kävellen tai pyöräillen. Suomessa yli 
50 % kaikista tehdyistä matkoista on alle viiden kilometrin pituisia, joten kävelyn ja pyöräilyn lisäämisessä on 
suurin potentiaali (alle 5 km automatkojen korvaaminen kävelyllä ja pyöräilyllä). 

Kuv a 1. Kulkutapajakauma matkamäärän ja -pituuden mukaan (Somerpalo et al. 2015). 

Usein mainittuja syitä pyöräilemättömyyteen ovat muun muassa turvattomuuden tunne, vilkas liikenne, huono 
sää, kiire, päivänvalon vähyys, epäkäytännöllisyys, huono kunto, epämukavuus, ajanpuute, väsymys, vaival-
loisuus ja matkan ketjuttamisen hankaluus. Etenkin liikenneympäristön turvattomat olosuhteet ovat monille 
merkittävä este pyöräilylle. Erityisesti moottoriajoneuvoliikenteen läheisyys , autoilijoiden asenteet ja puutteet 
pyöräilijöiden huomioimisessa ovat monen pyöräilijän huolenaiheena. (Heinen et al. 2010) 

Sää- ja keliolosuhteet, väylän kunto 

Vuodenaikojen vaihteluun liittyvä sääolosuhteiden muutos on vahvasti yhteydessä pyöräilyn vähe nemiseen 
talvella. Talvella useimmiten mainittuja jalankulkua ja pyöräilyä haittaavia tekijöitä ovat muun muassa pi-
meys, kylmyys, liukkaus, lumi, kosteus, sadanta ja voimakkaat tuulet. (Shirgaokar & Gillespie 2016) 

Sää- ja keliolosuhteiden lisäksi tien olosuhteet voivat olla merkittävä este lihasvoimaiselle liikkumiselle 
talvikaudella. Esimerkiksi halkeamat, epätasaisuudet, lumi, jää ja sepeli tekevät jalan tai pyörällä liikkumisesta 
epämukavaa ja usein myös turvatonta. Lumen tai jään on tilastoitu olleen vähintään osasyynä eri tutkimusten 
mukaan jopa 40–84 prosenttia pyöräilyonnettomuuksista talvella. Irtohiekan/sepelin on arvioitu aiheuttavan 
2–10 prosenttia pyöräilyonnettomuuksista talvikaudella. (Bergström 2002) (Öberg et al. 1996) 
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Aiemmissa kansainvälisissä tutkimuksissa (Liu et al. 2015) on havaittu, että väylän olosuhteiden heiken-
tyessä talvikaudella pyöräilyn suhteellinen osuus pienenee ja jalankulun suhteellinen osuus kasvaa (Kuva 2). 
On myös huomattu, että näiden kulkumuotojen osuuksien yhteenlaskettu summa pysyy kutakuinkin vakiona 
tien kunnon muuttuessa, mikä mahdollisesti tarkoittaa sitä, että tien kunnon heikentyessä pyöräilijät siirtyvät 
jalankulkijoiksi. 

Kuv a 2. Väy län olosuhteiden v aikutus kulkutapaan (Liu et al. 2015). 

Kunnossapito 

Talvikunnossapito on erittäin tärkeä tekijä talvikauden jalankulun ja pyöräilyn mahdollistajana. Talvikunnos-
sapidon tavoitteena on pitää väylät liikenteen vaatimusten edellyttämällä tasolla. Useiden kansainvälisten 
tutkimusten mukaan talvikunnossapitoon kohdennetut investoinnin maksavat itsensä takaisin, jopa monin-
kertaisesti. Tästä huolimatta talvikunnossapidolle harvoin annetaan lisärahoitusta. Parempi talvikunnossa-
pito ei ainoastaan parantaisi liikenneturvallisuutta ja vähentäisi loukkaantumisia (ja sen myötä hoitokustan-
nuksia), vaan lisäisi myös väylän käyttäjämääriä, ja sitä kautta toisi edelleen säästöjä yhteiskunnallisella 
tasolla (ottaen huomioon terveys- ympäristö- ja ilmastovaikutukset).  

Talvikunnossapidon tärkeimmät osa-alueet ovat lumen poisto ja varastointi, liukkaudentorjunta sekä kun-
nossapitotoimenpiteiden ajoitus ja priorisointi. Lumenpoisto on tärkeää erityisesti pyöräilyn olosuhteiden ke-
hittämiseksi, sillä luminen väylä koetaan merkittäväksi pyöräilyn esteeksi. Kunnossapitokalusto ja käytettävät 
menetelmät on valittava siten, että lumenpoisto onnistuu niin linjaosuuksilla kuin esimerkiksi alikuluissa.  

Kunnossapidettävien väylien hoidon tärkeysjärjestys on oleellinen osa talvikunnossapidon resursointia. 
Väylien hoidon priorisointi perustuu yleensä väylän luokkaan ja käyttäjämääriin. Hoitovaatimukset liittyvät 
usein lumenpoiston ja liukkaudentorjunnan toimenpideaikoihin, -rajoihin ja -menetelmiin. Hoitovaatimukset, 
sopimusmallit ja urakkamuodot vaihtelevat suuresti eri kaupungeissa ja maissa. (Cebe 2014) 
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3.  Tapaustutkimus seututiellä 110 

3.1 Tutkimusalue 
Osana I-vaiheen työtä suoritettiin tapaustutkimus seututien 110 varrella sijaitsevilla jalankulku- ja pyöräily-
välillä Turun ja Kaarinan välillä. Noin viiden kilometrin tieosuudella jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylät ovat pääosin 
maantiestä välikaistalla erotettuja, yhdistettyjä jalankulun ja pyöräilyn väyliä. Tutkimusalue on esitetty ku-
vassa 3.  

 
Kuv a 3. Tutkimuksen kohteena olev a osuus seututiestä 110 (kirkkaan punaisella) (muokattu Open Street Mapsista 2018). 

3.2 Tutkimusmenetelmät 
Seututien 110 kenttätutkimuksessa selvitettiin sään, kelin ja talvikunnossapidon vaikutuksia jalankulku- ja 
pyöräilyolosuhteisiin. I-vaiheen tutkimus toteutettiin 22.1.–4.3.2018. Tutkimusjakson aikana tietoa kerättiin 
kelisensorien, liikennelaskentojen sekä kyselytutkimuksen avulla. Tutkimuksella pyrittiin vastaamaan seu-
raaviin kysymyksiin:  

1. Millaiset sää- ja keliolosuhteet tutkimuskohteessa on?  
2. Mitkä tekijät vaikuttavat jalankulku- ja pyöräilyaktiivisuuteen tutkimuskohteessa?  
3. Kuinka kävely- ja pyöräily-ympäristöä voitaisiin parantaa? 
4. Mitä talvikunnossapitomenetelmiä kohteessa tulisi jatkaa ja mitä kehittää? 

Väylän keliolosuhteista kerättiin dataa kelisensoreilla. Sensorina käytettiin Lufftin valmistamia infrapunatek-
niikkaan perustuvia STARWIS- ja MARWIS -kelisensoreita (Kuva 4), jotka keräävät optisesti tietoa tien pin-
nan lämpötilasta, suhteellisesta kosteudesta, kastepisteestä, vesikerroksen paksuudesta, pinnan j ääpeit-
teen osuudesta sekä pinnan kitkasta. Sensoreiden käyttöliittymä kertoo edellä mitattujen arvojen perus-
teella väylän keliolosuhteet.  

STARWIS-laite, joka on verkkovirtaan kytkettävä kiinteä kelisensori, asennettiin seututien 110 ja Kairis-
kulmantien liittymään (Kuva 5). Autoon asennettavalla liikkuvalla MARWIS-laitteella kerättiin samaa kelitietoa 
kuin STARWIS-laitteella, mutta datankeräyskohteena olivat molemmat jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylät koko tut-
kimusalueella (5 km). Kelidatan keräyksestä vastasi Antti Hirvonen Suomen Kuntotekniikka Oy:stä. 
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Kuv a 4. STARWIS/MARWIS-sensori (Luf f t, 2017). 

Sää- ja keliolosuhdetietojen lisäksi tutkimusalueella kerättiin tietoa jalankulku- ja pyöräilymääristä liikenne-
laskentojen avulla. Liikennemäärät laskettiin Doppler-tutkateknologiaan perustuvilla ViaCount-liikennelas-
kimlla. Tutkimuksen alussa laskentalaitteiden tarkkuutta jalankulkijoiden ja pyöräilijöiden laskennassa arvioi-
tiin vertaamalla laitteilla saatuja tuloksia käsin tehtyjen laskentojen tuloksiin.  

Liikennelaskentalaitteet asennettiin seututien 110 pohjois- ja eteläpuolen jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylille 
maanantaina 22.1.2018 (ViaCount (north/south) 1). Laitteita siirrettiin 7.2.2018 valaisinpylväisiin, jotka sijait-
sivat lähempänä jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylän reunaa paremman tarkkuuden saavuttamiseksi (ViaCount 
(north/south) 2). Kuvassa 5 on esitetty kelisensorin ja liikennelaskentalaitteiden sijainti kartalla ja kuvassa 6 
liikennelaskentalaitteiden asennuspaikka. 

 
Kuv a 5. Kelisensorin ja liikennelaskentalaitteiden sijainti Piispanristissä (muokattu Open Street Mapsista 2018). 

 

 
Kuv a 6. Liikennelaskentalaiteiden sijainnit. Vasemmalla pohjoispuolen ja oikealla eteläpuolen laite (Peltonen 2018). 
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Työssä selvitettiin kyselytutkimuksella jalankulkijoiden ja pyöräilijöiden matkamääriä ja niihin vaikuttavia te-
kijöitä. Lisäksi tienkäyttäjiltä kysyttiin mielipiteitä ja kokemuksia talvikunnossapidon kehittämisestä tutkimus-
alueella sekä yleisesti Turun seudulla. 

Työn alussa kyselylomakkeita jaettiin tutkimuskohteessa sekä sähköisessä muodossa, mutta vähäisen 
vastaajamäärän vuoksi kyselyä jatkettiin vain sähköisessä muodossa. Kyselystä tiedotettiin sosiaalisessa 
mediassa ja paikallismedioissa.    

3.3 Tutkimustulokset 

Keli- ja liikennemäärätiedot 

Kuvassa 7 (seuraava sivu) on esitetty STARWIS-sensorin tuottama data päiväkohtaisina keskiarvoina sekä 
päivittäiset liikennemäärät. Liikennemääristä on esitetty laitteiden laskemat määrät sekä arviot todellisista 
käyttäjämääristä. Arvio todellisesta käyttäjämäärästä perustuu laskentalaitteen tuottaman datan ja käsin las-
kennan perusteella tehtyyn arvioon laskentalaitteen laskentavarmuudesta (kuinka suuri osuus käyttäjistä jää 
laskematta).   

Kuvaajista voidaan nähdä, että pitkällä tarkasteluvälillä parhaiten liikennemäärien kanssa näyttää korre-
loivan lämpötila: lämpötilan laskiessa myös jalankulkijoiden ja pyöräilijöiden määrä väylällä vähenee. Myös 
vesi-/lumisateet vähensivät liikennemääriä. Muilla muuttujilla ei havaittu yhtä selkeitä vaikutuksia väylän lii-
kennemääriin. Mahdollisesti myös väylän epätasaisuudella lienee melko suuri merkitys talvipyöräilyn houkut-
televuudelle. Viikkokohtaiset havainnot on esitetty liitteessä 1. 

Kyselytutkimus 

Kyselytutkimuksessa saatiin yhteensä 353 vastausta, joista 57 vastausta annettiin jalankulkijana ja 296 pyö-
räilijänä. Keskeisiä havaintoja kyselystä olivat seuraavat: 

• Verrattaessa kesällä ja talvella tehtyjä matkoja talvella tehtyjen matkojen määrä väheni enem-
män pyöräilijöiden kuin jalankulkijoiden keskuudessa.  

• Jalankulkijat arvioivat yleisesti talveen liittyvät tekijät (lämpötila, tuuli, sadanta, pimeys, liukkaus, 
lumen peittämä näkyvyys) merkittävämmiksi esteiksi kuin pyöräilijät, jotka puolestaan kokivat 
ainoastaan lumen tiellä suuremmaksi esteeksi kuin jalankulkijat.  

• Pyöräilijät arvioivat tutkimuskohteen positiivisemmin kuin jalankulkijat kaikilla annetuilla osa-alu-
eilla (päällysteen kunto, valaistus, pyöräilijöiden/jalankulkijoiden huomiointi ja turvallisuus). Pyö-
räilijät arvioivat myös tutkimusalueen talvikunnossapidon kaikki osa-alueet jalankulkijoita positii-
visemmin, mutta arvoasteikolla yhdestä viiteen (parhaimman arvosanan sai lumen säilytys, 2.79) 
yksikään osa-alue ei yltänyt yli kolmen.  

• Valtaosa jalankulkijoista ja pyöräilijöistä kehittäisi talvikunnossapitoa erilaisin lumenpoisto - ja 
liukkaudentorjuntamenetelmin. 

o Jalankulkijoista noin puolet ottaisi erilaisia liukkaudentorjuntamenetelmiä, kuten suolaa, 
käyttöön. Pyöräilijöistä noin 43 prosenttia tekisi samoin.  

o Erityisesti lumen ja loskan tehokkaampi poisto ja kulkumuotojen erottaminen mainittiin 
useasti.  

o Pyöräilijöiden suhtautuminen suolan käyttöön oli odotettua myönteisempää, ja myös 
hiekoituksesta luopumista ehdotettiin. Jalankulkijat puolestaan toivoivat suolauksen vä-
hentämistä. 

• Noin 50 % kävelijöistä ja pyöräilijöistä pitäisi hyödyllisenä tietoa tien kunnosta ja noin 80 % teh-
dyistä talvikunnossapitotoimista. 

o Yli puolet vastaajista oli sitä mieltä, että tien kunnosta ja talvikunnossapidosta tietoa 
tarjoava palvelu lisäisi jalan tai pyöräillen tehtyjen matkojen määrää. 
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Kuv a 7. Kelidata (v asemmalla) ja liikennemäärät (oikealla) (Peltonen 2018). 
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Yhteenveto 

Alla olevassa taulukossa (Taulukko 1) on esitetty kootusti eri muuttujien vaikutuksia jalankulkuun ja pyöräi-
lyyn kerätyn sää-, keli- ja liikennedatan, kyselytutkimuksen vastausten sekä aiempien tutkimuksien perus-
teella. 

Taulukko 1. Eri muuttujien v aikutuksia jalankulkuun ja py öräily y n kerätyn data, ky selytutkimuksen v astausten ja aiempien tutkimuksien 
perusteella. 

Muuttuja Tapaustutkimus 2018 Kyselytutkimus Aiemmat tutkimukset 

Matkojen määrä eri vuo-
denaikoina 

Talvella merkittävä pyöräi-
lijöiden määrän lasku ver-
rattuna vuoden 2015 tou-

kokuun laskentoihin 
 

Jalankulkijat: vähäinen 
matkojen määrän lasku 

talvella 
Pyöräilijät: merkittävä 

matkojen määrän lasku 
talvella 

Jalankulkijat: huomattava kasvu 
talvella 

Pyöräilijät: merkittävä lasku 

Lämpötila Alhainen lämpötila vähen-
tää jalankulkijoiden ja pyö-
räilijöiden määrää liiken-

teessä 

Jalankulkijat: vähäinen 
vaikutus 

Pyöräilijät: vähäinen 
vaikutus 

Jalankulkijat: lämpötilan nousu 
vähentää jalankulkijoiden mää-

rää 
Pyöräilijät: lämpötilan nousu li-
sää pyöräilijöiden määrää (tal-
vella ei kuitenkaan ainoa tekijä) 

Sadanta Vahva, määriä vähentävä 
vaikutus sekä jalankulkijoi-

den että pyöräilijöiden 
osalta 

Jalankulkijat: kohtalai-
nen este 

Pyöräilijät: kohtalainen 
este 

Vähentää jalankulku- ja pyöräili-
jämääriä kohtalaisesti. Riippuu 
myös tutkimusajasta/-otannasta 

Lunta väylällä Merkittävä este yhdessä 
sadannan kanssa 

Erittäin merkittävä este 
molemmille ryhmille 

Erittäin merkittävä este 

Liukkaus Vahva, määriä vähentävä. 
Merkittävä korrelaatio vain 

kitkan muuttuessa 

Jalankulkijat: erittäin 
merkittävä este 

Pyöräilijät: merkittävä 
este 

Merkittävä este 

Liikenneympäristö  Liikenneympäristön 
turvallisuus ja verkos-
ton sujuvuus tärkeitä 
mahdollistajia. Kulku-
muotojen erottaminen 

toivottua. 

Liikenneympäristön turvallisuus 
ja verkoston sujuvuus tärkeitä 

mahdollistajia. 
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4. Kehitysehdotukset seututielle 110 

4.1 Liikenneympäristö 
Tärkeimmät ja ensisijaisesti suositeltavat toimenpiteet: 

• Päällysteen korjaus kunnostamista vaativissa kohdissa tai kokonaan uudelleen päällystämi-

nen 

Nykyiset epätasaisuudet, halkeamat ja muut vauriot hankaloittavat lumen poistoa (auraamista) ja 
aiheuttavat lammikoita lumien sulaessa tai vesisateen yhteydessä. Tasainen ja kunnollinen pääl-
lyste mahdollistaa paremman lumenpoiston lopputuloksen. Päällysteen korjaaminen parantaa 
myös väylän käytettävyyttä ja käyttömukavuutta. 

 
Liikenneympäristöä ja -turvallisuutta parantavia toimenpiteitä: 

 
• Reitin puutteellisten osuuksien muuttaminen tai täydentäminen reitin jatkuvuuden paranta-

miseksi. Pienempinä yksityiskohtina esimerkiksi katukivetyksen madaltaminen pyöriä varten ren-
kaiden ja vanteiden rikkoutumisen välttämiseksi ja ajomukavuuden lisäämiseksi. 
 

• Kulkumuotojen erottelu 

Kulkumuotojen erottaminen parantaa kaikkien tienkäyttäjien liikenneturvallisuutta. Kulkumuotojen 
erottelu mainittiin useasti myös kyselytutkimuksen tuloksissa keinona parantaa liikenneolosuhteita. 
 

• Jalankulku- ja pyöräilykeskeiset järjestelyt turvallisuuden ja mukavuuden lisäämiseksi 

Nykyisten kaiteiden ym. varusteiden lisäksi esimerkiksi pyöräilijöiden matkanteon sujuvuutta voisi 
parantaa asentamalla pyöräilijän automaattisesti tunnistavat liikennevalot, ettei pyöräilijän tarvitsisi 
pysähtyä punaisiin valoihin. Pidemmällä aikavälillä kävelyä ja pyöräilyä voidaan edistää la ajemmilla 
toimilla, kuten liikenteen rauhoittamisratkaisuilla ja autoliikenteen rajoituksilla. 
 

Kunnossapitovalmiuksien parantaminen ja kehittäminen (harkittavaksi uusien reittien rakentami-

sessa ja olemassa olevien reittien parantamisessa): 

 
• Alikulkujen ja risteysalueiden suunnittelu kunnossapito huomioon ottaen 

Alikulut tulee mitoittaa normaalille kunnossapitokalustolle tavanomaista pienemmän kaluston si-
jaan, sillä kunnossapidon tehokkuutta voidaan parantaa, mikäli koko reitti voidaan hoitaa yhdellä 
ajoneuvolla. Tutkimuskohteessa alikulkujen suille muodostui laajoja jääkenttiä, joiden syntymistä 
voidaan ehkäistä muun muassa kunnollisella kuivatuksella. 
 

• Lumen säilytys 

Kohdissa, joissa jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylä sijaitsee välittömästi ajoradan vieressä, ajoradan lumet 
saatetaan aurata jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylille. Uusien väylien suunnittelussa ja vanhojen kunnos-
tuksessa tulee varata riittävä lumitila ajoradan ja jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylän väliin tai muualle. Eri-
tyistä huomiota asiaan on kiinnitettävä silloilla. Ongelma voidaan ratkaista myös koordinoidulla au-
rauksella, jossa jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylä aurataan välittömästi ajoradan jälkeen. 
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4.2 Talvikunnossapito 
Ensisijaiset kehitystoimenpiteet erityisesti tutkimuskohteessa: 

 

• Sopimussisällön toteutumisen varmistaminen, eri organisaatioiden välisen kommunikaation 

kehittäminen ja tiukempi valvonta 

Tiheämpi yhteydenpito koko urakointiketjussa auttaa väylän kunnossapidon tavoitetilan määrittämi-
sessä ja ylläpitämisessä. Selkeämpään yhteisymmärrykseen voitaisiin päästä esimerkiksi tutustu-
malla väylään, sen kuntoon ja kunnossapidon tulokseen kävelemällä tai ajamalla se pyörällä itse 
läpi. Kunnossapidon laatua on myös mahdollista parantaa tiukemmalla valvonnalla. Urakoitsijan 
raportointi kunnossapitotoimenpiteistä tulee suorittaa sopimusten mukaisesti sovittuja järjestelmiä 
apuna käyttäen. Järjestelmien keräämää dataa voidaan lisäksi käyttää kunnossapidon ongelma-
kohtien paikallistamiseen sekä edelleen kehittämiseen ja optimointiin. Nykyisin maanteiden hoi-
dossa tilaajan ja urakoitsijan väliseen tiedonvälitykseen käytetään pääasiassa Harja -järjestelmää. 
Jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylien kunnossapidon toteutumista kuitenkin seurataan vaihtelevasti, 
yleensä melko vähän.  
 

• Modulaariset/vaihdettavat lumenpoistotyökalut erilaisiin tieolosuhteisiin 

Pienten lumimäärien ja osittain sulaneen lumen jäätymistä edeltävä lumen/loskan poisto harjaa-
malla tuottaa paremman lopputuloksen kuin auraaminen. Suuremmille lumimäärille aura on pa-
rempi vaihtoehto. Jäätyneillä pinnoilla urat tulee poistaa ja pinta karhentaa hammastetulla terällä. 
Yleisesti ottaen aurat sopivat kunnossapitoon paremmin alueilla, jossa talvet ovat kylmiä ja lumisia, 
ja suolaharjaaminen puolestaan alueille, joissa lämpötila vaihtelee nollan molemmin puolin ja lumi-
määrät ovat pienemmät. 
 

• Vaihtoehtoisten liukkaudentorjuntamenetelmien käyttö 

Tällä hetkellä maanteiden jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylien liukkaudentorjunta hoidetaan hiekoitta-
malla. Suolan avulla tien pinta voitaisiin pitää lumettomana ja jäättömänä. Suolan määrä liukkau-
dentorjunnassa tulee kuitenkin minimoida sen negatiivisten vaikutusten pienentämiseksi käyttä-
mällä esimerkiksi suolaliuosta. Lisäaineiden sekoittaminen liuokseen parantaa sulatusominaisuuk-
sia ja aineen säilymistä tien pinnassa. Sivutuotteiden, kuten melassien, käyttäminen vähentää 
myös kyseisten tuotteiden hukkatuotantoa. Liuosten käyttäminen liukkaudentorjunnassa poistaa 
myös hiekan keräystarpeen keväällä, jolloin ei myöskään esiintyisi hiekoitushiekan keräämisestä 
aiheutuvaa pölyämistä. Asianmukaisella kuivatuksella varustettu väylä ei myöskään sisältäisi sula-
neesta lumesta ja jäästä syntyviä lammikoita. Ympäristölle haitallisia vaikutuksia voidaan vähentää 
rankentamalla salaojat suolaisen veden keräämiseksi. Liukkaudentorjuntaan toimivia vaihtoehtoja 
voisivat olla myös pienikokoinen hiekoitushiekka/sepeli, lämpimällä vedellä kasteltu hiekka/sepeli, 
sahanpuru, poltettu ja murskattu savi (Oulun kokeilut), sekä suolaliuoksella kyllästetyt puulastut 
(Sveitsissä kehitetty menetelmä). 
 

• Ennakoiva/proaktiivinen kunnossapito (ennen lumisadetta tai jäätymistä suolan käytön mi-

nimoimiseksi) 

Mikäli suola(liuos) otetaan käyttöön liukkaudentorjuntamenetelmänä, sitä voidaan käyttää myös 
ennakoivasti väylälle levitettynä ennen lumisadetta, jolloin se estää lumen/loskan/veden jäätymisen 
kiinni tien pintaan. Menetelmä helpottaa lumen/loskan poistoa (lumi)sateen jälkeen, mutta myös 
vähentää tarvittavan suolan kokonaismäärää. Menetelmän kääntöpuolena on kuitenkin melko rajal-
liset käyttökelpoiset lämpötila-alueet. 
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• Varikkojen ja/tai materiaalivarastojen sijoittaminen sekä nykyisen kaluston hyödyntäminen 

ja päivittäminen 

Tutkimuskohteessa talvella 2017–2018 käytetyllä monitoimikoneella olisi ollut mahdollista suorittaa 
sekä auraus että hiekoitus, mutta hiekoitus suoritettiin erillisellä ajoneuvolla, sillä monitoimikoneen 
hiekkasäiliö ei olisi riittänyt tutkimuskohteen hiekoittamiseen koko matkalta. Mikäli hiekkatäyden-
nysvarasto sijoitettaisiin lähemmäs kunnossapitokohdetta, voitaisiin säiliö täyttää reitin päässä/var-
ressa, jolloin auraus ja hiekoitus voitaisiin tehdä yhdellä ajoneuvolla (monitoimikoneella). Kalustoin-
vestoinneissa (kuten suolaliuoksen levityslaitteisto) tulee painottaa monikäyttöisyyttä sekä toimi-
vuutta urakka-alueen kohteissa. Modulaariset työkalut vähentävät tarvittavien työajoneuvojen mää-
rää.  

 
• Kunnossapidon ohjausjärjestelmien hyödyntäminen ja kehittäminen 

Hankittujen ohjaus- ja seurantajärjestelmien asianmukainen käyttö helpottaa ja tehostaa työn ra-
portointia. Kerätyn datan avulla voidaan lisäksi tehostaa itse kunnossapitoa. Yhdistämällä ohjaus-
järjestelmään sää- ja kelidataa sekä ennusteita, voidaan kunnossapitoa tehostaa ja kohdentaa tar-
peen mukaan automaattisella reitityksellä ja toimenpide-ehdotuksilla. 
 

 
Pidemmän aikavälin kehitysehdotuksia: 

 
• Jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylien kunnossapidon prioriteetin lisääminen 

Turvallinen ja sujuva jalan tai pyörällä kulkeminen edellyttää hyväkuntoista väylää. Esim erkiksi 
henkilöautot, kuorma-autot ja bussit voivat ajaa myös hieman huonokuntoisemmalla pinnalla ilman, 
että turvallisuus ja ajomukavuus merkittävästi kärsivät, sillä näillä ajoneuvoilla on enemmän kontak-
tipisteitä tien pinnan kanssa kuin jalankulkijoilla ja pyöräilijöillä. Väylien kunnossapidon tärkeysjär-
jestys tulee määrittää asetettujen kulkutapaosuustavoitteiden mukaisesti kullakin hallinnollisella ta-
solla. 
 

• Laatuvaatimusten mukautuvuus ja muokattavuus 

Tällä hetkellä vaatimukset on esitetty lähestulkoon pelkästään joko numeerisesti (esimerkiksi lu-
men syvyys) tai kuvailevasti (esimerkiksi riittävä annos hiekkaa). Joissain tilanteissa numeerisesti 
määritetyt vaatimukset, kuten lumen suurin sallittu syvyys, voivat täyttyä, mutta väylä ei silti ole mu-
kava ja turvallinen käyttää. Löyhästi määritellyt vaatimukset tulisi muotoilla esimerkiksi vertailukoh-
teiden avulla siten, ettei synny väärinymmärryksen riskiä. Nykyiset laatuvaatimukset ovat samat 
kaikille maanteille koko Suomessa, minkä johdosta erilaisia kunnossapitomenetelmiä ei ole mah-
dollista käyttää paikallisten olosuhteiden mukaisesti. Nykyisin tosin on jo käytössä työ/urakkakoh-
taisia tarkennuksia. Sallimalla laatuvaatimusten (työvälineiden ja tapojen) muokattavuuden paikalli-
sille olosuhteille paremmin sopiviksi laatua ja palvelutasoa voidaan nostaa merkittäväksi. Laatuvaa-
timusten monipuolistaminen vaatii kuitenkin lisäresursseja. Maanteiden jalankulku- ja pyöräily-
väylillä on nykyisin käytössä kaksi hoitoluokkaa, K1 ja K2. Joustavuutta voidaan ja myös aiotaan 
parantaa ottamalla käyttöön kolmas kunnossapitoluokka, Laatukäytävät. Ne koostuvat pääosin 
kaupunkiseutujen vilkkaista jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylistä. 

 
• Kunnossapitobudjetin lisääminen 

Kun urakoitsijoilla on enemmän rahaa ja resursseja käytettävänään, voidaan kunnossapitoon ja 
sen johtamiseen käyttää enemmän aikaa ja kiinnittää enemmän huomiota. Lisätyn talvikunnossapi-
tobudjetin on myös todettu maksavansa itsensä takaisin muun muassa liukastumisonnettomuuk-
sien vähentyneinä hoitokuluina. Talvikunnossapitoon kannattaa merkittävästi laittaa lisää rahaa 
vasta siinä vaiheessa, kun väylien päällysteet saadaan oleellisesti parempaan kuntoon, mikä tar-
koittaa, että kunnossapidon kokonaisrahoitusta olisi lisättävä. 
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• Hallintorakenteiden yksinkertaistaminen 

Nykyisellään Liikennevirasto on vastuussa maantieverkosta ja niiden hoidon laatuvaatimuksista, 
joiden toteutumista valvovat ja tilaamisesta vastaavat ELY-keskukset, jotka myös määrittävät pai-
kallisten maanteiden jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylien hoitoluokituksen. Urakoitsija vastaa alueen tie-
verkon kunnossapidosta (ja muista sopimukseen sisältyvistä töistä), joiden osuuksia on mahdolli-
sesti hajautettu eteenpäin aliurakoitsijoille. Lisäksi paikallisten reitti- ja suunnitteluratkaisujen yh-
denmukaistaminen, toteuttaminen sekä yhteensovittaminen eri tahojen hallinnoimien väylien kes-
ken voi muodostua monimutkaiseksi prosessiksi. 
 

• Urakkamallien ja -sopimusten kehittäminen 

Nykyisin maantiet hoidetaan alueurakkamallilla. Reittikohtaiseen urakkasopimusmalliin siirtyminen 
saattaisi auttaa optimoimaan kunnossapidon laatua sekä jatkuvuutta, kun urakoitsija voi keskittyä 
tiettyyn reittiin ja kohdentaa resurssinsa täsmällisemmin. Reittikohtaiset jalankulku- ja pyöräily-
väylien urakkasopimukset sitoisivat kuitenkin paljon henkilöstöresursseja, ja malli olisi kokonaisuu-
den kannalta kallis, joten niiden käyttäminen on epärealistista. Sen sijaan esimerkiksi kaupungin ja 
valtion yhteisurakat jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylien kunnossapidossa voivat olla varteenotettava vaih-
toehto vilkkaimmilla pyöräilyseuduilla (esim. Oulussa).  

Liikennevirasto on kehittänyt uudentyyppistä urakkamallia ”Maanteiden hoitourakkaa”, joka 
olisi aiempaa urakkamallia avoimempi, ja joustavampi rahoituksen suhteen, jossa tilaaja on parem-
min perillä aliurakoinnista ja sen kustannuksista. Uudessa mallissa on korostettu eri osapuolten yh-
teistyötä, yhteydenpitoa sekä urakoitsijoiden omia kunnossapitohalukkuuksia ja -lupauksia. Näillä 
näkymin uutta urakkamallia ollaan ottamassa käyttöön vuosina 2019-2024. 

 
• Keli- ja tiesäädatan keräysjärjestelmien käyttöönotto 

Kelidatajärjestelmien ja datankeräyspisteiden laajentaminen jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylille mahdol-
listaa laajemman ja reaaliaikaisen väylien kuntotilan seuraamisen ja toiminnanohjaamisen. Dynaa-
misen reittiverkostodatan keräämisen järjestäminen on haasteellista laitteiden sähköntarpeen 
vuoksi. Ongelman ratkaisemiseksi voidaan kehittää esimerkiksi akkuvirralla toimivia sensoreita tai 
muihin menetelmiin perustuvia, väylän kunnon arvioivia järjestelmiä, kuten reitin matka-ajan seu-
ranta älypuhelimella GPS-datan avulla. 

4.3 Tietojärjestelmät 
Tämän tutkimuksen tuloksista käy ilmi, että jalankulkijat ja pyöräilijät haluaisivat saada tietoa käyttämistään 
väylistä. Nykyisellään kelidataa ja tietoa suoritetuista maanteiden kunnossapitotöistä on jo saatavilla Liiken-
neviraston Liikennetilanne-palvelussa, mutta jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylien osalta näissä on ollut puutteita. 

Palautteita voidaan antaan useita eri kanavia pitkin, väylän omistajasta riippuen (maantiet: Tienkäyttäjän 
linja, kadut: kaupunkien omat palautejärjestelmät jne.). Samoin väylien ja katujen hoitoa koskevat tiedot ovat 
hajautuneet useaan eri palveluun, joista vain osa on julkisesti avoimia. Avoimempi ja helpommin saatavilla 
oleva keskitetty palautejärjestelmä lisäisi yksittäisten tienkäyttäjien mahdollisuuksia ilmoittaa parannusta vaa-
tivista kohteista oikealle taholle, mikä lisäisi myös tienkäyttäjien vaikutusmahdollisuuksia. 

Tienkäyttäjille voitaisiin tarjota informaatiota yhdessä järjestelmässä, kuten esimerkiksi karttapohjaisella 
internetsivulla, jossa näkyisivät mahdollisuuksien mukaan julkisesti sekä maanteiden että katujen keliolosuh-
teet, kunnossapitohistoria sekä kunnossapitoajoneuvojen reaaliaikainen sijainti. Tätä järjestelmää voitaisiin 
käyttää myös palautteen antamiseen sijaintikohtaisesti  esimerkiksi korjausta tai aurausta vaativien kohteiden 
ilmoittamisessa, jolloin annettu palaute tavoittaisi oikean tahon automaattisesti .  

Edellä mainitun kaltaisia palveluita on jo olemassa, mutta omina, erillisinä palveluina, joten kyseisen jär-
jestelmän kehittäminen koostuisi pitkälti eri lähteiden datan yhdistämisestä ja yhteensovittamisesta. Järjes-
telmän tarkoituksenmukainen toimivuus edellyttäisi myös sitä, että kaikissa kunnossapitoajoneuvoissa olisi 
järjestelmän kanssa yhteensopivat seuranta- ja raportointilaitteet. Kyselytutkimuksen vastausten mukaan 
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reaaliaikainen tieto kunnossapidosta on tienkäyttäjille tärkeämpää kuin kelidata, joten informaatiojärjestelmän 
kehittäminen tulisi aloittaa kunnossapitoinformaation esille asettamisella yhteen keskitettyyn palveluun. Jär-
jestelmän kehittämistä voidaan perustella sillä, että kyselyyn vastanneet arvioivat palvelun lisäävän tehtyjen 
kävely- ja pyöräilymatkojen määrää.  

5. Jatkotoimenpiteet 

Tässä raportissa esitettyjä parantamistoimenpiteitä ja kehittämisehdotuksia voidaan viedä käytäntöön osit-
tain jo ennen seuraavaa työvaihetta (vaihe II), joka toteutetaan talvella 2018–2019. Esimerkiksi syksyllä 
2018 voidaan kokoontua pohtimaan yhdessä urakoitsijan kanssa mahdollisia talvikunnossapidon parannuk-
sia ja toiminnan tehostamiskeinoja tutkimusalueelle. Näin olisi mahdollista tutkia parannustoimenpiteiden 
vaikutuksia väylän kunnossapitoon ja käyttäjien kokemuksiin sekä liikennemääriin vaiheessa II. 

Varsinais-Suomen ELY-keskus tulee lisäksi toteuttamaan vuonna 2019 jalankulku- ja pyöräilyväylän pa-
rantamisen (mm. alikulkujen parantaminen, suojateiden muuttaminen turvallisemmaksi, väylän leventäminen 
ja uudelleenpäällystäminen). Näiden toimenpiteiden vaikutusta ei kuitenkaan ennätetä selvittämään ensi tal-
ven tutkimuksessa, vaan niiden vaikutuksia tulisi tarkastella erillisessä työssä talvella 2019 -2020. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Walking and cycling are active travel modes, which have several benefits on several differ-

ent levels. On individual level, they combine transportation and physical activity, providing 

a convenient and usually congestion-free trip, while also having a positive impact on health. 

On societal level, the more there are pedestrians and cyclists, the less there are cars in traffic, 

which means less congestion. Walking and cycling people are also healthier, which means 

savings for the society with decreased medical treatment costs. On environmental, even 

global level, increased modal share of walking and cycling will reduce emissions from traf-

fic, and thereby increase air quality and help respond to climate change. 

 

Despite the generally known benefits of walking and cycling, they rarely are the most pop-

ular ways of travelling, and many people still choose other modes of transport. Obvious 

reasons for these are for example too long distance, logistical issues such as heavy objects 

and lack of bicycle. However, people who travel by car often would have a chance to make 

the trip by bike or on foot. Even in situations where cycling would clearly be the best mode. 

Due to the beneficial potentials of cycling and low cycling levels, policy-makers in several 

locations are “showing increasing interest in encouraging cycling”. Despite the increased 

interest in cycling, the amount of attention given to it is a fraction compared to other modes 

of transport (Heinen et al. 2010). 

 

Looking at financial aspects alone, walking and cycling are by far the best modes for per-

sonal transportation, when evaluating the big picture. They are extremely cost-effective 

travel modes, and in central position in developing sustainable transport systems. Some eval-

uations say, that every euro invested in cycling facilities brings as much as eight euros back. 

To compare, in Denmark every kilometer driven with a car costs the society 3.74 crowns, 

where every kilometer cycled only 0.60 crowns (The City of Turku, 2017). Winter mainte-

nance is major facilitator of walking and cycling during winter. Investments and improve-

ments in winter maintenance of walking and cycling facilities have also been shown to pay 

themselves back (Bergström, 2002). Furthermore, winter cycling has been noticed to 

strengthen the immune system, and also help against winter depression (European Platform 

on Mobility Management, 2014). 

 

This thesis studies how traffic environment, weather, road conditions and maintenance im-

pact walking and cycling activity. These qualities are evaluated through literature review 

and a case study on the pedestrian and cycling paths of road 110 between Turku and Kaarina 

using road weather sensors and traffic counters. This data is used to determine how the dif-

ferent factors impact walking and cycling conditions. These impacts are also explored with 

a user survey, which collects information about user experiences, preferences and traffic 

environment. Winter maintenance of the study area is monitored as well. Based on the results 

of these methods, suggestions are made for developing the conditions for pedestrians and 

cyclists through improvements in traffic environment and winter maintenance. 

 

The study aims to find answers to following questions: 

1. What kind of weather and road conditions are in the study location? 

2. What factors affect cycling and pedestrian activity? 

3. How can walking and cycling environment be improved for pedestrians and cyclists? 

4. How winter maintenance should be improved and developed? 
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This thesis begins with a literature review about barriers, which have a decreasing effect, 

and facilitators, which have an increasing effect on walking and cycling. Barriers include 

such elements as seasonal factors (i.e. weather and other uncontrollable variables) and road 

conditions. Facilitators include infrastructure, networks, campaigns, programs and winter 

maintenance. Methodology introduces the case study context and data collection methods 

more carefully. Results present the outcome of the data collection. These results and findings 

are then analyzed in the chapter “Discussion,” where also recommendations and suggestions 

for improving the walking and cycling conditions are presented based on previous studies 

and experiences, collected data, survey results and current winter maintenance. 
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2 Background 

2.1 Barriers to walking and cycling 

Even though the positive aspects of walking and cycling commonly known, many people 

choose not to use other modes of transport instead. The study by Heinen et al. (2010) showed, 

that people listed numerous negative reasons for this. “Too dangerous, too much traffic, bad 

weather, personal factors (too busy), lack of daylight, inconvenience, lacking sufficient fit-

ness, uncomfortable, lack of time, being tired, too much effort, the bicycle being an unchar-

acteristic transportation mode and difficulties with trip-chaining” were the most frequently 

stated reasons not to cycle. It was also discovered, that certain factors are more important to 

some groups than others. Understandably, not all of these factors can be affected, but 

measures can be taken to improve cycling conditions and thereby increase the cycling rates. 

 

Figure 1 shows the distribution of modal share per trip length and proportions of trip lengths. 

Figure 2 compares only walking and cycling against trip length. Distance seems to have a 

strong impact on walking trips: the longer the distance from origin to destination, the smaller 

the share of walking as a travel mode. A sharp decrease in the proportion of walking can 

already be noticed, when the distance is over one kilometer, and it is practically zero on trips 

longer than 10 kilometers. Cycling becomes more popular when the trip length is one to 

three kilometers, after which it also starts to decrease as a travel mode. In Figure 2, cycling 

becomes even more popular than walking on trips longer than 1 km. Based on these obser-

vations it can be said, that walking trips become, or could easily become, cycling trips when 

the trip distance exceeds one kilometer. (Especially) in Figure 1 can be seen, that the modal 

share of active travel modes in distances from one to seven kilometers could be significantly 

increased, as they still are reasonable distances for these modes.  

 
Figure 1 Modal share per trip length. Modified from Somerpalo et al. (2015) 
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Figure 2 Modal share of walking and cycling per trip length. Modified from Finnish Transport Agency 

(2018a) 

2.1.1 Traffic environment and conditions 

In their study of 2016 (“Exploring User Perspectives to Increase Winter Bicycling Mode 

Share in Edmonton, Canada”) Shirgaokar and Gillespie interviewed cyclists about different 

factors affecting the decision to cycle (during winter). Table 1 shows the conclusions of 

this study. Cyclist of this study could be divided in two categories: savvy and right of way 

cyclists. The category “savvy cyclists” consisted of somewhat average cyclists (67 percent 

of the interviewees). They were generalized as for example feeling unsafe and wary of traf-

fic, using mostly cycling routes with minimal traffic, such as sidewalks, multiuse trails and 

other separated facilities. “Right-of-way cyclists” were characterized as more willing to cy-

cle in motor vehicle traffic on streets with high traffic volumes, i.e. confident and enthusi-

astic cyclists (33 percent of respondents). 

 
Table 1 Conclusions about how different factors impact on winter cycling, based on a survey by 

(Shirgaokar & Gillespie, 2016) 

 
 

The two main rows of the table include “barriers” and “facilitators”. Barriers are factors that 

have a negative impact on the cyclists, whereas facilitators are factors that have a positive 

effect on cycling experience and cycling itself. The rows labeled with “high”, “medium” and 
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“low” describe the weight value of a barrier or facilitator, and the similarly labelled columns 

express the level of impact on the cyclist. “For example, “unsafe conditions” is a high barrier 

with medium impact for savvy cyclists who avoid vehicular traffic when possible, but it is a 

high barrier with high impact for right-of-way cyclists who ride with traffic most of the 

time.” The priorities of barriers and facilitators was defined according to the frequency of 

the answers. For example: “sharrows are a low facilitator for both groups and have a low 

impact on savvy winter cyclists who do not bike on the street, but a medium impact on right-

of-way cyclists who do bike on streets” (Shirgaokar & Gillespie, 2016). 

 

One of the barriers labelled as high is unsafe conditions. They have a lower impact on savvy 

cyclists, probably because they use separated cycling facilities more than right-of-way cy-

clists. Parked vehicles are a medium barrier for both cyclist groups, but they have a higher 

impact on r-o-w cyclists, since they ride on streets. Lack of public awareness (car drivers not 

being aware of sharing the road with cyclists) is a medium barrier, having higher impact on 

r-o-w cyclists than savvy ones. Low temperatures had a similar low importance and medium 

impact level on both cyclist groups (Shirgaokar & Gillespie, 2016). 

 

Amiri and Sadeghpour (2014) also studied the safety concerns of cyclists. 21 percent se-

lected obstacles, such as parked cars, as a safety issue. Also fast moving cars were mentioned 

by about 21 percent of the respondents. Attitudes of car drivers was mentioned as the largest 

safety concern by three percent of respondents, and for example cyclist awareness programs 

for car drivers were emphasized. Other cyclists or pedestrians were not considered by many 

to be a safety concern. Cars driving too close to cyclists was also expressed as a concern, 

which is in line with previous study results confirming the advantages of separated bike lanes 

(see Amiri & Sadeghpour, 2014).  

 

Safety can be divided into two types: objective and subjective. Objective safety is the more 

“concrete” type of safety, which can be measured unambiguously, for example by number 

of accidents per year for a specific location. Subjective safety is how an individual road user 

experiences the level of safety on the road. They may correspond to, but also differ from one 

another. When asked, people often mention safety as a reason not to cycle. Many studies 

(see Heinen et al. 2010) agree, that the higher the risk is, the less people assumingly cycle. 

The importance and perception of safety varies according to individual. Also, generalizations 

can be made according to for example gender and income (Heinen et al. 2010). However, 

according to Heinen et al. (2010), previous studies discovered cycling being experienced as 

the least safe mode of transport by all respondents, when comparing to public transport, 

driving a car, and walking. The connection between bicycle infrastructure and objective 

safety remained unclear, but subjective levels of safety were greater with bicycle-specific 

solutions.  

 

The most severe type of walking or cycling accident is collision with a motor vehicle. Many 

studies state, that the possibility of collision with motor vehicles reduce the willingness to 

cycle (see Shirgaokar & Gillespie, 2016). However, the most common accidents are single 

accidents, such as falling or slipping (Swedish National Road Administration, 1999). Single 

bicycle accidents on the other hand, are rarely listed in the accident reports. They form ap-

proximately two thirds of all reported bicycle accidents in Sweden, Norway and Denmark 

(Bergström, 2002). The share of single bicycle accidents may be, and probably is even 

higher, since all accidents are not reported. It is estimated, that in Sweden approximately 
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20 000 cyclists get injured in traffic annually, from which about 4 800 require medical at-

tention (Swedish National Road Administration, 1999). 

In the United States, cyclist and pedestrian deaths and injuries are a severe public health 

problem, which has been widely disregarded. European countries have been labelled as put-

ting emphasis on pedestrian and cycling centric land-use and transportation planning, and 

implementation of pedestrian and cyclist specific solutions has reduced the amount of inju-

ries and deaths considerably. These methods include for example “traffic calming of resi-

dential neighborhoods; urban design oriented to people and not cars; restrictions on auto use; 

expanded education and training programs; and stricter enforcement of traffic laws” (Pucher 

& Dijkstra, 2000). 

 

It is obvious, that different designs have different impacts on traffic safety. For example, 

Pucher and Dijkstra (2000) point out the impact of different orientation in the design of 

traffic environment. Figure 3 shows the relation of distance travelled by bike versus fatal 

accidents. Even though the Dutch and Danes have the highest distances travelled, they also 

have one of the lowest cyclist death rates. It is generally known, that in these countries cy-

cling environment is highly prioritized, which indicates, that the amount of cycling accidents 

does not depend only on distance travelled, but also on traffic environment. 

 

 
Figure 3 Relation between the amount of fatal cycling accidents and distance travelled (Huizinga, 

2009) 

 

Most notable barriers listed by pedestrians included traffic, with car drivers in particular, 

weather, inconvenience and lack of facilities. Other barriers included such things as lack of 

sociability, cultural factors, safety issues not related to traffic (crime), but also aesthetics. It 

was noticed, that more comfortable environment had an increasing effect on walking fre-

quency. (Lorencet al. 2008) 

2.1.2 Seasonal factors 

Several studies in the United States report that cycling is clearly more common in the sum-

mer than in winter (and other seasons). The drop in the amount of cycling trips varies de-

pending on the location: in parts of Northern America where the temperatures are low, the 

decrease in cycling activity is more notable than in areas with milder winters. In addition to 
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the number of cycling trips decreasing, in Sweden it was discovered, that the maximum cy-

cling distance decreases from 20 kilometers to 10 kilometers (Bergström & Magnusson, 

2003) (Heinen et al. 2010). Liu et al. (2015) studied the impacts of weather on travel mode 

choice on a thirteen-year period, combining the results in Table 2. They concluded, that 

during winter the possibility of an individual choosing cycling as travel mode decreases. 

Additionally, it can be seen, that private car use stays relatively constant during each season. 

The variance is the largest among cycling: 9 percent units. According to Shirgaokar and 

Gillespie (2016), several studies say that the probability of winter cycling increases until 

certain age, after which it starts to decrease. In many studies it was found, that winter affects 

commuting trips less than other types of trips. Moreover, winter has lower impact on week-

day and shorter trips than weekend and longer trips. Also, men are more likely to cycle in 

the winter than women.  

 
Table 2 Trips per day and modal share by seasons (Liu et al. 2015) 

 
 

In cities where the cycling levels are high, most of the bicyclist cycle around the year, in 

wide range of temperatures and in every possible weather. During winter, however, the 

modal share of cycling decreases especially in cities, where the cycling levels are already 

low. In Copenhagen, Denmark, the modal share of cycling is about 30 percent. Four fifths 

of the cyclist continue cycling year around. In Netherlands, where the modal share of cycling 

is about 25 percent, even larger portion of cyclists continue cycling through the winter: 85 

percent. In Graz, Austria, the share of trips by bicycle is only about 16 %, and almost half 

of cyclists use their bike only outside winter period. The trend is also visible in Vienna, 

Austria: with the modal share of only 5 percent, only 23 percent of cyclists continue riding 

their bikes in the winter. On the other hand, in Sweden and Finland, where the winter con-

ditions are usually more demanding, the modal share of cycling is well over 20 percent, and 

30 to 50 percent of cyclists continue riding in the winter (European Platform on Mobility 

Management, 2014). Somerpalo et al. (2015) studied the characteristics of cycling and fac-

tors affecting the cycling trips in their study of 2015, where they also compared the share of 

winter cycling per age group. The results can be seen in Figure 4 below. Dark blue bars 

present the share of cyclists on summer season (April-October) and light blue bars present 

the share of cyclists on winter season (November-March). The form of the figure is some-

what similar in both seasons. The greatest relative decrease in share of cycling happened 

among the elderly, with the age class six to eleven-year olds being second. The relative de-

crease was the lowest among 18- to 29-year-old young adults. These findings are somewhat 

similar to those by Shirgaokar and Gillespie (2016). 
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Figure 4 Popularity of winter cycling among different age groups (Somerpalo et al.  2015) 

 

Many people think that winter cycling requires some specialized equipment, such as winter 

cycling track suit. This is often not the case, since for average riders a normal winter clothing 

is adequate. Usually one does not need studded tires either, riding a bit more carefully will 

do. In fact, in a study performed in 1998 in Norway, only every tenth winter cyclists said 

they use studded tires (Bergström & Magnusson, 2003). On the other hand, Sik and Granlund 

(2012) mention winter tires as a possible, important safety increasing feature in winter cy-

cling. However, some attention should be paid to maintenance of the bike: in winter it tends 

to get dirtier faster, and due to road salt it may rust more rapidly, but cleaning the bike often 

enough and oiling the chains will increase the lifetime of the bike significantly (European 

Platform on Mobility Management, 2014). 

 

Major reasons for not cycling in winter include darkness, cold temperatures, slipperiness, 

snow, wetness, precipitation and strong winds. Many cyclists do not continue cycling in the 

winter because of fear of falling due to low friction on ice. However, a few studies state that 

winter cycling can be even safer due to cyclists being cautious and riding on lower speeds 

(European Platform on Mobility Management, 2014) (Shirgaokar & Gillespie, 2016). 

 

Perhaps the most apparent changes in outdoor conditions in the winter is the lowering of the 

temperature. There are several studies about the impact of temperature on cycling levels 

available. Parkin et al. (2008) say, that increasing of temperature increases the number of 

cycling trips, commuting trips in particular. The impact of temperature on walking and cy-

cling was also studied by Liu et al. (2015), who ended in similar results (Figure 5). Bergström 

and Magnusson (2003) suggest that the decrease in amount of cycling during winters is more 

significant in locations with colder winters (Linköping vs Luleå). However, for example 

Oulu and Joensuu are the most active cycling cities in Finland, despite their colder winter 

temperatures and longer snowy seasons. (Maijala, 2011) 
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Figure 5 The relation between temperature and modal share (Liu et al. 2015) 

 

The graph above (Figure 5) shows the modal shares of walking, cycling, private car use and 

public transport, according to study results by Liu et al. (2015) The modal share of car is 

fairly constant, around 55 percent. Only when it gets colder than -15 degrees Celsius, the 

share increases considerably. Walking and cycling seem to have an opposite reaction to 

change in temperature: when the temperature rises, the share of cycling increases and walk-

ing decreases, possibly indicating that a certain group chooses to either walk or cycle, de-

pending on the temperature. Of course, temperature is not the only factor, but it can be linked 

to other factors related to colder outdoor conditions. The share of public transport increases 

roughly by ten percent when temperature increases from – 18 °C to zero °C, and then de-

creases by about five percent between 0 °C and 20 °C. This means that people switch to 

other modes when the temperature increases.  

 

However, several studies state, that the lowering of the temperature alone does not have 

considerable influence on cycling. Normal winter temperatures are not a significant reason 

for the decrease in the number of cyclists (Shirgaokar & Gillespie, 2016). In fact, about 93 

percent of active winter cyclists (and 84 percent of year-around cyclists) said that cycling 

was comfortable even below – 10 °C. Of all survey participants, 71 percent said they are 

comfortable riding in cold temperatures down to -20°C, even lower.  (Amiri & Sadeghpour, 

2014) Commuter bicyclists are affected by temperature less than other cyclists (Bergström 

& Magnusson, 2003) (Helbich et al. 2014). This could partly be explained by commuters 

having limited options. In another words, they might be depending on travelling by bicycle, 

and thereby cycle despite poor weather conditions (Heinen et al. 2010). 

 

Precipitation seems to have a decreasing effect on the cycling levels (Bergström & 

Magnusson, 2003)  (Liu et al. 2015). Study by Shirgaokar and Gillespie (2016) found out, 

that if it is raining in the morning, there is a drop in amount of bicyclists. This probably 

relates to the lack of options in case it starts raining after the morning trip. Having already 
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cycled to work in the morning, people may be unwilling to leave their bike at the workplace, 

and cycle back home even if it is raining, especially when there are no other options availa-

ble, such as public transport. 

 

Figure 6 shows the results of study by Liu et al. (2015). As can be seen, there are no drastic 

changes in the modal shares related to precipitation. The popularity of public transport de-

creases slightly the more it rains. Share of private car increases as the precipitation increases, 

but in a moderate way. Walking seems to become less common the more it rains. The share 

of cycling changes in an unexpected manner, first decreasing from no rain to 0-1 mm, then 

increasing when the precipitation is 1-10 mm, decreasing again at 10-20mm, but reaching 

the highest percentage when the rainfall is over 20 mm. The authors believe that the “popu-

larity of cycling” in heavy rain is due to heavy precipitation being common in the summer, 

when the amount of cycling is higher compared to winters. Also, the possibility of sampling 

error was present in the study (Liu et al. 2015). The alternating increasing and decreasing of 

modal share of cycling could possibly mean that the amount of precipitation has no major 

influence on decision to cycle: if it rains at all, some people choose another mode, whereas 

some do not care about the rain at all, and choose to cycle no matter what. 

 

 
Figure 6 The modal shares of different transport modes according to various precipitation classes (Liu 

et al. 2015) 

 

Location also seems to play a role in how much outdoor conditions affect cycling levels. 

Study by Helbich et al. (2014) revealed, that traffic in central urban areas was influenced 

less by the temperature, precipitation and winds. This was believed to be because of build-

ings providing shelter, but also because the microclimate in central areas tend to be slightly 

warmer.  
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It is worth noting, that cold temperatures and precipitation are indeed not the only factors to 

cause decreasing in the cycling levels during winters. Darkness has been found to have a 

negative impact commuting by bicycle. The lack of light seems to have a greater influence 

on women than men (Heinen et al. 2010). It is important to see and to be seen. During the 

winter the amount of light is lower than in summer, and street lights are not always enough. 

That is why it is important to use reflectors (which are often found on bikes by default). To 

see the street, road or path and other road users better, a functioning light is often needed 

and recommended (European Platform on Mobility Management, 2014). 

 

Walking and cycling in winter have some special requirements considering the condition of 

the road, as the needs of pedestrians and bicycles considering the winter conditions vary 

from those of motor vehicles. For instance, bicycles are lighter in weight and the tire surface 

area is lesser than of motor vehicles’. This means, that snow and ice affect bikes differently 

than for example cars (Cebe, 2014). Poor road conditions are frequently stated as a major 

reason not to cycle. These conditions include for example cracks and unevenness, snow and 

ice, gravel and sand. The risk of accident for cyclists and pedestrians is evaluated five to ten 

times higher when there is snow and/or ice on the road, compared to bare surface. According 

to hospital data from Östergötland, slippery road conditions were the reason for 60 percent 

of all bicycle accidents. In Umeå, four out of ten accidents occur during winter (October to 

April). Slippery road conditions caused 40 percent of winter time cycling accidents. Also, 

loose grit has been reported to cause two to ten percent of accidents in Denmark (Bergström, 

2002). According to Öberg et al. (1996) snow and ice are the most significant causes of 

single cycling accidents: 84 percent stated the accident was (at least partly) caused by ice or 

snow. Also Sik and Granlund (2012) say, that road conditions are a major factor in pedestrian 

and cycling accidents. Traffic safety of active travel modes could be improved significantly 

by developing winter maintenance (Ardekani et al. 1995). Results from improved winter 

maintenance in Umeå support this assumption (Bergström, 2002). 

 

According to Heinen et al. (2010), there is a limited number of studies about the effects of 

surface quality. However, the literature available suggests that clear road conditions are more 

important to the elderly, right-of-way type of cyclists and women than other groups. In a 

survey by Wretling (1996), it was discovered that in winter time every fourth planned cycling 

trip was replaced by another mode. Walking replaced approximately every fourth cycling 

trip. Slippery road conditions were mentioned as a reason by 66 percent of answerers. Berg-

ström (2002) says, that “winter cyclists seem to be insensitive to other factors than poor road 

conditions.” For those who only cycle during summer, temperature and precipitation seem 

to play the larger role. 

 

Several studies say, that a major barrier lowering the winter cycling rates is the presence of 

snow on bikeways (Bergström & Magnusson, 2003) (Spencer et al. 2013) (Miranda-Moreno 

et al. 2013). Shirgaokar and Gillespie (2016) noticed, that the lack of snow clearance on 

bikeways was identified as a reason not to cycle by both average and experienced cyclists. 

This would cause especially the experienced cyclists to choose riding on busier streets with 

higher traffic volumes due to better road conditions and level of winter maintenance. The 

authors suggest, that the regular plowing of bikeways increases the number of winter cycling 

trips significantly. Table 3 presents the importance of different road conditions per different 

cyclist groups, according to Bergstörm (2002). The results are somewhat similar to those by 

Shirgaokar and Gillespie (2016), assuming winter cyclists are characterized similar to right-

of-way cyclists, and summer-only similar to savvy cyclists. Snow on road had a higher 
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weight value for savvy than r-o-w cyclists. This is probably due to prioritized snow clearing, 

where the motor vehicle roads and streets are cleared first, thereby benefitting right-of way 

cyclists due to their route choice tendencies. 

 
Table 3 The importance of different road condition factors for the mode choice according to the option 

of different categories of cyclists (Bergström, 2002) 

Road condition Winter cyclists 

Summer-only 

cyclists Never cyclists Total average 

  Mean Std. E. Mean Std. E. Mean Std. E. Mean Std. E. 

Not cleared from 

snow 4.87 0.22 6.42 0.14 6.04 0.14 5.8 0.1 

Slippery 4.54 0.23 6.31 0.15 5.87 0.16 5.57 0.11 

Occurance of grit 

or debris 2.86 0.2 3.91 0.23 4.3 0.17 3.77 0.11 

Cracks or uneven 

surface 2.88 0.21 3.79 0.24 4.11 0.18 3.67 0.12 

 

Liu et. al. (2015) also studied the connection between the road condition and modal share. It 

was noticed, that when road conditions got worse, the share of bicycle trips decreased. Mean-

while the share of walking increased. The total share of cycling and walking combined was 

relatively constant, a bit over thirty percent, indicating, that when the road conditions get 

worse, part of cyclists switch to walking. The worsening of road conditions also had a mod-

erate decreasing effect on private car use. 

 

 
Figure 7 Modal shares according to road condition (Liu et al. 2015) 

 

The safety concerns of winter cyclists were studied by Amiri and Sadeghpour (2014) as well. 

Approximately 61 percent of cyclists identified icy road conditions as a major safety con-

cern. About 25 percent of respondents considered gravel and snow on bike lanes a safety 

concern. Here, the respondents often mentioned that the snow and its storage reduced the 

width of the bike lane. 
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Figure 8 presents two extremely slippery scenarios for pedestrians. The first one (on the left) 

is a situation, where the temperature is first above 0 degrees Celsius, and during the daytime 

drops below zero. Before the temperature going to subzero temperatures, the weather is wet: 

either raining, or the streets are wet from melted snow and/or ice. The liquid water then turns 

to slippery ice surface. Additionally, a layer of fallen snow on ice reduces the friction of the 

road even further. The second scenario (on the right) for extreme slipperiness occurs, when 

the temperature drops under zero degrees for a short period of time, usually during the morn-

ing-midday time-frame, turning the water on sidewalks into ice. As the temperature increases 

again, the ice starts to melt, and there is a layer of water on the ice, which brings the friction 

to low values. Additional rainfall on the ice makes the surface even more slippery. 

 

 
Figure 8 Slippery road conditions for pedestrians (Finnish meteorological institute, 2018) 

 

2.2 Facilitators for walking and cycling 

This section presents factors that are designed to enable walking and cycling, or further them 

and increase the safety of these modes as ways to travel. According to Maijala (2011), urban 

structure and infrastructure are the most important facilitators of walking and cycling. They 

are also a major factor in the feeling of safety experienced by the road users. Important are 

also immaterial facilitators, such as physical activity programs and campaigns. 

2.2.1 Cycling infrastructure 

Several studies show a positive correlation between improved bicycle infrastructure and 

amount of cycling. According to some studies, safety of the infrastructure was one of the 

major reasons discouraging the public to cycle. Thereby improving the infrastructure safety 

could attract more people to cycle (Amiri & Sadeghpour, 2014). This chapter presents the 

most common bicycle infrastructure components and their key characteristics. 
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One of the most fundamental questions concerning cycling is the space where to ride. The 

options vary greatly from bike-only paths to riding among the motor vehicles (Buehler & 

Dill, 2016). Typical accommodations for cyclists include: 

• Bike lanes 

• Cycle tracks 

• Bike paths 

• Sidewalks 

• In mixed traffic with motor vehicles 

 

Bike lanes (Figure 9) are dedicated spaces on roadways reserved for cyclists to ride on. In 

most cases, the lanes are separated only by pavement markings, which can be as simple as a 

common white line, or dashed line, but also different coloring of the bike lane is used and 

becoming more common. Bike lanes are ordinarily located between a lane for motor vehicles 

and parking spots or sidewalk. Several studies have noted a positive correlation between the 

availability of bike lanes and cycling volumes. Vernez-Moudon et. al. (2005) concluded, that 

living closer to a bike lane increased the likeability of cycling in general. A study by Dill & 

Carr (2003) concluded, that every mile of bike lane per square mile raised the share of bike 

commuters by one percent. On the other hand, several other studies stated that bike lanes 

and cycling did not have a strong relationship. For example, Dill & Voros (2007) found no 

correlation between available bike lane miles and ridership on nearby areas. Yet again, a 

study in Washington DC found a 250 percent rise in cyclist traffic during peak commuting 

hours after two years of setting up a buffered two-way bike lane, though it is uncertain 

whether if the increase came from new cyclists or from old routes (Buehler & Dill, 2016).  

 

 
Figure 9 Two types of bike lanes. One next to parking, other without. (NACTO, 2014) 

 

Bike lanes seem to have a little or no impact on the decision to bike. However, they provide 

a designated platform for biking next to cars. It also makes the cyclists feel safer compared 

to riding in traffic. On the other hand, when the other lane next to bike lane is reserved for 

parking, the cars have a need to cross the bike lane, which leads to dangerous situations for 

cyclists. Furthermore, opening of the doors of parked cars was considered a discomfort by 

the cyclists. The problem is considered more significant in rural areas, than in urban ones, 

since there the cyclists are used to it (Buehler & Dill, 2016) (Heinen, van Wee, & Maat, 
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2010). The space reserved for bike lane is taken away from the motorized traffic, and thereby 

combined with other measures a possible method to reduce the number of cars in traffic.  

 

Cycle tracks (Figure 10) are bike lanes, which are physically separated from motor traffic. 

Sometimes they are titled separated or protected bike lanes. It is part of the motor vehicle 

highway, but physically separated by for example a concrete barrier, curb, or a buffer zone 

with pollards. Thereby the cycle track follows the alignment of the motor vehicle lane, but 

provides better protection from these vehicles than an ordinary bike lane (Buehler & Dill, 

2016). 

 

 
Figure 10 Uni-directional raised cycle track (NACTO, 2014) 

 

The positive impacts of cycle tracks are larger than those of bike lanes. Studies performed 

in several cities showed that riding on cycle tracks was experienced positively, much due to 

increased level of safety. In addition, the number of cycling trips increased after the instal-

lation of cycle tracks (Buehler & Dill, 2016). The number of studies on cyclists diverting 

from previously used routes to newly constructed lanes, tracks and paths is relatively low, 

though. However, a study by Monsere et al. (2014) asked cyclists about alternative route 

choices in situation where there would not be a cycle track available. 17-83 percent (average 

of 65 percent) answered that it would not have an effect on their route choice. 24 percent 

would divert to another route. 10 percent would have used a different mode of transport 

(Buehler & Dill, 2016). Based on these numbers, roughly every fourth cyclist changes their 

route when a better riding platform is available. On the other hand, the majority of 65 percent 

wouldn’t change their route, which raises more questions about the reasons behind these 

decisions. 

  

Bike paths (Figure 11) are also physically separated from roadways, but on a larger scale 

than cycle tracks. According to Buehler and Dill (2016) bike paths seldom follow the road 

network, but instead “run through parks or along waterfronts.” In Finland, however (exclud-

ing recreational bike paths) bike paths usually run along roadways. Another names for bike 

paths include off-street paths, trails, and greenways. Off-street paths may also mix bicycling 

traffic with pedestrians and other non-motorized modes (Pucher et al. 2010). 
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Figure 11 Bike path with one lane per direction. (Rhode Island Bicycle Coalition, 2011) 

 

Several studies stated, that bike paths are an essential part of cycling networks. Many before-

after studies indicate, that bike paths have an increasing effect on the numbe of biking trips 

and the modal share of biking as well. The share of bicycle trips was noticed increasing by 

1-2 percent. It was also found out that bike paths would be popular among commuters, and 

they would commute even 20 minutes longer daily, if they could ride on bike paths instead 

of roadways. They also said, that they would cycle more often, given that the bike paths are 

easily reached and connect relevant destinations. People living close to bike paths had a 

higher probability to use them than those who lived further away. However, not all studies 

agree with bike paths, or other bicycle infrastructure, increasing the amount of bicycling 

significantly. These studies were performed in the United States however, so they might not 

apply worldwide (Heinen et al. 2010) (Buehler & Dill, 2016). 

 

Despite increasing preference for separate bicycle infrastructure, further development is 

needed at least in the US and Canada. According to surveys performed between the years 

1998 and 2012, in Northern America 50-90 percent of distance travelled by bike was on an 

unseparated roadway. Also, most cyclists had to ride at least for a part of the trip on roadways 

without separate cycling facilities. One reason for this is that the designated bike paths in 

Northern America are often limited and fragmented. The available paths also tend to locate 

along roads with higher motor vehicle volumes  (Buehler & Dill, 2016). 

 

In Canada, cycling on sidewalks is generally illegal, but however fairly common. Cycling 

on shared sidewalks is allowed, although not many cities rely on it as a method to increase 

cycling (Pucher & Buehler, 2006). Study by Aultman-Hall and Adams Jr.  (1998) found that 

sidewalk cyclists experience more accidents and other events than those who cycle on bike 

lanes or with motor traffic.  Srisurapanon et al. (2003) stated that 66 percent of cyclists pre-

ferred to ride on bikeways instead of sidewalks, and riding on sidewalks was described as 

rare. 

 

Cycling in mixed traffic with motor vehicles is also an option. For this to be a comfortable 

solution for cyclists, special arrangements should be performed. Giving the priority to bike 

traffic over motorized vehicles is a common solution. An example of this is bicycle boule-

vards (or neighborhood greenways). These neighborhood streets are prioritized for bicycle 

traffic by discouraging car traffic. One way of encouraging cycling on these boulevards is 
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by removing the stop-signs on intersections in the direction of the bicycle boulevard, which 

will allow a smoother and more continuous travel for the bicyclists (Buehler & Dill, 2016). 

Applications similar to neighborhood greenways are used around the world under various 

names, but commonly known as living streets. They allow motor vehicle traffic, but use 

design solutions to limit their use and speed.  

 

Another ways to accommodate cyclists with motor traffic include for example cyclist-spe-

cific directional signs, cyclist markings (also known as sharrows) widened lanes and shoul-

ders. Shared bus and bike lanes take the space away from cars, but they still mix (heavy) 

motor vehicles and cyclists. However, for example in the United Kingdom these shared lanes 

are popular among cyclists. On contraflow bike lanes bicycle traffic direction is opposite to 

car traffic. The safety impacts of these lanes have been studied in many countries, with var-

ying results. Some say they increase safety significantly, some say they have not noticeable 

impact. However, according to Pucher, Dill and Handy (2010) no study has reported contra-

flow lanes to have safety decreasing impacts (Buehler & Dill, 2016). 

 

Sharrows (shared lane -markings) are a low facilitator with a low impact on savvy cyclists, 

as they generally avoid motor vehicle lanes, but use them if necessary, and a medium on 

right-of-way-cyclists (Table 1), who prefer to ride among motor vehicles. When riding 

within traffic, sharrows provide safety for cyclists, as the space is marked to inform motor 

vehicle drivers that cyclists are present (Shirgaokar & Gillespie, 2016).  

 

Figure 12 below shows the different bicycle accommodation alternatives collectively. They 

are arranged according to the amount of protection they provide for the cyclists, in another 

words, how safe they are for the cyclist. In this figure, bike path is titled as “Greenway”. 

 

 
Figure 12 Different cycling arrangements and the amount of protection they provide respectively.  

(NOLA, 2014) 
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Several studies (see Heinen et al. 2010 p.5) confirm that the type of bicycle infrastructure 

plays a part in decision whether to cycle or not. Many cyclists prefer riding on designated 

bicycle paths to riding on bike lanes or shared roads without any cycling facilities. Pucher 

and Dijkstra (2000) suggested that the amount of cycling facilities per city or country corre-

lates positively with the modal share of cycling and the level of bicycle safety. The evalua-

tion of the bicycle facilities may vary significantly within the cyclists depending on for ex-

ample socioeconomic situation, but the level of cycling experience plays a greater role: in-

experienced cyclists find the bicycle facilities more important than the experienced cyclists 

(Heinen et al. 2010). 

 

The amount of motor traffic next to cycling facility seems to have an influence on the pref-

erence of the cyclists about the facility itself. Roads including two lanes for motor vehicles 

were more popular among cyclists than those with four motor vehicle lanes. There is not a 

one simple explanation for this phenomenon, but on might be that on two-motor-vehicle-

lane road the car drivers do not have as many other cars to pay attention to, and can therefore 

take the cyclists more into account. In general, cyclist seem to have a negative opinion about 

roads with higher volumes (Heinen et al. 2010). Also many studies agree that cyclists riding 

on roads favor calmer traffic conditions. Especially the inexperienced and young cyclists, 

women and risk-averse individuals experienced the most discomfort and fear of cycling 

among motor traffic. Streets without car parking and with fewer lanes, slower speeds, and 

lower traffic volumes were preferred. On the other hand, especially experienced cyclists pre-

ferred to ride on streets with other traffic instead of a separate bike path. Worth noting is 

also that the purpose of biking trip has an influence on the preference of the cycling space. 

Commuters do not mind riding among cars that much. Neither do the speeds or traffic vol-

umes play a major role. Instead, when the purpose of the trip is not commuting, for example 

in Portland, cyclist used streets with motor traffic of over 20 000 vehicles daily only, if the 

calmer routes would have been twice as long. However, in Copenhagen, where the cycling 

facilities are commonly known as one of the best in the world, separate bikeways were pre-

ferred, but cycling on roadways wasn’t found a negative experience (Buehler & Dill, 2016). 

 

Destination amenities were considered as low facilitators, having a medium impact on both 

cyclist groups (savvy and r-o-w, see Table 1). These amenities include for example cycling-

related facilities in the destination, such as bicycle parking and showering possibilities. Bike 

racks or other parking facilities provide user friendliness and security for bicycle storing 

(Shirgaokar & Gillespie, 2016). Several other studies agree, that safe bicycle parking is an 

important factor for cyclists, especially for commuters. The level of security of the parking 

facility is subjective: the more expensive the bike is, the more secure the cyclist wants the 

facility to be. It was also discovered, that men and younger people value the security more 

than other user groups. Most bicycle parking spots are found in sheltered or unsheltered bike 

racks, and have been found to have an increasing effect on cycling levels. Guarded parking 

is trending in Europe, in Germany, Netherland and Denmark in particular. Bike lockers are 

a secure form of temporary bicycle storage, most frequently found at train or metro stations. 

Cyclists seem to value bike lockers over bike enclosures and bike racks. Parking at train or 

metro stations supports the use of both cycling and public transport, and has been confirmed 

by several studies to increase the modal share of both cycling and public transport. Parking 

at bus stops is less common, but used in northern Europe. In North America, the linking of 

bike and bus trip is solved by installing bike racks on buses. Bikes can also be transported 

in rail vehicles, but they usually have some restrictions considering bikes onboard, such as 

prohibition during peak hours (Heinen et al. 2010) (Pucher et al. 2010). 
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The presence of other facilities next to parking is considered somewhat important. The 

availability of changing facilities, showers and lockers are appreciated. However, the ab-

sence of these facilities did not seem to have a significant effect on bicycle use. (Heinen et 

al. 2010) Providing facilities listed above could be a positive way for the companies to en-

courage their employees to cycle instead of using car. 

 

The relationship between cycling rates and availability of infrastructure may be a bi-direc-

tional one. The better availability of bicycling infrastructure might not only attract more 

cyclists, but higher cyclist volumes could encourage construction for more infrastructure 

(Heinen et al. 2010). Several studies agree that improved cycling infrastructure has an in-

creasing effect on cycling trips (Amiri & Sadeghpour, 2014). Study by Shirgaokar & Gilles-

pie (2016) concludes, that “significant increase in winter cycling could be possible through 

supplying a network of separated bike lanes”.  

 

Shirgaokar and Gillespie (2016) suggest that the cycling infrastructure is often designed for 

summer use. Examples supporting this statement include such solutions as sharrows and 

painted bike lanes, which are covered with snow in the winter and thereby invisible. How-

ever, the same study concludes that winter cyclists can influence the improvement of the 

infrastructure and management within the limits the city provides. The authors recommend 

cities to design the cycling infrastructure to be operational during all seasons.  

 

2.2.2 Cycling network 

During the last twenty years, several levels of governance actors around the world have be-

gun to promote cycling. Practically in every case this has been done by expanding the bike 

facilities. However, “the practice of providing cycling facilities is currently evolving from a 

focus on how to best install and design individual lanes or paths toward planning for entire 

networks of bicycle facilities.” Networks include such elements as bicycle lanes, cycle tracks 

and cycling paths. In addition, for example special arrangements at intersections and calming 

of neighborhood streets have been executed to improve the safety and comfortability of bik-

ing (Buehler & Dill, 2016). 

 

The role and importance of bikeway networks has lately increased vastly. In Finland several 

bikeway networks have been constructed and developed. Perhaps the most well-known seg-

ment is the Baana in Helsinki. Also in other countries the network planning has gained more 

attention. For example in the United States, the Department of Transportation has raised the 

priority of biking network “implementation and documentation” as a part of their “Strategic 

Agenda for Pedestrian and Bicycle Transportation” (Buehler & Dill, 2016). The United 

States Federal Highway Administration encourages designers and decision makers to treat 

walking, bicycling and other forms of transportation equally (Shirgaokar & Gillespie, 2016). 

In Northern America, Montreal, Canada, has been the leader in bikeway network develop-

ment for several years (Cebe, 2014).  

 

The continuity of the network and infrastructures is important. Cyclists prefer more contin-

uous routes, and have a negative attitude towards facilities ending suddenly. Inexperienced 

cyclists appear to value the continuity of the infrastructure more than the experienced ones. 

As expected, the continuity is more important to transportation type of cycling than recrea-

tional, possibly due to recreational cyclists preferring to have freedom over their route 

choice.  The continuity of cycling infrastructure on bridges also divides opinions. Especially 
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inexperienced cyclists consider it important, but some studies (see Heinen et al. p 6.) state 

that the absence of cycling facilities on bridges makes no difference. As a conclusion Heinen 

et al. (2010) state that “while cyclists do have a preference for bicycle infrastructure on 

bridges, this does not cause them to make detours or change routes in order to use these 

facilities.” 

 

Traffic lights, stops signs and other traffic controlling systems are an essential part of traffic 

management, but also cause delays, and therefore irritation in road users.  Repetitive de- and 

accelerations cause cyclists an excessive amount of work, so it can be expected that cyclists 

try to avoid these sources of delay when choosing a route. However, more traffic lights tend 

to be on the chosen route than on the shortest one. This suggests that cyclists dislike traffic 

lights and other stopping causing traffic controlling, but they prefer avoiding other routes 

experienced more negatively (Heinen et al. 2010) 

 

Central elements of the bicycle network are the nodes, in another words, intersections and 

junctions. In these locations the number of conflict points is significantly higher than on the 

lanes, tracks and paths alone, which requires intersection design and traffic controlling 

(Buehler & Dill, 2016). Several methods have been developed to improve the fluency and 

safety of intersections including bicycle traffic. As in the cases of different platforms, dif-

ferent solutions in intersections influence cycling experience, and thereby amount of cycling 

and modal share. 

 

According to Buehler and Dill (2016), a very limited amount of studies on effects of treat-

ments specific to cycling at intersection on volumes of cycling or preferences is available. 

A study performed in Vancouver discovered that cyclists have a preference to use signal 

crossings activated by bicycles (Winters et al. 2011). According to Monsere et al. (2014), 92 

percent of cyclists felt safe riding through an intersection equipped with separate bicycle 

signal phases. Bike signals are more commonly used in Europe than in in the United States 

(Buehler & Dill, 2016).  

 

Bike boxes, sometimes referred to as advanced stop lines, are designated waiting areas for 

bicyclists in intersection areas. They are located between the pedestrian crosswalk and the 

stop line for cars, as shown in Figure 13. Bike boxes are designed to give bicyclists better 

visibility to motor vehicles over conventional design solutions. This is especially the case 

when a motor vehicle is turning to a direction that requires crossing a bike lane (Buehler & 

Dill, 2016). Dill et al. (2012) found that 77 percent of cyclists felt safer crossing the inter-

section when a bike box was available. Similar to bicycle specific signals, bike boxes are not 

as common in the United States than they are in European countries (Buehler & Dill, 2016). 
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Figure 13 A bike box (NACTO, 2014) 

 

Another method to increase a safety of a cyclists near a turning motor vehicle is to use a 

combined bike lane / turn lane (Figure 14) (NACTO, 2014). In such arrangement, a turning 

motor vehicle does not cross a bike lane while turning, but instead switches to a combined 

lane before the intersection area. Both bicycles and motor vehicles use the same lane for 

turning. Even though this type of intersection treatment increases the safety of cyclists, the 

motor vehicle still has to cross the bike lane before reaching the turn lane.  

 

 
Figure 14 A combined bike lane / Turn Lane (NACTO, 2014) 

 

Intersection crossing markings (Figure 15) guide the cyclist through the intersection via a 

specific path. Often it is an extension of bike lane over the junction area. The markings are 

usually sharrows, dashed lines and/or colored pavement (NACTO, 2014). The markings 

show the path of the cyclist to all road users, and thereby increasing the predictability of 

moving patterns of the cyclist. Intersection crossing marking may also enable a safer turning 

for cyclists by providing two-stage turning boxes. “Two-stage turn queue boxes provide bi-

cyclists a way to make a turn on a multi-lane road without crossing from a bike lane to a 

motor vehicle turn lane” (Buehler & Dill, 2016). 
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Figure 15 Intersection crossing markings (dashed lines) and two-stage turn queue box (green colored 

pavement) (NACTO, 2014) 

 

Each intersection may contain a possibility of conflict. In addition, delays in trip-making are 

commonly experienced negatively among cyclists, which directly impacts on the decision to 

cycle (Heinen et al. 2010). Several studies (see Buehler & Dill, 2016 p. 8) agree that cyclists 

preferably avoid intersections that are unfavorable for them, in another words, intersections 

with traffic signals (excluding bicycle-specific traffic signals) and stop signs. However, the 

negative impacts of stop signs and traffic signals become less significant, when the amount 

of motor traffic in the intersection increases. This was believed to be due to time-savings or 

increased traffic safety for cyclist, but the importance of these factors could not be deter-

mined. An applicable solution to streamline the traffic in minor intersections is to apply laws 

that give cyclist the permission to ignore the stop signs. Although, the effects of ridership 

have not been studied (Buehler & Dill, 2016) (Broach et al. 2012). Swedish study by Gårder 

et al. (1998) discovered that installing a raised crossing had a decreasing effect on vehicle 

speeds, and thereby an increasing effect on safety and cycling volumes. The speed of cyclists 

increased slightly, however. 

 

Some other measures increasing the safety of cyclists and the efficiency of the network in-

clude for example streets allowing car traffic but giving the cyclists a right-of-way, streets 

that allow car traffic only in one direction but bicycle traffic in both directions, lanes reserved 

for buses which cyclists are also allowed to use, networks redirecting motor traffic but ena-

bling faster routes for cyclists. In general, solutions giving cyclists priority over motor vehi-

cles. According to Pucher and Dijkstra (2000), the implementation of cycling network and 

cycling-safety increasing measures are particularly successful in Germany and The Nether-

lands. 

 

2.2.3 Walking infrastructure and facilities 

Basic pedestrian infrastructure is often simpler than bicycle facilities, since the travel speeds 

are much lower, and a single pedestrian takes less space than cyclist. However, special cases 

must be taken into account in pedestrian infrastructure design, to ensure safe moving of peo-

ple with disabilities, such as blindness or moving with wheelchair.  
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The most basic facility to accommodate pedestrian is sidewalk, which are usually reserved 

only for pedestrian traffic. Sidewalk materials include for example concrete, brick and as-

phalt. Multi-use paths are facilities to accommodate both pedestrians and cyclists (Bushell 

et al. 2013). Sidewalks have been found to have an increasing effect on walking as a transport 

mode, and they are in important position in forming a well-connected pedestrian network: 

the more there are sidewalks available, the more direct routes there are usually available. 

Often attempts to improve walking conditions by implementing new sidewalks are accom-

panied by traffic calming measures (Saelens & Handy, 2008). 

 

Walking trails are sometimes also known as pedestrian ways, nature trails or footpaths. They 

are usually thought as a suburban and rural walking infrastructure, often linked to recrea-

tional activity. “Establishment of walking trails can be a low-cost intervention that can fa-

cilitate walking by eliminating or reducing barriers and can encourage its maintenance be-

cause the trails become a permanent fixture in the community” (Wiggs et al. 2008) 

(Brownson et al. 2000). Boardwalks provide easier movement in otherwise challenging or 

uncomfortable surfaces, such as forests. They can also be installed to protect sensitive areas 

of nature, and may for example be equipped with educational signs (Kelaher et al. 1998). In 

Nova Scotia, the instalment of a boardwalk route increased the amount of walking among 

the residents of the area (Mangham & Viscount, 1997). 

 

Attractiveness of the walking route also seems to have an impact on mode choice. In addi-

tion, proximity to attractive, public open spaces was noted to have a positive correlation in 

walking frequency by Saelens & Handy (2008). For example, trees and other plants may be 

planted to add attractiveness to the scenery, but also to increase the safety of the pedestrians 

(and cyclists) by limiting the access of motor vehicles and provide shelter (Massachusetts 

Department of Public Health, 2015). Different modes may also be separated physically by 

for example bollards, railings, pavement markings, gates and fences. Attractivity of walking 

infrastructure can also be improved with street furniture, such as bus stop shelters, and 

benches. Lighting improves the safety of all road users, since they become more visible, and 

are also able to detect possible obstacles and poor road conditions better. Lighting also brings 

security for pedestrians. Lighting is also important in most of underpasses. (Bushell, Poole, 

Zegeer, & Rodriguez, 2013). 

 

According to Pucher and Dijkstra (2000), pedestrian zones are almost a standard (at least) in 

Dutch and German cities. These areas give pedestrians a right of way, even over bicycles. 

Often these zones are also car-free. Pedestrian malls are similar to pedestrian zones: they are 

designed to “promote safer walking in downtown areas.” Vehicles are prohibited either full 

time or separately defined. Often commercial activity is located on the sides of pedestrian 

zones and malls. Promenades (or esplanades), which are “paved pedestrian and bike trails,” 

are also somewhat similar to pedestrian zones, but without such commercial activities. 

Calmed residential streets (or living streets) combining pedestrians, cyclists and motor ve-

hicles are used mostly in Europe. They restrict the speed of motor vehicles and driving 

through, which increases the safety of the unprotected traffic modes (Buehler & Dill, 2016) 

(Zegeer et al. 1994). 

 

Similar to bicycle networks, also pedestrian networks include nodes and overlapping with 

motor vehicle infrastructure. For safer crossing of the roadways, several types of safety-

increasing methods have been developed. Zebra crosswalks provide a designated area for 

crossing the street with motor vehicle traffic. They may be raised and equipped with signals 
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for improved pedestrian safety, working simultaneously as a traffic calming speed bump for 

the motor vehicles. Often pedestrian traffic signals, some of which are automatically acti-

vated by pedestrians, are equipped with sound signals for the visually impaired. Crossings 

with button-activated signals are sometimes referred to as pelican crossings. Toucan cross-

ings are crossings, which can be used by both pedestrians and cyclist to get safely to the 

other side of the road. Wider crossings should be equipped with middle islands, which pro-

vide a safe waiting area for crossing pedestrians (Pucher & Dijkstra, 2000) (Zegeer et al. 

1994). 

 

Overpasses (bridges) and underpasses (also known as subways) (collectively sometimes re-

ferred to as pedways) provide a crossing for pedestrians (and cyclists) without conflict points 

with motor vehicles. They are used especially in locations where crossing in the same level 

would be unsafe or practically impossible, such as highways, railways and rivers (Zegeer et 

al. 1994). They are also used to improve the smooth flow of traffic. The construction of over- 

or underpass is significantly more expensive than a conventional crossing, so the estimated 

number of users should be considered to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of the facility. Stairs, 

escalators and elevators are used for vertical movement, especially in locations, where the 

slope of the path would otherwise be too steep. These may also be found at over- and under-

pass entrances (Bushell et al. 2013).  

 

Pavement markings are in important role with pedestrian facilities. Crossings may be marked 

with different colors, line types and widths. Especially in countries with left-sided traffic, 

pedestrian messages are painted on road surfaces to improve the safety of tourists in partic-

ular. Pavement surface textures are also used to help the visually impaired navigate and lo-

cate pedestrian crossing waiting areas. Curb ramps are implemented to ease the movement 

of those with physical limitations (Bushell et al. 2013). Pedestrian separators are used to 

direct pedestrians to particular crossing points (Zegeer et al. 1994). 

2.2.4 Campaigns and programs promoting cycling 

According to Pucher et al. (2010) “programmatic interventions aim to increase bicycling 

through promotional activities, media campaigns, educational events and other means.” The 

general idea is to shift people from private motor vehicles to walking, cycling or public 

transport. A frequent problem in evaluation of the efficiency of the programs is that the im-

pacts on cycling are rarely even measured, and thereby not reported. Instead the studies focus 

on trip reduction of vehicles. These include for example trip reduction programs, travel 

awareness programs and safe routes to schools -programs. Some studies suggest that the 

impacts on cycling are moderate: the effects are more notable within walking and public 

transport. However, cycling-specific programs seem to have more positive effects on cycling 

levels. Bicycle-specific programs are for example bike-to-work days, where employers en-

courage employees to cycle to work, “ciclovias”, where streets are restricted for cyclists and 

pedestrians only for a certain time-period, different kinds of promotions, such as recreational 

cycling events etc., education and training programs aimed to increase cycling skills and 

awareness of cycling laws, bicycle sharing programs providing short term rentals of bicycles, 

giveaway and loaning occasions and repair programs. Legal interventions, such as helmet 

laws and speed limits for motor vehicles can also be considered as a form of program aimed 

to increase cycling and traffic safety.  
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Deffner et. al. (2012) say, that cycling transport and promotion connected to each other, and 

are in central role in forming a sustainable mobility culture. They have divided cycling pro-

motion into different thematic categories, where the contents have connections to contents 

in other categories. These categories with different promoting strategies are presented in 

Figure 16 below. 

 

 
Figure 16 Cycling as a system in Mobile 2020 program (Deffner et al. 2012) 

 

Dill and Voros (2007) say, that also the attitudes of individual people towards private cars 

are typically more positive compared to cycling. Especially in Northern America, the culture 

of car use is a major reason for low walking and cycling rates (Lorenc et al. 2008). On the 

other hand, in a study by Gatersleben and Uzzell (2007), people said that car-trips can be 

found stressful because of traffic, bad condition of road etc., whereas walking and cycling 

were found the least stressful and most exciting modes of travel. Additionally, people who 

have a positive image of cycling are more likely to commute by bike. Additionally, a person 

is more likely to do their work trips by bike if co-worker(s) or a person of same household 

is doing so as well. Furthermore, awareness of negative impacts of car use is a motive for 

some to prefer cycling (Dill & Voros, 2007).  

 

According to European Platform on Mobility Management (2014) in some regions winter 

cycling is seen as unnormal, and winter cycling should be presented as a normal activity by 

normal people. In many cities and regions information is given about clothing, visibility and 

bike maintenance. In addition, many campaigns and programs have been carried out inform 

people about winter cycling and to increase the amount of winter cycling. For example, in 

Vienna, Austria, a free winter condition bike check service was held at important cycle route 

nodes. The transport department of Manchester offered guidance on finding a good cycling 

routes in the winter, also offering bike maintenance courses and private training sessions for 

commuters. In Brussels, winter cyclists got free bicycle lights and breakfast during the cam-

paign. A significant amount of winter cycling education is also provided via videos 

(European Platform on Mobility Management, 2014). They are an effective way of cam-

paigning for winter cycling as they are available for everyone on the internet, and also cost-

effective.  
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The city of Örebro organizes a cycling school every summer. The purpose of the school is 

to teach adults to ride a bike. The campaign aims to decrease the number of trips made by 

car and increase the modal share of cycling. 150 people were encouraged to use bike instead 

of car to reduce carbon dioxide emissions and improve health. As an incentive, health tests 

were taken before and after the campaign, and compared to those who continued to use car 

(Eltis, 2014). The cities of Linköping and Gävleborg in Sweden handed out winter tires, 

cycle computers, bicycle lights, seat covers, helmets and reflective vests. As an extra, the 

cycle computers provided valuable data. In Finland, a recurring Pyöräilytalvi -campaign is 

organized by Pyöräliitto, which includes for example Instagram-competitions, handing out 

bicycle lights, co-operation with media and various events. It has been performed in many 

cities around the country (Rekola, 2018). Also annual winter edition of Bike Kilometre Com-

petition has been held in Finland since 2012 (European Platform on Mobility Management, 

2014). 

 

Financial support is also granted for developing cycling and walking conditions in general. 

The European Union has established a project called Civitas Eccentric. It has started in 2016 

in five European cities: Stockholm, Munich, Madrid, Ruse and Turku, and it will end in 

2020. The project aims to develop smart and sustainable mobility in urban and suburban 

areas, and improving cycling and walking conditions is part of it (European Commission, 

2018). The budget of the project is 17 974 993 €, of which the share of Turku and local co-

operatives is 3 237 000 € (The City of Turku, 2017b). In Finland, funding for development 

of mobility management is granted by the state. In year 2018, a total of 1 160 000 euros was 

given to 31 different applicants. Several applicants applied funding for developing cycling 

systems and strategies in their area (Finnish Transport Agency, 2018b). In March 2018 the 

Finnish Ministry of Transport and Communications decided to promote the development of 

pedestrian and cycling conditions with 5 million euros (Ministry of Transport and 

Communications, 2018). The impacts of improvements of pedestrian and cycling paths on 

commuting on foot and by bike was studied in Kä-Py-program in Tampere (UKK-Institute, 

2017). Promotion of walking and cycling has been performed and studied in Finland also 

earlier, for example with the Jaloin-Project between 2001 and 2004 (JALOIN programme 

cooperation group, 2004). 

 

2.3 Winter maintenance 

Winter maintenance is a major facilitator of walking and cycling during winter time. The 

objective of winter maintenance is to keep the transportation network suitable for traffic, 

often aiming to achieve road conditions similar to summer time. Not only does winter 

maintenance consist of physical road maintenance, but also of such things as planning, opti-

mizing, resourcing, policies and financial issues.  

 

Winter maintenance of cycling and walking facilities consists of several different compo-

nents. For a cycling and walking surface to be suitable for use, it needs to be obstacle-free, 

and contain enough friction. The most important components of winter maintenance in-

clude removal and storage of snow, de-icing, prevention of icing and prioritization. “The 

regular maintenance of bike infrastructure is especially important in towns and cities with 

established bicycling networks and significant bicycling populations” (Cebe, 2014). Ac-

cording to Cebe (2014), many cities fail to fulfill the requirements for adequate quality of 

bicycling networks during the winter period. Winter maintenance is also a major factor in 
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minimizing the costs of the maintenance of the road system, as it forms approximately half 

of all contract expenses (Kohonen, 2016). 

 

In the simplest form, winter maintenance consists of two parts: snow removal and anti-skid 

treatment. Chemicals are used to prevent ice forming on the road surface. This method, how-

ever, relies strongly on (road) weather information and forecasts available. Chemicals are 

also used to loosen the bonds between the already fallen snow and formed ice on the road to 

ease clearing of the road surface. Snow, slush and ice is often removed by plowing, after 

which a new layer of chemicals is spread to melt the remaining snow, slush and ice. Also 

sand or grit can be spread to increase the friction of the road surface. The use of chemicals 

however, especially salt, has several negative impacts, so alternatives have been developed 

(Fwa, 2006). Often, there are also requirements considering the quality of the maintenance. 

Usually these deal with depth of snow on road, timing and duration of maintenance and 

surface evenness. There are often also requirements considering the friction level on the 

road, but these are seldom assessed (Bergström, 2002). 

 

Winter maintenance for bike infrastructure and the amount of cycling can coarsely be 

summed up to following question: is winter maintenance needed when there are only few 

cyclists, or are there only a few cyclists because a lack of winter maintenance? (European 

Platform on Mobility Management, 2014) According to Bergström (2002), better winter 

maintenance could increase the number of bicycle trips as much as 18 percent, decreasing 

the number of trips made by car with 6 percent.  

 

Bergrström and Magnusson (2003) say, that the drop in the number of cycle trips in winter 

time are probably due to “less favorable weather conditions.” Cycling is influenced nega-

tively by strong winds, low temperatures and snow or rain. In addition, road conditions are 

an important factor influencing the cycling experience and the decision whether to cycle. In 

Gothenburg, Sweden pedestrian traffic reduced by 25, and cycling traffic by 50 percent on 

icy/snowy roads compared to clear surface conditions (Öberg et al. 1996). In Norway, 53 

percent of Winter cyclists refused to cycle on routes that were uncleared of snow. 27 percent 

said that a slippery surface was a reason not to cycle. Only a few of the answerers stated that 

darkness, low temperature or bad weather would cause them not to cycle. “This indicates a 

possibility to increase winter cycling, if the road conditions on cycleways were improved by 

a more efficient snow clearance and ice control.” Comparison of survey results from Linkö-

ping and Luleå revealed, that the road users in Luleå were happier with the results of winter 

maintenance of cycling infrastructure than in Linköping. A possibility of Luleå residents 

being satisfied with the maintenance due to being accustomed to a harsher winter was con-

sidered, but later ruled out, meaning that the service level of winter maintenance in Luleå 

was better than in Linköping (Bergström & Magnusson, 2003). 

 

Surveys by Bergrström and Magnusson (2003) revealed that certain parts of winter mainte-

nance needed improvement. More frequent snow clearance and de-icing were mentioned 

most often. In addition, the removal of snow should occur earlier in the morning to enable 

comfortable commuting to work in the morning. Preventing ice from forming an uneven 

surface on the pavement was also among the most popular objectives. Additionally, “the 

importance of clearing continuous cycle routes, not leaving some parts uncleared” was 

brought up. However, the good condition of the road seemed more important for the non-

winter cyclists, implicating that the most enthusiastic bicyclists ride no matter what the road 

conditions are (Bergström & Magnusson, 2003). 
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A research by The Dutch Centre of cycle-expertise Fietsberaad discovered that several com-

munities did not have a clear winter maintenance policy. As a result, they made some general 

recommendations: 

• Preparation of priority clearing plan, materials and gear should be started in the 

summer 

• Installation of infrastructure complicating winter maintenance should be avoided. 

These include for example curves that are too narrow, bollards and too high 

curbs.  

• Proper clearing technology should be used. In case of snow salting should be 

avoided and sweeping used. Use of smaller machines specialized for clearing 

cycle paths. (European Platform on Mobility Management, 2014) 

 

Not all maintenance initiatives come from public sector: often inadequate maintenance is 

reported by regular road users. In Belgium, cyclists can report defective maintenance on web 

page, where an e-mail is sent to the authorities. This type of system was implemented for the 

first time in Zaanstad, Neatherlands for reporting slippery road conditions. Some cyclists 

have even taken the actions to their own hands, and applied a small plow to their bike and 

cleared the streets of snow themselves. This was especially notable in Calgary, Canada, 

where some enthusiastic cyclists plowed the cycle paths themselves until the city began to 

clear them (European Platform on Mobility Management, 2014). 

 

One reason for inadequate winter maintenance is the lack of resources and money appointed 

to winter maintenance. For some reason, the financing of winter maintenance is not in-

creased, despite it is known, that money invested in maintenance would pay itself back in 

several forms of savings. Öberg and Arvidsson (2012) studied the costs of wintertime inju-

ries and winter maintenance and discovered that savings in pedestrian injury costs alone are 

greater than the costs of winter maintenance. Sik and Granlund (2012) say, that the costs of 

pedestrian and cyclist injuries are larger than those of car drivers and passengers. In addition 

to decreasing the number of accidents caused by poor road conditions, the amount of cycling 

during winter could be possibly be increased with more frequent maintenance (Ardekani et 

al. 1995). According to Bergström (2002), in Umeå, Sweden, improved winter maintenance 

of cycling paths decreased the number of cycling accidents, while the amount of cycling was 

increased.Some of the other relationships studied by Bergström (2002) are shown in Figure 

17 below. 

 

 

 
Figure 17 Connections between improved winter maintenance and societal aspects (Bergström, 2002) 
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2.3.1 Removal of snow 

As stated before, snow and slush on the road is a major barrier especially for cyclists. 

Thereby removal of snow is an important factor in creating suitable and safe road conditions 

for pedestrians and cyclists. Consequently, several methods to remove snow have been de-

veloped. In addition, preparation for removal of snow has gained importance in planning of 

the facility. 

 

One of the most important factors in snow removal is the design of the infrastructure. In 

Table 1 snow clearing has a high impact on both cyclist groups, indicating that plowing is a 

major facilitator of winter cycling among all cycling skill levels. In a coarse separation, snow 

removal may be divided into two types: shoving the snow to the side of the road or storing 

it elsewhere. Plowing, which is the most common practice of snow removal, pushes the snow 

to the ditch, shoulder, road edge or on a sidewalk buffer depending on the road type. In some 

cases, the snow removed from the road is transported to storage location. These are usually 

snow dump sites, commercial parking lots, or other such open places (Cebe, 2014) 

(Shirgaokar & Gillespie, 2016). 

 

On roadways equipped with unprotected bike lanes, the snow is often plowed to the bike 

lane, making the bike lane practically inoperable. This leaves the cyclists with two options: 

either riding on the motor vehicle lane or riding close to the edge of the road next to the piled 

snow trying to avoid contact with it. Both options are undesirable not just only for the cyclist, 

but also for the motor vehicle drivers. The situation is unsafe and uncomfortable for the 

cyclists. To prevent these kind of situations, highway planning should be done with winter 

maintenance in consideration. Enough space should be provided for the side of the road to 

accommodate all the snow. In addition, the width of the bike lane should be designed so, 

that a reasonable amount of narrowing caused by storing of the snow is possible. Further-

more, if a buffer space between the lanes exist, it should also be scaled to fit the plowed 

snow (Cebe, 2014). In such occasion the plowed snow provides increased traffic safety, since 

there is a more continuous physical separation between the motor vehicle lane and the bike 

lane.  

 

Parking on the street may become problematic during winter maintenance operations, espe-

cially if there is a bike lane between parking and motor vehicle lane. In such situation, re-

striction of parking during snow event may be a viable solution for snow storage location. 

Understandably, this is not a suitable solution for every roadway. It may, however, be well 

used on routes with bicycle priority. Providing cycling facilities parallel to major routes can 

also be helpful (Cebe, 2014) (Shirgaokar & Gillespie, 2016). 

 

Several types of tools are used for snow removal. In simplified form, they consist of two key 

elements: a base vehicle, and an instrument for removing the excess snow. Both of these 

elements can vary considerably. “Truck mounted plow blades” consist of a large snow blade 

and a large truck. They are common in cities with demanding winter conditions. They often 

also carry deicing equipment, and are applicable on most roadways equipped with bike lanes. 

“Pickup truck mounted plow blade” is a pickup truck equipped with a snow blade. They are 

common in many cities that have a snow removal programs. Due to their smaller size, they 

are used on smaller roadways and other smaller places, where large trucks are difficult or 

impossible to operate. They can also be used to clear many protected cycle tracks and shared 

mode paths. This must be considered in the planning of the facility. Also pickup trucks may 

contain deicing gear (Cebe, 2014). 
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Sometimes larger maintenance vehicles may be too large or heavy for a pedestrian or cycling 

path, or the lighter structure of these paths might not carry such heavy loads, and these large 

vehicles may not fit into underpasses, tunnels or other narrow places. In future designs, these 

facilities should be designed wide enough to fit maintenance vehicles. However, numerous 

smaller snow removal vehicles are also used in winter maintenance. These utility vehicles 

include for example ATVs, tractors, bombardiers and “skid steers”. These snow removal 

vehicles follow the same format as larger vehicles: there is the actual base vehicle with 

mountable snow tool, and may contain deicing equipment similar to larger snow removal 

vehicles. It is also worth noting that using convertible maintenance vehicles, such as snow 

blade-mounted pickup trucks, easily becomes significantly more cost-effective than several 

different vehicles dedicated for individual tasks. The most common snow removing tools are 

plows, brushes and blowers. Snow brushes are effective in removal of light snow and slush, 

while snow plows and blowers are better for relocating heavier sets of snow. Compatibility 

of different tools and base vehicle enables a cost-effective use of tools and vehicles, as the 

same vehicle can then be used for summer time maintenance as well (Cebe, 2014) 

(Bergström, 2002). 

 

As said, snow blades are not the only tools for snow clearance. Especially in locations with 

a small amount of snow, such as Denmark, brushes are an effective tool for removing snow 

and slush. Against ice, however, they are ineffective. That is why the snow brush vehicles 

are often equipped with deicing equipment. The combination of brushing and application of 

salt (brine) is known as salt brushing, “sopsaltning” in Swedish. With brine the amount of 

salt may be minimized, but in colder temperatures, different forms of salt must be used, and 

therefore the equipment should be compatible with both brine and (prewetted) rock salt 

(Salermo, 2015). Removing the snow with brush clears the road surface more carefully, but 

it is also more expensive than conventional maintenance, as brushing takes more time and 

salt needs to be spread more often (The City of Helsinki, 2016). Sometimes snow brushes 

are referred to as power brooms or street swipers (Bergström, 2002) (Cupina, 2015) 

(International Federation of Municipal Engineering, 2016). 

 

The salt brushing system can be installed on a single vehicle, like in Figure 18. Another 

option is to put the salt brushing gear on a trailer, like in Figure 19. Other assemblies are 

also common, for example the brush being attached to the front of the utility vehicle, while 

the deicer tank and spreader are on a trailer. The use of trailer enables easy detachment of 

the salt brushing system, which also enables the use of salt brushing on a surface with more 

snow: the plow on the front of the tractor vehicle removes most of the snow, the brush fin-

ishes the snow removal and the deicer melts the rest of the ice. Such configuration was used 

in part of Helsinki test routes (The City of Helsinki, 2016). The snow brush module may 

also include a plow, suitable for removal of medium amount of snow (Salermo, 2015). 
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Figure 18 (left) Salt brush system on a single vehicle (Cykelpendla Hässelby, 2018) 

Figure 19 (right) Salt brush system on a trailer (Umeå Kommun, 2018) 

 

Heated bicycle paths provide a snow and ice-free surface, which will improve traffic safety 

and smoothen the traffic flow. The heating of pathways requires a lot of energy, and thereby 

isn’t a sustainable solution in larger scale. However, the City of Amsterdam has experi-

mented on heated bicycle paths that collects the heat energy from the road surface during 

summer, and stores it below the ground to be used during the winter. A mile of this type of 

road costs roughly 90 000 dollars, but does not require plowing or de-icing. Umeå uses heat-

ing on segments and pathways (altogether approximately 33 000 square meters) that are too 

difficult to be maintained conventionally (Cebe, 2014) (International Federation of 

Municipal Engineering, 2016). 

 

Snow haulage is an important part of snow removal. Especially during very snowy winters, 

even the designed snow accommodation locations may run out of capacity, and the snow 

must be located elsewhere. This sets up challenges for snow dumping location positioning, 

as the transport distances should be kept short to minimize the costs and emissions. For 

example, in Helsinki and several municipalities in Sweden, snow is dumped in the sea. Other 

options may include dumping the snow into lakes and rivers. However, this method should 

take several environmental factors into consideration. The hospitals in Sundsvall are utiliz-

ing excess snow for cooling purposes, which has led to significant reductions in consumption 

of electricity and refrigerants (International Federation of Municipal Engineering, 2016). 

 

Optimization of snow haulage is an important part of snow logistics. For the capacity to be 

utilized optimally, a sophisticated routing and tracking system should be developed. The 

system would map out the vehicles, and optimize their snow collection routes, directing them 

to the nearest snow dump site. This type of system could track performance, and also be used 

to enhance it. It would also be a useful tool for the maintenance management. Furthermore, 

it could be used to improve customer satisfaction, and reduce costs, as the data collected 

would help developing the process even further (International Federation of Municipal 

Engineering, 2016). 

 

Recently, melting of snow has also taken place in winter maintenance. However, it is not a 

very common form of snow removal, at least yet. The City of Espoo was the first operator 

in Europe to take such snow melting equipment into use. One machine is capable of melting 

80 tons (150-300 cubic meters) of snow each day, eliminating the need for transportation of 

snow, and thereby might bring some energy and emission savings (The City of Espoo, 2016). 

The efficiency and cost-effectiveness of this method compared to traditional snow haulage 

is yet to be studied. 
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In Finland, most of the snow removal is done by plowing. Brushing has been tested in a few 

cities on the most used cycling routes, but has not been taken into extensive, permanent use. 

The plowing of larger roadways is performed mostly with truck mounted plow blades, and 

graders, whereas the pedestrian and cycling paths are cleared with tractors, utility vehicles 

and pick-up mounted snow blades. 

 

2.3.2 Deicing 

Often snow on cycling or walking surface is not the only problem. Especially in countries, 

where the amount of snowfall is not the problem, slipperiness may still occur due to freeze-

thaw cycles. Prevention of slipperiness of surface practices are divided into two primary 

strategies: reactive and proactive, sometimes titled as preventative and remedial. Both meth-

ods apply de- or anti-icing material on the road. The effect of the material is based on low-

ering the melting point of snow and ice.  

 

Reactive deicing is performed after the snow event (as a reaction to weather event). The 

snow and/or ice is removed from the road surface, after which the deicing material is spread 

on the road “to break the bond between the ice and the road.” As for proactive deicing prac-

tice, the deicing material is applied to the road before the snowfall. This procedure will melt 

the fallen snow and prevent ice forming on the road surface. After the snow event the road 

is cleared, during which a new layer of de-icing material may be applied (Cebe, 2014). 

 

According to Cebe (2014), proactive application of de-icing is the most effective method of 

deicing. Proactive deicing also consumes less deicing material. North Dakota Department of 

Transportation has reported that proactive deicing required approximately only a third of the 

material compared to reactive deicing. Also, less plowing is needed when using proactive 

methods, as part of the snow on the road melts when it is in contact with the de-icing mate-

rial. In Denmark, most of the winter maintenance is performed by salting, as the amount of 

snow is often low, but slipperiness does cause problems for cyclists (International Federation 

of Municipal Engineering, 2016). 

 

A commonly used de-icing material is rock salt, since it is cheap and often readily available. 

Salt is often used on roadways, but less on cycling and pedestrian paths, as it is a highly 

corrosive material which causes staining of clothes and rusting of bikes and other vehicles 

containing metal parts. In addition, the salty melting water is harmful for the environment 

and concrete structures. Furthermore, the salt needs to be crushed to dissolve effectively. 

Temperatures are also a limiting factor in the use of road salt. A common road salt is effec-

tive only in temperatures above -10 ºC. Below these temperatures different chemicals may 

be used, such as magnesium chloride or calcium chloride. These, however, lose their effec-

tiveness when the temperatures drop below -18 ºC (Cebe, 2014) (Bergström, 2002). 

 

The salt may be applied to the road in another form as well. Pre-wetting the salt is an effec-

tive method to both decrease the consumption of salt, and in achieving better de-icing results. 

Dry salt tends to bounce off the road surface, where wetted salt does not bounce as much, 

which decreases the amount of salt needed in total. Water can be added to the point that all 

the salt is dissolved, and as a result salt brine is sprayed to road surface. The application of 

brine allows faster reaction times than normal dry rock salt (Cebe, 2014). Using brine also 

decreases the amount of salt needed, meaning smaller impact on the environment. Brine also 

does not need to be crushed for dissolving similar to dry salt, which is one reason cycleways 
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are usually salted with brine, if they are salted at all (Bergström, 2002). On the other hand, 

salt brines have a narrower range of applicable temperatures. 

 

Characteristics of chemical de-icers was compared in a master’s thesis by Cupina (2015). 

Common road salt (NaCl) is by far the most common de-icing material. It lowers the freezing 

point of water, thereby melting it. It happens by breaking bonds between water molecules in 

ice and snow. Road salt and salt brine is effective down to -18 degrees Celsius, but the melt-

ing characteristics are weakened already at -6 ºC. The negative aspects of sodium chloride 

as a de-icer include corrosivity and environmental impacts, such as disrupting plants and 

contamination of groundwater. The use of NaCl as a deicer is justified with low price of the 

material: in 2015 it cost approximately 600 Swedish Crowns (~65 euros, with an exchange 

rate of 9,25 (European Central Bank, 2018)) per ton. Helsinki reported the price of grain salt 

to be 108 euros per ton, and 32-percent solution approximately 100 euros per ton (The City 

of Helsinki, 2016). 

 

Calcium chloride (CaCl2) is a salt similar to NaCl. The functioning of calcium chloride is 

based on exothermic reaction, meaning that the dissolution of salt releases heat, which melts 

the snow or ice and increases the temperature of the applied surface. CaCl2 can be used in 

temperatures as low as -51 ºC, which is significantly lower than in the case of NaCl. Calcium 

Chloride also contains hygroscopic properties, which means it can retain humidity and water, 

creating a liquid layer on the road to suppress the dust. CaCl2 is actually used for this pur-

pose, however only during summer. Similar to NaCl, CaCl2 is corrosive towards metals, and 

also concrete, which is one of the reasons it is not used widely in winter maintenance (Ihs & 

Möller, 2000). The environmental impacts are somewhat similar to NaCl (Blomqvist, Ferm, 

Gustafsson, & Jonsson, 2010). Calcium chloride cost 5000 Swedish Crowns (~540 euros 

(European Central Bank, 2018)) per ton, making it significantly more expensive than NaCl. 

Calcium Chlorde was tested in Sweden in a solution which consisted of NaCl, CaCl2 and 

Molasses. In such solution (when used instead of only road salt) part of NaCl could be re-

placed with more environmentally friendly materials (Cupina, 2015). 

 

Sodium formate (HCOONa) is also a salt with hygroscopic porperties. HCOONa does not 

have any known environmental impacts, and is biodegradable. Sodium formate is mainly 

used at airports, due to good de-icing properties without additive chemicals (Yong, 2000). 

HCOONa costs about 5500 Swedish Crowns (~595 euros (European Central Bank, 2018)) 

per ton (Cupina, 2015). Other formates may also be used for deicing purposes. The city of 

Helsinki tested potassium formate for a week. It had similar effects as salt, and is also bio-

degradable. However, it costs approximately five to ten times as much as salt (500-1200 

euros per ton) (The City of Helsinki, 2016). 

 

Lignosulfate is a non-toxic, hydrophobic by-product of paper industry. The environmental 

impacts of lignosulfate are minor, and the material decomposes in a way that causes minimal 

burden on the nature (Alzubaidi, 1999).The corrosivity of the material is lower than of water. 

It has mostly been used in solutions to decrease the amount of NaCl used, and alone it costs 

around 4000 Swedish Crowns (~430 euros (European Central Bank, 2018)) per ton (Cupina, 

2015). 

 

The ice melting capacities of six deicers in laboratory conditions was tested by Fay and Shi 

in their study from 2011. The results are shown in Figure 20. For detailed description of the 

experiment, please see the article. In the temperature of zero degrees Celsius, the differences 
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in the performance of the deicers were relatively small. The ice melting capacity of solid 

sodium chloride based deicer (commercially known as IceSlicer) was the highest: 10.93 

grams ice melted per 1 gram of deicer. Common (reagent) solid sodium chloride was not far 

behind: 10.70 grams of ice melted per 1 gram of deicer.  At -5 ºC the capacities dropped 

significantly for almost every deicer. Solid deicers performed more effectively than the liq-

uid ones. IceSlicer was reduced to 5.24 g of ice per g of deicer. The reduction in the capacity 

of “normal” NaCl was more moderate: at -5 ºC one gram of deicer melted 8.48 grams of ice. 

 

 
Figure 20 “Results from the SHRP ice melting capacity test, 60 min after application of deicers” (Fay 

& Shi, 2011) 

 

At -18 ºC the performance of solid deicers decreased significantly compared to higher tem-

peratures. Furthermore, the liquid deicers performed better than the solid ones in general. 

MgCl2-based liquid deicer melted 1.80 g of ice per one g of deicer. However, solid NaCl 

still coped quite well against it: 1.43 g of ice melted per g of deicer. Solid NaAc- and NaFm-

based deicers were ineffective at -18 degrees Celsius. (Fay & Shi, 2011) 

 

Fay & Shi (2011) conclude, that the reagent-grade sodium chloride (NaCl) “outperformed 

all the other products by performing well at all three temperatures.” They also point out, that 

despite the SHRP test provides comparable results of different deicer performances, repro-

ducibility of this test has some issues, and the methods have been modified in similar studies.  

 

Fay & Shi (2011) also tested the effect of deicers on friction levels on icy concrete surfaces. 

Figure 21 shows the results of the tribometer test. The friction coefficient of each deicer on 

ice is shown with white bars, and the friction coefficient of deiced concrete is shown with 

gray bars. From the figure can be seen, that there was not significant difference between 

liquid and solid deicers. However, some classifications can be made based on the results of 

tribometer tests: agro-based deicer resulted in the lowest friction values both on ice and 

deiced surface. The largest friction coefficient was achieved with solid NaAc/ NaFm-based 

deicers. The impact of sodium chloride based deicer on icy surface had the greatest variance, 

but it also almost reached the same level of friction on deiced surface as NaAc/NaFm deicers. 

The variance be by materials naturally found in the deicer, such as clay or other aggregate 

materials. The authors stated that the test results had great variance, possibly due to the 
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immature methods used in the study. However, the test provides comparable guidelines for 

evaluating the effects of deicers on friction levels. 

 

 
Figure 21 Friction coefficients of different de-icers on concrete samples (Fay & Shi, 2011) 

 

The corrosive characteristics of the de-icing chemicals set some limits to their applications. 

KF- and chloride based deicers have been reported to be the most corrosive towards steel. 

The most steel-friendly deicers include Kac-, NaAc and NaF-based deicers. However, to-

wards Galvanized steel Kac-based deicers are even more corrosive than chloride-based 

deicers. NaF-based deicers on the other hand are fairly non-corrosive to galvanized steel as 

well (Fay & Shi, 2011). 

 

Fay & Shi (2011) also did an extensive comparison of noninhibited solid NaCl, inhibited 

liquid MgCl2 and K or Na acetate/formate. Characteristics such as cost-effectiveness, safety, 

performance, corrosion to metals, impacts on pavement, impacts on the environment and 

wildlife were evaluated. Each characteristic was given a weight factor (average decision 

weight). Overall deicer composite indexes were following: NaCl 46.6, MgCl2 57.1, K/Na 

acetate/formate 46.5, meaning that magnesium chloride was evaluated the most applicable 

deicer (previously listed characteristics considered). The values show that there is still room 

for development in the field of deicers, since the perfect deicer would get an index score of 

100. Furthermore, the weight factors are based on reported preferences of certain mainte-

nance organizations, and thereby the results might not apply in every location. Additionally, 

the authors want to emphasize that the tests were performed in laboratory conditions, not 

taking into account UV absorption, wind and other such field conditions, indicating that new 

laboratory test methods should be developed to achieve results that imitate the real condi-

tions more accurately. 

 

The form of salt applied to road should be considered according to current and forecasted 

weather and road conditions. For example, the City of Fargo, North Dakota, has developed 

guidelines for the use of different forms of salt. The form of the salt applied depends on road 
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temperature, road surface conditions and weather. In short, the amount of water in the solu-

tion is lowered the colder it is. City of Ottawa has determined the amount salt to spread 

according to pavement temperature, type of salt and road conditions (International 

Federation of Municipal Engineering, 2016). Different application types of salt were studied 

in Sweden in 1994 by Öberg (1995), according to whom the use of salt brine would decrease 

the amount of salt needed considerably: by half. The route could also be salted faster with 

brine than with dry salt. However, the working radius is lower, and cost of spreader is higher 

than of dry or prewetted salt spreading equipment. 

 

Several alternative solutions have also been tested and used for de-icing. During the winter 

of 2014, New Jersey did a larger scale experiment of using pickle brine as a de-icing mate-

rial, which lowered the freezing point to about -21 ºC. (Especially in Wisconsin, US) Cheese 

brine is a byproduct of cheese production, and can be used as such or as an additive. It has 

been said to be usable in temperatures as low as -29 ºC. It is also highly cost-effective, be-

cause it is completely a byproduct, and its normal disposal costs money. In Tennessee salt 

brine with potato juice as an additive is used. It was discovered in Hungary, when the by-

product of distillation of vodka did not freeze in low temperatures. The amount of potato 

juice in brine is adjusted to the temperature (Cassidy, 2015) (Silverman, 2014). Iceland has 

used ursalt on the highways for a few years. Ursalt is used in fish industry, and when it no 

longer usable for food purposes, it is used on roads for de-icing (International Federation of 

Municipal Engineering, 2016). 

 

Salt and other chlorides are not the only de-icing materials. Alternative deicers additive ma-

terials have been developed to reduce the negative effects of road salt. Sugars and sugar 

products can be used as deicers as well. For example, sugar beet juice or molasses may be 

added to salt or salt brine to improve its adherence to the road. It also lowers the freezing 

point of ice. Not only is it environmentally friendly and non-corrosive, beet juice is a by-

product of agriculture that would otherwise be unused. Furthermore, the manufacturing of 

beet juice is inexpensive, and it can also be used with sand. Molasses are, like sugar beet 

juice, a by-product of sugar manufacturing process (Cebe, 2014) (International Federation 

of Municipal Engineering, 2016). It costs approximately 1800 Swedish Crowns (~195 euros 

(European Central Bank, 2018)) per ton, meaning it is relatively cheap compared to some 

de-icers, but still more expensive than road salt. Tests with molasses mixed with NaCl in the 

United States showed that better adherence on road lowered the required frequency of de-

ice application, meaning savings in winter maintenance costs. Beet juice and molasses also 

have some negative aspects as well: they may attract animals due to their sugary content. In 

addition, they have an expiration date and the decomposing may produce odors (Cupina, 

2015). 

 

Salt is an effective method to prevent slipperiness in certain temperature ranges, but due to 

their corrosivity and harmfulness to environment, it is also problematic. Some pet owners 

have also expressed their concern about the impacts of salt and brines on paws of dogs. In 

Finland, salting is mainly used on roadway maintenance. Friction on pedestrian and cycling 

paths is enhanced almost exclusively with gritting. On special locations, however, salt is 

used. During the last few years, salting of cycling paths has also been experimented, but only 

on selected segments (The City of Helsinki, 2016) (Salermo, 2015). The rusting of gears 

may be prevented by lubing the gears and chains carefully, however. Brines and other by-

products of agriculture and food processing industry have proven to be effective, 
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environmentally friendly and remarkably cost effective, without major negative factors such 

as smell. 

 

2.3.3 Gritting 

Another conventional method for increasing the amount of friction is using sand or gravel 

(sometime knowns as grit). They are used to provide traction, as they do not have ice melting 

features. They also are non-corrosive, since their efficiency is based on mechanical skid 

prevention. However, salt or other de-icing material is often added to grit to prevent the grit 

in tanks from freezing to lumps. Sand, gravel and grit are an effective way to provide trac-

tion, but after the snow and ice have melted, it must be collected away. Otherwise it can 

lower the stability of cyclists. In addition, it can damage the mechanical parts of the bike 

(Cebe, 2014). According to cyclists, sand and gravel also tend to damage tires (The City of 

Helsinki, 2016).  

 

The application of warm, wetted sand was introduced in Umeå, Sweden in 2006 and studied 

by VTI in the winter of 2011-2012. The experimentation provided promising results as it has 

not only improved traction, but also reduced surface ice. It is more effective than dry sand 

since it lightly sinks into the ice for better adherence, thereby not sliding away. Furthermore, 

the absence of salt makes this method non-corrosive and environment-friendly. The material 

is applied on the road with a special truck equipped with a water tank, heater, sand container 

and a spreader. Warming and wetting the sand is slightly more expensive than conventional 

sanding, but the method helps reducing the total amount of sand spreading needed. In total 

costs, warm, wetted sand was not significantly more expensive than normal sand  (Cebe, 

2014) (International Federation of Municipal Engineering, 2016) (Karhula, 2014). 

 

A different form of mechanical friction enhancing was experimented in Oulu in the winter 

of 2016-2017. Burned and crushed clay was spread on a test segment of pedestrian and cy-

cling path. The efficiency of the material relied on low density: the material floats, and there-

fore stays longer on the road surface of sinking inside the ice, decreasing the number of 

application times needed. Lighter weight also contains other advantages. Most of the inter-

viewed road users did not notice a difference compared to traditionally gritted paths. This 

means, that the material could be used similarly to traditional grit, but with smaller material 

consumption and workload (Tervo, 2018). Another friction-increasing product relying on 

floating is Eco-IceGrip. It is a Swiss invention, where small wooden chips are treated with 

brine, and then dried before spreading. The light weight of the chips ensure that it stays on 

the surface. The deicer content in the wood is capable of melting snow and ice. Furthermore, 

it is an ecologic material due to production methods and renewability, and after winter it 

may be used for different purposes, such as energy production. The material is also pet-

friendly (StopGlissPro, 2017). 

 

Sand, gravel or grit are not corrosive, but may cause mechanical erosion of the road and 

damage the gears of the bikes. Grit probably needs to be spread several times during winter, 

as the material will sink, if the snow or ice melts. The grit below the freshly fallen snow also 

quickly becomes useless and might become plowed away, which means it will pile on road-

sides. Excess amount of grit may be hazardous especially for bicyclists, since it may slide 

under the tire. In addition, in springtime, the collection of grit used in wintertime increases 

the amount of dust and other impurities in the air. 
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Regardless of the type of deicer or friction increasing material, it should be thought in ad-

vance, where and how much to store the material. There should not be a situation, where the 

maintenance performer runs out of materials. Thereby the storage should be big enough to 

accommodate the material for the needs of the entire winter. Other option is to make a deal 

with the material supplier about frequent enough deliveries. This however, is often more 

expensive than buying in bulk. Some municipalities in Germany on the other hand, have 

made successful partnerships with the material suppliers to overcome the challenges of lim-

ited storage facilities (International Federation of Municipal Engineering, 2016). The posi-

tioning of the storage is also a significant issue. It should be located so that it minimizes the 

distance travelled to refill. One option is to locate several smaller storages around the mainte-

nance area. 

 

2.3.4 Operations Optimization 

Maintaining every bikeway after snow event is important but clearing them all at once im-

mediately during or after snowing is practically impossible in most areas. To optimize the 

order of maintenance for bike infrastructure it should be determined and optimized, which 

paths to deal with first. This is called prioritization (Cebe, 2014). 

 

There are many ways to evaluate the priority of a path. One variable to observe in priority 

class determination is the traffic amount on the path: the higher the bicyclist amount, the 

higher the priority should be, since it is used and thereby needed by more people than on 

some other route. Another way to determinate the priority is to evaluate the type of ridership 

on the route: routes to business districts and schools should have the highest priority (Cebe, 

2014). Also, some special factors may affect the priority. For example, an especially steep 

hill may need to be cleared of ice first to prevent severe accidents. 

 

Prioritization of bikeway maintenance may differ heavily depending on the location. How-

ever, they usually follow the same pattern: the most important routes are cleared first. The 

differences most often are about the quality requirements and standards. Often the quality 

requirements are defined by transport agencies or other such public administrative organiza-

tions. Cities, towns, municipalities or other local governances may have their own, stricter 

requirements considering winter maintenance. 

 

In Reykjavik, Iceland following priorities are given for winter maintenance: 1 (main streets 

and most important connecting roads), 2 (bus routes and collector streets), 3 (through 

streets), 4 (local streets), B (parking), G (sidewalks and bus stations).  The main streets (pri-

ority 1) are aimed to be always suitable for traffic. Actions are taken when the snow is ap-

proximately two centimeters deep, lower priority streets are cleared when the snow is about 

five to seven centimeters deep. Priority class G is divided into subcategories: Service 1a, 1b, 

2, 3 and 4. 1a includes biking routes, which are cleared between 4:00 and 7:30. 1b includes 

prioritized walking paths, clearing between 4:00 and 8:00. Service class 2 consists of walk-

ing paths, which are cleared between 4:00 and 12:00. Service class 3 sidewalks of local 

streets are cleared when the facilities with higher priorities are cleared, however within 24 

hours. Class 4 facilities are cleared after class 3 (International Federation of Municipal 

Engineering, 2016). 
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In Sweden, the maintenance vehicles are dispatched according to snow depth and type of 

snow (cold vs slush). Different municipalities may have different objectives for road clear-

ance. For example, the dispatch criteria may be following: four centimeters of snow for 

streets, three centimeters for bike lanes, two centimeters for pedestrian paths. In the case of 

slush and sleet, the limit is 2 cm for all classes (International Federation of Municipal 

Engineering, 2016). In Linköping, the prioritized 90-km bicycle and pedestrian network is 

maintained by salt brushing. During exceptionally heavy snowfall plow is used. Salt is not 

used in temperatures below -10 ºC. The limit of snow depth for vehicle dispatch is only one 

centimeter, and the routes must be cleared within four hours from the fulfillment of the depth 

limit. Limits for network with lower priority are 3 cm and 8 hours. On this network plowing 

and sanding is used. In Umeå, Sweden, on prioritized cycling and pedestrian network, as 

much as four centimeters of snow is allowed before clearing must be performed (by plow-

ing). Friction is controlled with warm, wetted sand and it is used proactively. On other cy-

cling and pedestrian network, the limit for snow is six to eight centimeters and sanding is 

used when needed (Karhula, 2014). 

 

In Denmark, the municipalities may prioritize the roads how they see fitting (International 

Federation of Municipal Engineering, 2016). In Copenhagen, three maintenance classes are 

in use: A, B and C. Class A covers all cycling paths, while class B consists of sidewalks. 

Snow limit for both classes is two to three centimeters. Class A routes are to be kept clear of 

snow and ice. Maintenance must be in progress within 45 minutes of alert, on class B routes 

within 75 minutes, and on class C 90 minutes. Roadways may belong to any of the three 

classes above. Cycling paths and sidewalks are cleared with snow brushes, but plows are 

used after especially heavy snowfall. The efficiency of winter maintenance in Copenhagen 

however, relies on proactive salting of cycling paths and sidewalks, keeping them continu-

ously operational (Karhula, 2014). 

 

The city of Tallinn, Estonia, has divided the streets into four priority classes, simply 1, 2, 3 

and 4. However, they are numbered “reversely,” so that Class 4 has the highest priority. 

Class 4 consists of “high-intensity public transport streets, sidewalks and roadways.” They 

are to be kept completely clear of snow and ice: roadways within two hours of snow event, 

bike lanes and sidewalks within six hours. Salt is also used on sidewalks. Class 3 includes 

public transport streets and their sidewalks. Slush on roadways must be removed in five 

hours, deicing should be done in four, and the mixture of salt and snow should be removed 

from roads within eight hours. Class 2 facilities include side streets with medium traffic 

intensity. Up to eight centimeters of snow, slush or ice on the road is acceptable, but it should 

be cleared within twelve hours, and de-iced in eight hours. Deicing is to be performed on the 

entire route length. This time for sidewalks is twelve hours. Side streets with low traffic 

intensity belong to Class 1. They are allowed to have as much as ten centimeters of snow, 

slush or ice, and are to be cleared within 36 hours after snow event, sidewalks within twelve 

hours, and deicing within 24 hours. Only hazardous locations are deiced. Gritting is used on 

bicycle routes, sidewalks and public transport stops. The quality of the grit is carefully spec-

ified, and for example using sand is forbidden in most locations (International Federation of 

Municipal Engineering, 2016). 

 

In Fargo, North Dakota, the priorities of winter maintenance are following: First the arterials 

and primary streets, second collector and secondary streets, third residential streets, fourth 

alleys, fifth city area snow haulage, and then haulage of arterials, collector- and residential 
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streets according to snow situation (International Federation of Municipal Engineering, 

2016). 

 

The city of Järvenpää, Finland, uses three priority classes for their bikeways: A, B, and C. 

Class A routes, which are cleared first, are the main bike routes running from residential 

areas through town center. They are to be cleared within four hours after three centimeters 

of snow has fallen. Gritting is performed before seven o’clock in the morning. Next in pri-

ority order come Class B routes, which are the bikeways following the other major roads. 

They are maintained within four hours after five centimeters of snow on road has been 

reached. Gritting is applied as needed. In both classes A and B, plowing is performed before 

seven o’clock, if it has been snowing during the night. Class C routes run through parks and 

next to residential streets. They are maintained after Class B routes, before 10 in the morning 

in the case of night-time snowing. The sand and grit from the winter period is cleared from 

all routes before the first of May (Cebe, 2014). 

 

The city of Oulu, Finland, has divided the cycling and walking paths into two classes: I and 

II. Primary methods used for winter maintenance are plowing and sanding, but with separate 

permission salt may be used in some locations. On Class I routes, the limit of snow depth is 

two centimeters and three during snowfall. Snow removal and sanding are to be performed 

before seven (in the morning) and four (in the afternoon) o’clock. After six in the evening, 

the snow must not be plowed unless the snow depth is over 8 centimeters.  On Class II routes 

the limits for snow depth are three and five centimeters. Snow removal and sanding is per-

formed after class I routes (Karhula, 2014). 

 

According to Cebe (2014) the greenway network in The Twin Cities area (Minneapolis and 

St Paul in Minnesota) is one of the most comprehensive ones in the United States. Keeping 

the greenways clear is highly prioritized, because they have a high level of use year around. 

Commonly, the network is cleared in the next 24 hours of snowfall. The stock consists of 

pick-up trucks and skid steers.  

 

The City of Calgary, Canada updated its route prioritization system in 2012. Priority I was 

given to all roadways that contained bike lanes, and after a snow event they will be cleared 

first. Plowing and de-icing is continued until the pavement is completely snow and ice-free. 

The remaining marked bike routes are labelled as Priority II. “They will be cleared 48 hours 

after the snow stops until bare pavement is achieved.” In Calgary the lowest priority is given 

to residential streets, which means they will be plowed last (Cebe, 2014). 

 

The Wisconsin Department of Transportation provides a guidance for prioritization of 

routes. Much like in the cases of previous cities, highest priority is given to routes with the 

heaviest traffic volumes and important connections. The winter maintenance program will 

be determined by each municipality, but following factors should be considered: 

• “Expected use by bicyclists and pedestrians” 

• “Parallel options for bicyclists and pedestrians if the path is not passable” 

• “State statue 81.15 regarding the liability for accumulation of snow” (Cebe, 2014) 

 

According to Cebe (2014) Montreal, Canada, has been the top city of cycling culture and 

bicycle network development in Northern America for several years, and its network in-

cludes over 350 kilometers of bikeways. In 2008 the city prioritized approximately 60 kilo-

meters of bikeways as “White Network”. The maintenance strategy has since moved more 
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to direction of keeping as much of the network clear as possible. The prioritization of pro-

tected bikeways remains high in Montreal, since they have up to 800 bicyclists daily, and as 

much as 200 to 230 centimeters of snow annually.  

 

In Örebro, Sweden, the priority is given to the cycling network, consisting of 15 high-qual-

ity cycle paths, over roads to ensure the high number of cyclists during winter as well. The 

city of Örebro guarantees to clear the cycle paths from snow within twelve hours of snow 

event. Spreading sand on cycle paths is emphasized in winter. The removal of sand is also 

prioritized in the spring before roads (Eltis, 2014). 

 

In Finland, the prioritization of maintenance of the transport network depend on the owner-

ship of the road or path. Roads and adjacent facilities are maintained according to require-

ments defined by the Finnish Transport Agency. These requirements for pedestrian and cy-

cling paths are presented in chapter 3.1.2 “Winter maintenance requirements in study 

area.” Maintenance of roads, streets and path owned by cities and municipalities may be 

prioritized the how the city or municipality officials see fitting. 

 

With route maintenance prioritization, also optimization of maintenance facilities should 

be considered. Optimization may be performed in various levels. These levels are illus-

trated by Glavić et al. (2017) in Figure 22. With vehicle fleet and workforce optimization, 

not only can efficiency of maintenance be improved but also cost-effectiveness increased. 

Another considerable enabler of increased efficiency is utilization of spatial data to deter-

mine the positions of depots together with routing. Real-time optimization is performed 

based on the current weather, forecast and road condition data available. 

 

 
Figure 22 Levels of winter maintenance (Glavić et al. 2017) 

 

2.3.5 Financial operation and policies 

In Iceland, the winter maintenance is divided into two categories: roads and sidewalks. The 

public sector and contractor make a contract for maintenance of main roads and carriage-

ways. These contracts are made for three years, and include an option for extending the 

contract. The fulfillment of the contract is enforced by inspectors, who make sure that the 

equipment is according to requirements before the beginning of winter. Maintenance con-

tracts are made separately for sidewalks and bike routes, for one year at a time, with an 
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option for extension. The equipment is inspected same way as the equipment for main streets 

(International Federation of Municipal Engineering, 2016). 

 

Norway has divided the country into five different climate zones, according to which the 

maintenance methods are developed. All the national and county roads are classified accord-

ing to importance and traffic volume. They are under responsibility of The Norwegian Public 

Roads Administration, and the maintenance actions are defined by qualities and standards. 

Usually, contractors perform the maintenance. Municipalities are responsible for the munic-

ipal roads. Many municipals utilize contractors, but also use their own work-force. There is 

significant variation between the standards and configurations in different municipalities. 

Contractors using snow-clearing equipment owned by the municipality is a common ar-

rangement in some areas (International Federation of Municipal Engineering, 2016). 

 

In Denmark, the State is responsible for maintenance of the State Roads. Maintenance of 

other public roads are under responsibility of the municipalities (International Federation of 

Municipal Engineering, 2016). In Copenhagen, the contracts for maintenance of cycling 

routes and sidewalks are made per route, for four years at a time. In intersection areas, the 

last contractor to arrive cleans the area. The City of Copenhagen manages the maintenance 

itself. Conditions are monitored, and the vehicles of contractors are dispatched by city offi-

cials in a dedicated control room, which is in use around the clock. Quality of the winter 

maintenance is monitored continuously by the employees of the city. Monitoring is per-

formed with GPS locators and quality controls. In addition to continuous dialogue with the 

contractors, the maintenance requirements are discussed with the contractors before each 

winter (Karhula, 2014). 

 

In Tallinn, Estonia, the maintenance of green areas and public transport streets is organized 

by Tallinn Municipal Engineering Services Department. Maintenance of streets with lower 

importance is under the responsibility of District governments. The actual maintenance pro-

cedures are carried out by contractors. Before every winter the maintenance equipment is 

sent for reviewing by the contractors (International Federation of Municipal Engineering, 

2016). 

 

In Sweden the costs of winter maintenance have been able to be lowered due to contract 

models taking the cost of readiness and emergency responses into consideration 

(International Federation of Municipal Engineering, 2016). In Stockholm, salt brushing was 

tested, and quality control was performed by quality reports by the contractor and spot 

checks by the city officials. Maintenance action thresholds and time limits were left out of 

the agreement. Instead the quality requirement was defined as “cycling must be safe around 

the year and slipperiness may not occur”. In Linköping, Sweden, the quality requirements 

were dropped out of the written contract, and the standards were agreed upon with continu-

ous discussion. Threshold for snow is 1 cm and action time three hours. In future, thresholds 

will also be dropped out of the contract similar to Stockholm. In both cities, the prioritized 

snow brushing routes are maintained with route specific contracts covering the entire net-

work. In Linköping, the other bikeways are maintained under areal contracts (Salermo, 

2015). The contracts are made in five-year periods. “The contract period is designed to be 

long enough to make it worthwhile for the contractors to invest in new equipment, for ex-

ample.” Contractors decide the starting times of maintenance themselves, but must inform 

the city whenever starting the maintenance. In Umeå the city center is maintained by the city 

itself. Other areas are maintained by contractors, starting with a three-year contract with a 
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possibility for extension. Contractors must notify the city officials before the beginning of 

maintenance actions. Movements and performance are also traced with GPS-locators 

(Karhula, 2014). According to Sik and Granlund (2012), one way of improving winter 

maintenance is to have stricter quality requirements. 

 

The city of Oulu, Finland, has divided the maintenance area into eight regions. Of these eight 

areas, four are managed by the city (TEKLI) itself. External contractors perform the mainte-

nance of the remaining areas with four-year contracts. The contract dates are overlapped so 

that they do not expire simultaneously. The contractors start the maintenance independently, 

but the city might contact the contractor(s) separately if needed. Notifying the city about 

starting the maintenance is not necessary, but the quality of maintenance is controlled with 

inspections. The city officials and contractors meet monthly to discuss issues and feedback 

(Karhula, 2014). 

 

In Finland, the roads under the administration of the Finnish Transport Agency are main-

tained with areal contracts. The ordering and tasks related to it are organized by regional 

Centres for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment (later as EDTE-Cen-

tres), according to instructions by the Finnish Transport Agency. Contractor takes care of 

the whole road network owned by the state in the contract area, and the main contractor may 

use subcontractors. The stock (vehicles and equipment) needed and to be used in mainte-

nance are carefully described in contracts and already in tendering phase. The contract area, 

personnel and stock are inspected, and quality requirements are confirmed together with 

contractor. The quality is controlled with contractor reports and inspections by the regional 

manager (from EDTE-Centre), who also manages the maintenance ordering process. Fur-

thermore, meetings with the contractor are arranged monthly, and reviews annually. If the 

maintenance does not fulfill the quality requirements, regional manager should communicate 

with the contractor about the issues. Sanctions should be given only if the quality does not 

improve even after notifying the contractor (Finnish Transport Agency, 2013).  

 

As stated before, decreased injury treatment costs, increased health and other positive im-

pacts and savings could be achieved by improving winter maintenance. In some locations, 

the budget of winter maintenance is still not increased, which possibly indicates a lack of 

knowledge about the benefits of improved maintenance or disbelief towards it, even though 

several studies have proven the positive impacts of it. According to Glavić et al. (2016), the 

problem here might be that the decision makers do not understand the costs and benefits of 

winter maintenance. They also say, that improved maintenance improves economic devel-

opment and efficiency. There are many ways to improve winter maintenance, but sustainable 

changes happen through “a change in institutional culture”. 

2.3.6 Intelligent maintenance systems 

The need for winter maintenance actions and decisions to start them have traditionally been 

based on visual observation. Weather forecasts have also been used to prepare for upcoming 

tasks. However, the ever-developing technology could be utilized to make winter mainte-

nance more effective. In the 2000s the implementation of technology for decision making 

has been experimented, and slowly been taken into permanent use, which supports and can 

be integrated as a part of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS). 
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In the simplest form, the decision-making support systems consist of following parts: input 

data, functions and algorithms, output data. The parts may branch off to several components, 

containing various forms of information from several various sources. The most common 

components and layout of intelligent winter road maintenance management system is pre-

sented by Kociánová (2015) in Figure 23.  

 

 
Figure 23 Layout and components of intelligent winter road maintenance management system 

(Kociánová, 2015) 

 

“The aim of intelligent winter road maintenance management is to give the dispatcher and 

driver spreaders a set of intelligent tools that will help them optimize their work.” Dispatcher 

is the “manager” of the system. It monitors the weather and road conditions continuously, 

and makes the decisions whether a maintenance action is needed and in which location. It 

also tells the user the proper maintenance method and recommended technology. The dis-

patcher also keeps record of the performed actions. However, the “driver is equally im-

portant, because he is responsible for quality of the actual performance of maintenance in 

the field” (Kociánová, 2015). 

 

Maintenance vehicles should be equipped with intelligent technology, which communicates 

with the dispatcher. The “on-board electronic unit” informs the driver about routes and 

proper actions. It can even be used to adjust the amount of spread of de-icer or sand or such, 

and adjust the width of plowing. The vehicles should also have GPS- or other position track-

ing facilities, so that the dispatcher is aware of the location of the vehicle. This is also known 

as Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS). Combining this data, the system can store 

spatial data about maintenance (and additional information) for example on an online server, 

where for example maintenance history on a specific route or location can be viewed. Addi-

tional sensors can be installed to vehicles, measuring for example road conditions, humidity 

and temperature. This “mobile road weather data” can be utilized in several ways. Thermal 

mapping (TM) is a method for collecting data of road surface temperature and its variance. 

Data produced by mobile sensors may be used as an input data in road weather information 

system as well. This enables, for example, the adjustment of the amount of deicer spread 

according to specific location taking into consideration the forecasted weather, instead of 

static spreading. Sensors can also be used for supporting decision making, when installed on 

“normal” vehicles making observatory rides (Kociánová, 2015). They have also been in-

stalled on some “civilian” vehicles as well, for example buses and taxis for monitoring road-

way conditions (Hirvonen, 2018a). 
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An essential part of the road weather information system (RWIS) is the data produced by 

road weather stations (RWS). They collect and transmit real time meteorological and pave-

ment data automatically. RWSs usually measure such variables as air and pavement temper-

ature, humidity, precipitation, wind speed and visibility, road surface condition, water film 

width, friction and freezing point. Also other variables can be measured, for example salt 

concentration. Conventional road sensors are embedded in the road surface, but lately also 

contactless, optical remote sensors have been developed and implemented. For example, in 

Sweden, a two-dimensional weather camera was taken into use in 2014, which used a normal 

camera and scanning features. RWSs can also be used to collect information to be used for 

informing the road users. RWS may be connected to variable message signs, warning the 

users about weakened road conditions. Even some deicer spreading systems have been in-

stalled, which are activated automatically, when the road conditions require such actions. 

Installing weather monitoring equipment (sensors) on vehicles turns them into “mobile road 

weather stations.” Additional weather data sources include meteorological satellites and ra-

dars, weather service and other systems collecting data about the road weather. In future, 

intelligent “civilian” cars may also be producers of road weather data, providing dynamic 

real-time data on a more extensive scope around the road network (Kociánová, 2015). This 

data could be combined to navigation applications as well, providing information about the 

road weather on the planned route, and offering choices to avoid poor conditions. 

 

“Dispatcher needs software support for proper and effective management of winter mainte-

nance.” Relevant and available data is collected by the RWIS-software, which acts as a de-

cision-making support system in winter maintenance management. The system provides the 

user (dispatcher) with real-time and forecasted (road) weather and surface conditions, and 

also historical data. For the information to be read and understood more easily, the data may 

be displayed in maps, tables and graphs. Sophisticated RWISs may also suggest recom-

mended winter maintenance actions. RWISs collect data from maintenance vehicles in ac-

tion (AVLS) as well. Thereby performed maintenance actions may be linked to spatial data, 

mapping the operations of maintenance vehicles. The main objective of RWIS is to combine 

data from various sources, but it may also be equipped with forecasting module, to help 

planning and organizing proactive maintenance actions (Kociánová, 2015). 

 

Being able to forecast the future road conditions is a key factor in proactive winter mainte-

nance. Maintenance decision support system (MDSS) is a component of RWIS, which uses 

weather and road surface condition forecasts to formulate recommendations for appropriate 

winter maintenance actions. In another words, they “generate predictive outputs on the basis 

of specific inputs.” MDSS consists of two main components: Road Weather Forecast Mod-

ule (RWFM) and Treatment Recommendation Module (TRM). The RWF module collects 

data from CDM, and combines it with thermal mapping, geographical information, pave-

ment construction, traffic flow data, weather prediction models and expert information, 

when possible. It should provide forecasts for various time terms: medium-term (two days) 

for preparation of drivers, vehicles and materials, and short-term for instant decision-mak-

ing. Short-term forecasts enable the use of “selective approach” in winter maintenance. 

Maintenance can be focused on locations that need them, instead of going through the route 

despite it not needing maintenance actions. This would save resources, and thereby reduce 

costs through right scheduling of maintenance vehicle departures, and additionally improve 

the maintenance level on the whole operation area, as the vehicles may be appointed to the 

neediest locations first. The RWF should also be provided with GPS-specific data about 

winter maintenance methods performed, as for example chemical deicing affects the future 
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road conditions and forecasts. The TRM then uses the data of current situation and performed 

maintenance events, combines it with weather forecast, and then formulates “treatment rec-

ommendations for winter maintenance operators.” This is a highly helpful tool especially for 

operators with low experience (Kociánová, 2015). 

 

Road Status Information (RSI) is a road weather information system, which was started in 

2014 as a research project in Sweden in collaboration with Swedish Transport Ministry, au-

tomotive industry and universities. The main goal is to develop a platform, which uses ve-

hicle data, which can be used to improve winter roads. The data collection happens via static 

road weather stations, and is complemented with dynamic road weather data produced by 

data collecting equipment connected to vehicles driving on roads (Figure 24). The input data 

includes such information as RWS-data, temperature, precipitation, mist, friction, weather 

forecasts, maintenance- and GIS-information. The RSI produces models, which are used by 

maintenance operators, contractors, officials and other such parties. With RSI, for example 

more effective and objective road status monitoring, dynamic traffic control, contract models 

and proactive maintenance can be developed (Karim, 2017). In addition, intelligent winter 

maintenance management system may be equipped with a tool for evaluating the costs and 

performance of winter maintenance.  

 

 

 
Figure 24 Transforming RWIS from static points to dynamic RWIS network (Karim, 2017) 

 

Road State Monitoring System (ROSTMOS) is a project of Nordic Countries to develop a 

more comprehensive road information system. Countries involved in the project are Norway, 

Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Iceland and Germany. The original project took place between 

2013 and 2016, and the follow-up project is scheduled from 2016 to 2018. Part of the project 

is an independent comparison study of different road weather monitoring systems and fric-

tion meters. Other objectives are to formulate uniform European standards for manufacturers 

of mobile sensors, development of maintenance decision support systems and road weather 

models and integration with intelligent transportation systems (Kärki, 2017). 
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Research aim 

As a part of this master’s thesis a study about the impacts of traffic environment, weather, 

road conditions and maintenance on cycling and pedestrian conditions is performed. The 

study is a part of a larger project, which aims to improve the pedestrian and cycling condi-

tions. The project is initiated by Centre for Economic Development, Transport and the En-

vironment of Southwest Finland. The study is located on the cycling and pedestrian paths of 

the road 110 (Uudenmaantie) between the city centers of Turku and Kaarina. The general 

aim of the project is to find methods to improve pedestrian and cycling conditions. In par-

ticular, the study aims to find answers to following research questions: 

1. What kind of weather and road conditions are in the study location? 

2. What factors affect cycling and pedestrian activity in the study area? 

3. How can walking and cycling environment be improved for pedestrians and cyclists? 

4. What kind of winter maintenance practices should be continued and developed in the 

study area? 

 

The study methods include three parts: monitoring the weather and road conditions, traffic 

counting and survey.  

 

3.1.1 Description of the study context 

In Finland, the organization responsible for organizing the maintenance of the road is defined 

by law. Highways, which include Main roads Class I (valtatiet), Main roads class II 

(kantatiet), Regional roads (seututiet), Connecting roads (yhdystiet), are under responsibility 

of state government. The responsibility is appointed to Finnish Transport Agency and Re-

gional Centres for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment. Adjacent side-

walks, cycleways and combined cycling and pedestrian paths are defined to be part of the 

highway (Finnish Transport Agency, 2016) (Edita Publishing Oy, 2005). Winter mainte-

nance methods and standards of these roads are defined by Finnish Transport Agency. 

 

The definition of street by Finnish laws is a bit looser: street area is defined by zoning. Or-

ganizing of winter maintenance of streets is under the responsibility of the municipality. 

However, some exceptions are defined. For example, if a sidewalk runs through a plot, the 

maintenance is under the responsibility of the plot owner (Edita Publishing Oy, 1999) (Edita 

Publishing Oy, 1978). 

 

The study focuses on the combined cycling and pedestrian paths running along on both sides 

of the regional road 110, also known as Uudenmaantie, between the city centers of Turku 

and Kaarina (see Figure 25). In this segment, the road includes two motor vehicle lanes per 

direction. In some intersection areas the number of lanes is higher. The combined cycling 

and pedestrian paths are located on both sides of the road, on the outer side of the motor 

vehicle lanes. At the intersection with Hovirinnantie in Kaarina, the northern path is shared 

with motor vehicles for a segment of about 350 meters. At Piispanristi, the northern side path 

is shared with motor vehicles as well for a segment approximately 450 meters. Between the 

intersections of Uudenmaantie with Kaskentie and Hippoksentie, the combined pedestrian 

and cycling path is located only on the western side of the road. From the intersection with 

Hippoksentie until Itäinen Pitkäkatu combined pedestrian and cycling paths are found on 
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both sides. From Itäinen Pitkäkatu -intersection towards Turku the eastern side is equipped 

with raised cycle track. 

 

 
Figure 25 The study area (Road 110 “Uudenmaantie”) on bright red. Modified from OpenStreetMap 

(2018) 

 

Pedestrian and cycling traffic was counted 4.5.2015 (Monday) at Skarppakullantie intersec-

tion, near the cemetery. Based on the data collection on that day, during summer on average 

744 cyclists ride past cross section. In winter time this number is 93 and the average on entire 

year 417. Average daily pedestrian traffic through the year is 85 pedestrians a day. On 

24.5.2017 (Wednesday) the average bicycle traffic was 456, and average daily bicycle traffic 

in summer was 814. Based on the 6-hour pedestrian counting, the number of pedestrians 

increased by 15,4 percent compared to 2015, which would mean a daily average traffic of 

approximately 98 pedestrians a day. (Centre for Economic Development, Transport and the 

Environment of Southwest Finland, 2017) 

 

In the region of Southwestern Finland, the amount of accidents per capita in 2011 was ap-

proximately 11 percent higher than in Finland on average.  Nearly half of fatal accidents in 

urban areas happened to cyclists, pedestrians or moped drivers (Klang et al. 2012). In Turku, 

the number of cycling accidents leading to injury is the highest among Finnish cities. Most 

of the accidents concentrate in the city center area and entrance highways. The most typical 

form of accident is a collision with a car when a cyclist is crossing the road on bike path 

extension. Most frequent reasons for this is that one of the parties was not following the 

traffic rules, and that the car driver did not notice the cyclist. Methods listed for improving 

traffic safety include decreasing speed differences, traffic education and intersection im-

provements (The City of Turku, 2017). 
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3.1.2 Winter maintenance requirements in study area 

The study area is the combined cycling and walking paths of the regional road 110, so the 

organizing of winter maintenance is under the responsibility of Finnish Transport Agency 

and Centre for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment, and the mainte-

nance methods and requirements are defined in quality requirements document by Finnish 

Transport Agency. The contract area containing the study area belongs to Destia (Destia, 

2017). On this specific road segment, maintenance is performed by a subcontractor, Tank-

kipojat Oy (Nikkanen, 2017). 

 

The maintenance class of the cycling and pedestrian paths is K1 and the quality requirements 

are defined in the “Winter maintenance quality requirements” by Finnish Transport Agency 

(2015): “On the cycling and pedestrian paths, snowiness, unevenness and slipperiness must 

not hinder safe moving. The maintenance level of paths must be such, that cyclists and pe-

destrians do not relocate themselves on the roadway. During the night, after 22 h, the quality 

may be lower, but the surface must be safe for moving, and the maintenance actions must be 

performed before 6 h.” (Finnish Transport Agency, 2015) 

 

The quality requirements for class K1 during 06 to 22 h are: 

• “Maintenance preformed before the beginning of traffic, by 6:00 h 

• Paths next to main roads are plowed right after the main road 

• The maximum amount of loose snow during snowfall is 3 cm (1.5 cm for slush). Plowing 

must be in progress when half of the maximum amount of snow has fallen (in this case 

1.5 cm). The maximum amount of snow must not exceed during the snowfall, or proce-

dure time.  Procedure time is defined as the time between the end of snowfall and finish-

ing of plowing. When the snowfall ends after 22 h, the paths must be cleared before 6 h. 

The maximum amount of snow on path in the night (22-06 h) is 8 cm. 

• Procedure time for snow removal is 3 hours. (Must be cleared within three hours after 

the snowfall has ended.)  

• Over 2 cm deep steep or otherwise hindering unevenness may not occur 

• Enough friction for safe walking and cycling 

• Procedure time for gritting is 2 hours 

• Public transport stop connections are maintained similar to rest of the walking and cy-

cling path 

• Crosswalks are maintained so that the surface is safe to use” (Finnish Transport Agency, 

2015) 

 

Other specifications considering the snowiness and evenness of the paths include: 

• “Snow depth is measured as an average of the cross section of the path 

• On class K1 paths, snow depth must not be over 8 cm during 22-06 h 

• Temporarily it is allowed to leave a maximum amount of 1.5 cm dry snow unplowed, 

hindering wet snow or slush must not be left unplowed 

• During exceptional snow storms, the maximum snow depths may exceed 

• On a walking and cycling path locating immediately next to roadway, the hard-com-

pressed snow layer must be kept horizontal, so that the cyclists do not drift onto the 

driveway 
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• During spring the softening compressed snow layer should be removed to further cy-

cling. The softening layer of compressed snow must be kept under 2 cm thick 

• Only indented, grading plowing blade may be used in plowing and evening. However, 

even or rubber blade may be used in slush removal, when it comes off the path surface” 

(Finnish Transport Agency, 2015). 

 

Specifications considering the friction of the paths: 

• “Gritting is performed according to conditions with an adequate amount on the whole 

path or only on specific locations such as deep hills and crosswalks. 

• The maximum grain size of the material is 6 mm, and the material is approved by the 

ordering organization. 

• The material may not harm tires. Salt may not be used on walking and cycling paths for 

friction control. 

• On zoned areas the whole width of the path is gritted. 

• Outside zoned areas it may be separately agreed to leave an ungritted section on the side 

of the path for sleds” (Finnish Transport Agency, 2015). 

 

Finnish Transport Agency has defined methods for determining the friction of the road. 

These methods include driving touch, visual observation, friction measuring, and road con-

dition description presented in Table 4 with descriptions of different friction values. 

 
Table 4 Friction values (Finnish Transport Agency, 2015) 

Friction 

value 

0.00-0.14 0.15-0.19 0.20-0.24 0.25-0.29 0.30-0.44 0.45-1.00 

Descrip-

tion 

wet ice, ex-

tremely slip-

pery 

icy, slippery smooth com-

pressed snow, 

satisfactory 

winter road 

condition 

antiskid ice 

and com-

pressed snow, 

good winter 

road condi-

tion 

bare and wet, 

antiskid 

road condi-

tion 

bare and dry, 

antiskid 

road condi-

tion 

 

Friction meter must be approved by Finnish Transport Agency. It must be based on deceler-

ation or some other technology approved by the ordering organization. The meters must be 

calibrated each winter season. The calibration is done so that the meter shows value 0.29 on 

harsh hard compressed snow layer, in a mild subzero temperature (around -5 -Celsius de-

grees) (Finnish Transport Agency, 2015). The friction values presented in the table are not 

physical friction coefficients, even though they are scaled somewhat similarly. In addition, 

the friction measuring by deceleration is capable of measuring friction only on single loca-

tions instead of the whole route (Hirvonen, 2018a) (Noukka & Nummelin, 2015). 

 

Maintenance of stairs: 

• “Winter maintenance of stairs is performed so that the use of stairs is safe. 

• Procedure time for snow removal and friction control for stairs is same than walking and 

cycling path adjacent to the stairs. 

• Uneven hard compressed layer of snow on stairs must be evened or removed without 

delay. 

• Snow must not be stored under the hand rails of stairs even temporarily. 

• Stairs without winter maintenance must be access restricted with a gate” (Finnish 

Transport Agency, 2015). 
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Miscellaneous requirements: 

• “Individual crosswalks with possible islands, which aren’t adjacent to walking and cy-

cling paths, are maintained similar to crosswalks with islands of walking and cycling 

paths, so that the surface is safe to use. 

• Operation of buttons of traffic signals must be unchallengeable and safe. The front of the 

buttons is maintained as the walking and cycling paths. 

• Snow piles are relocated before they cause traffic problems. 

• During spring the melting snow piles are removed without delay. 

• Melting water damages are prevented by relocating benches and opening the ice block-

ages of the sewers. 

• The freezing problems of underpasses must be prevented also during springtime” 

(Finnish Transport Agency, 2015). 

 

3.1.3 Current winter maintenance in the study area 

The winter maintenance on combined walking and cycling paths of regional road 110 be-

tween Turku and Kaarina is performed by a subcontractor named Tankkipojat Oy. The 

maintenance methods are based on the quality requirements by Finnish Transport Agency. 

For a more detailed information about winter maintenance on the area, the manager of Tank-

kipojat Oy (Nygren) was interviewed.  

 

The vehicles used on study segment include body steered multi-function machine LM-Trac 

680 (Figure 26), two-axle truck with grit spreader and an under blade (Figure 28), and a 

pick-up car with plow (Figure 27) for underpasses. The plows used with the LM-Truck and 

pick-up are equipped with indented edges, with a width of 3.00 or 3.20 meters. The grit used 

is 3-6 mm and 4-8 mm in grain size. Gritting the study segments (both sides, 2x10 km) takes 

roughly 2 m3 of grit. Estimated duration of operation of the study segment takes approxi-

mately two to three hours. The costs of the winter maintenance in total are determined by 

the contract, in this section about 1500€ per week. (Nygren, 2018a) 

 

 
Figure 26 (left) LM-Trac used for maintenance in study area (Nygren, 2018a) 

Figure 27 (middle) Pick-up used for maintenance in study area (Nygren, 2018a) 

Figure 28 (right) Two-axle truck used for maintenance in study area (Tankkipojat Oy, 2018) 

 

The grit used was bought in bulk some years ago to last for about three or four winters, and 

it is stored in Urusvuori deposit. Smaller amount of salt, which is used on roadways, is also 

stored there. The salt supplier is Destia, who has a larger salt storage in Paimio (Nygren, 

2018a). 
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The contract obligates the contractor to drive through the whole route. However, mainte-

nance actions are performed only if needed. The route is driven through in a logical order 

without diversions, starting from a “sensible” point. The stock and workforce are in opera-

tion whenever needed, sometimes even around the clock. The utilization rate is close to hun-

dred. There is no situation where the available vehicles should be moving but are not, i.e. 

the stock is in use whenever needed. The vehicles are dispatched based on alarms by Destia 

weather service, which has “assumingly worked decently”.  Performance is tracked with 

Fluent-Kunto application, which is a smart phone application, collecting GPS-linked data 

about performed maintenance actions. The Fluent-Kunto application is a part of Kunto ERP-

system. Intelligent winter maintenance management system is not in use. In springtime, the 

grit is removed with an “open” brush. However, the use of it is slow and the cleaning result 

is not the best possible. Also, the trees make the cleaning difficult, as the branches are hang-

ing over the path. They also drop a lot of leaves on the path, and the roots are pushing through 

the asphalt (Nikkanen, 2017) (Nygren, 2018a). 

 

3.2 Experiment setup 

Data is collected about weather, road condition, traffic and experiences and opinions. Data 

on weather and road condition is produced by optical sensors, and some of the variables are 

comparable to data produced by weather companies. Traffic data is collected with traffic 

counters and manual counting. The positioning of the data collecting devices is presented in 

Figure 29 The experiences and opinions of road users is collected with a survey. 

 

3.2.1 Sensors for monitoring weather and road conditions 

To answer the first study question (about weather and road conditions), two sensors are used 

to monitor the road condition. Continuous data is produced by a static sensor, STARWIS 

(abbreviation of the words Stationary Road Weather Information Sensor) (Figure 30). The 

device requires constant electric current. The easiest location for installation was the inter-

section of Piispanristi (roads Uudenmaantie and Kairiskulmantie), where the electricity 

could be taken from traffic signaling control unit. Next to the electricity source a tall pole 

was put up, so that the sensor could monitor the road from above enough (4.6 to 5.6 meters).  

The other sensor used in this study is a mobile one, and it monitors the same variables as the 

static one. This MARWIS (abbreviation of the words Mobile Advanced Road Weather In-

formation Sensor) is mounted to a vehicle and used for monitoring routes. 

 

 
Figure 29 Locations of STARWIS-weather sensor and the traffic counters. Modified from Open-

StreetMap (2018) 
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The functioning of both sensors is based on same technology: infrared measuring. Both de-

vices include “four emitting and two receiving diodes capturing the reflecting behavior of 

the road surface at varying wave lengths.” Due to different materials having different spec-

tral properties, they influence waves differently. The transformations in the wave reflections 

can thereby connected to material properties causing the transformation. (Lufft, 2017) 

 

 
Figure 30 The MARWIS/STARWIS sensor (Lufft, 2017) 

 

The sensors collect data about following variables: 

• Road surface temperature. Measuring is performed optically “with a 

non-invasive pyrometer.” The measuring range is between -40 ºC and +70 

ºC. The resolution is 0.1 K, and the accuracy at 0 ºC is 0.8 K. Sampling 

rate is less than one second. 

• Ambient temperature. The air temperature is measured only by MAR-

WIS, with a NTC-thermistor on the side of the device. Temperatures be-

tween -40 ºC and + 70 ºC are measurable. The measurement resolution in 

0.1 K, and the accuracy in the speed of 40 km/h is ± 0,5 ºC. Sampling is 

rate one second. 

• Relative humidity. Measured only by MARWIS. The measuring is per-

formed with a capacitive principle, with the measuring range from 0 to 100 

percent, resolution of 0.1 percent, and an accuracy of 3 percent (at 40 

km/h). Sampling rate is one second. 

• Dew point temperature is not measured actively. As instead, it is calcu-

lated from air temperature and humidity. The measuring range is between 

-50 ºC and +60 ºC. The resolution is 0.1 K and sampling rate 1 second. 

• Relative humidity at road temperature is calculated passively on the ba-

sis of the absolute humidity and the road temperature. Measuring range is 

between 0 and 100 percent, with a resolution of 0.1 percent and a sampling 

rate of 1 second. 

• Water film height indicates the amount of liquid water on the road. It “is 

measured with a non-invasive optical spectroscopy.” Measuring range is 

from 0 to 6 mm, with resolution of 0,1 µm. The accuracy is ± 10 percent 

on sleek ground. Sampling rate is 100 Hz, meaning 100 measurements per 

second. 
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• Ice percentage is determined on the basis of data from optical spectros-

copy. Measurng range is from 0 to 100 percent, with the resolution of 1 

percent unit, and sampling rate of 10 Hz 

• Friction. “The friction value of the device indicates to which degree the 

maximum possible grip of a specific road is reached, respectively how 

much it has been reduced by ambient conditions. Therefore, identical fric-

tion values on different road surfaces mean different grip.”  The friction 

value scale is from 0.1 to 1.0, where higher values indicate a better grip. 

Resolution for friction is 0.01. Sampling rate is 10 Hz. 

• Road condition is determined using road surface temperature, ice percent-

age and water film height as input data. The output e.g. the road condition 

types include “dry, damp, wet, ice-covered, snow-/ice-covered, chemical 

wetness, water+ice, snow-covered and undefined”. This is, however, based 

on logic coding classes, and is under constant development, meaning that 

changing for example water film height thresholds can change the condi-

tion class. The road condition is updated ten times a second (sampling rate 

of 10 Hz). 

 

Some models are also capable of determining the freezing temperature and deicer density. 

However, such sensors were not used in this study. 

 

3.2.2 Traffic volume counting 

For evaluating the factors affecting cycling and pedestrian activity, two VIACount II traf-

fic counting devices were installed to the study area: one on the northern side walking and 

cycling path of Uudenmaantie, one on the southern side. The device uses Doppler radar for 

vehicle detection. Per each detection, following data is collected: timestamp, speed, direc-

tion and length of the vehicle. With the VIAGraph software, for example vehicle classifi-

cations (based on vehicle length) and time interval of the output data can be defined by the 

user. The software then exports the data into Excel format, where the results are presented 

in table- and graph form. Data can be presented about average speeds, maximum speeds, 

speed percentage points, vehicle amounts, result tables, speed distribution, vehicle distribu-

tion and raw data.  

 

Traffic volume counting was performed to link numerical traffic data to numerical weather 

sensor data. These traffic counters are designed for vehicle counting instead of pedestrians 

and cyclists. For this reason, during the changing of the batteries of the traffic counters, 

traffic amounts were counted visually to determine how well the device counts non-motor-

ized traffic. It was already known, that the device counts bicycles better than pedestrians, 

since the bicycles have a metal frame, which reflects the radar rays better than organic ma-

terial and clothes. 

 

The devices were installed on Monday 22.1.2018 on both sides of the road 110. Both devices 

were installed approximately 1 meter above ground level. However, the data they produced 

was not 100 percent accurate (when comparing manual counting and the data by device from 

the same period), and some modifications were made after recommendations on Tuesday 

30.1. The parameter “Radar distance range” was changed from 6 % to 16 % on both devices. 

In addition, the northern device was installed higher, approximately 2 meters above ground 

level, and the radar was set to angle, counting the passing traffic downwards.  
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These adjustments however, did not help reaching the desired accuracy in the number of 

counted bicycles and pedestrians, so the devices were installed to poles nearer (ViaCount 

North/South 2 in Figure 29) to the road edge on Wednesday 7.2. Comparing the data by the 

device to manual counting on Wednesday 7.2. showed, that the devices were counting the 

amounts more accurately. 

 

3.2.3 User survey 

To complement the data about which factors have an influence on walking and cycling ac-

tivity, a survey was carried out. They survey is expected to provide verbal and stated prefer-

ence -type of data, which is not collectable via sensors and traffic counters. The survey was 

performed as a Webropol survey. The questions included different question sets depending 

on the answerer filling the form as a pedestrian or a cyclist. However, the question contents 

were consistent with each other regardless of the answerer type (cyclist/pedestrian). For cy-

clists, a separate question set was given for the members of cycling club of Turku (Turun 

polkupyöräilijät ry). 

 

The survey was performed by handing out answering forms at the study location during the 

counting of the cycling and pedestrian traffic, and electronically on the internet. To promote 

the survey, a bulletin was compiled, which was published on the web pages of the Centre for 

Economic Development, Transport and the Environment of Southwestern Finland, and sent 

to local newspapers. The survey was also promoted in several cycling -related Facebook-

groups. Handing out survey forms on site was not continued after study week 1 due to low 

success rate, but also due to the vast amount of answers received via Webropol. 

 

The web version of the survey form begins with the question about the perspective the an-

swerer answers with: pedestrian or cyclist. Depending on the answer, question set with either 

walking or cycling related questions is given to the answerer to fill. These questions are 

fairly similar to each other. The questions collect information about walking and cycling 

habits and characteristics, opinions about the impact of winter, experiences about the state 

and maintenance in the study area, and opinions and suggestions about improvements. Spe-

cialized question set was given to the members of Turku cycling club, to collect information 

about how well they feel they can perform their agenda. This information is not crucial for 

the study, but helps in mapping the state of cycling politics in Turku region. The answerers 

were also asked how they found out about the survey. Finally, the answerers could give open 

comments. The survey questions are listed in Appendix 1. 

 

3.2.4  Presentation of results 

The results are presented in graphic form for better visual and conceptual understanding. 

Traffic amounts are projected next to different weather and road condition variables to ob-

serve relationships between the variables. 

 

The weather sensor results were exported to Excel-format, where the conditions were pre-

sented on 10-minute interval on average. From these values, hourly averages were calcu-

lated. Data was analyzed with one week at a time, which resulted in one Excel-file per week, 

a total of 6 files.  
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Traffic data was exported to Excel format as well. Data was analyzed on hourly interval in 

one-week periods which resulted in six Excel-files in total. These one-hour average values 

of weather sensor and traffic data were combined to a single Excel-file per week, resulting 

in a total of 6 Excel-files from the whole six-week study period, each one containing the 

hourly average values of weather sensor and traffic data. 

 

However, it was noticed that daily averages provide more continuous and usable form of 

data. Thereby a single Excel-file was formed, where daily averages of weather sensor and 

traffic data are listed from the six-week study period. 

 

In the results, the traffic and sensor data are presented in graphs with daily averages. The 

graph of traffic amounts contains two plots, one of which presents the total amount of pe-

destrians and cyclists of both sides and both directions combined. The other plot presents an 

estimated correct traffic amount. This number is formed using Formula 1.  

 

𝑛est = 𝑛device × 𝑎corr  (1) 

 

where 𝑛est = Estimated total number of pedestrians and cyclists 

𝑛device = The number of pedestrians and cyclists according to the device 

𝑎corr  = A week- and device-specific correction factor 

 

The correction factor is determined using Formula 2. 

 

𝑎corr = 𝑛man ÷ 𝑛device (2) 

 

where 𝑎corr = A week- and device-specific correction factor 

𝑛man = Total number of pedestrians and cyclists counted manually in a spe-

cific time 

𝑛device= Total number of pedestrians and cyclists counted by the device in a 

specific time 

 

Adjustments of the devices and settings are taken into account in determining the correction 

factor. For weekly graphs with hourly average values, see Appendix 2. 

 

The survey question answers are presented according to question type. Questions, where 

answers are given from pre-defined options, are presented graphically to demonstrate the 

proportions of answers. Open text field answers were read through and answers related to 

the topic were taken into account. 
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4 Results 

4.1 Traffic and weather data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 31 (left) Daily average weather data 

Figure 32 (right) Daily average pedestrian and cyclist traffic 
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The STARWIS and traffic data are presented in 

Figure 31 and Figure 32 on previous page. The values of STARWIS data are presented on 

different axles, depending on the variable. Values on the left axle include temperature values 

(as Celsius degrees) for road surface temperature and dew point. On the right side, values 

for relative humidity, friction, water layer width and ice percentage are shown. Percent val-

ues of relative humidity and ice coverage have been divided by 100, so that they can be 

showed on the same scale as friction and water layer width (which is presented as millime-

ters). Figure 32 shows traffic volume daily. The days in the graphs are lined so that the 

variables in different graphs can be compared easily. 

4.1.1 Study week 1 (22.1.2018-28.1.2018) 

 
Figure 33 (left) Weather and road conditions on Monday 22.1.2018 11:47, also showing the first loca-

tion of the southern ViaCount -device (ViaCount (south) 1)  (Peltonen, 2018). 

Figure 34 (right) Weather and road conditions near the eastern end of the study area on Thursday 

25.1.2018 (Hirvonen, 2018b). 

 

MARWIS measurement of the study area was performed on Thursday 25.1.2018 between 

13:39 and 14:18. Air temperature on the day before went from below 0 degrees Celsius to 

above zero. In addition, it was snowing. (Foreca, 2018) On Thursday, the temperature was 

constantly above 0 ºC and the snow had melted completely. The friction value on the whole 

study segment was somewhat constant 0.82 and ice percentage 0. There was slight variance 

in the road surface temperature, varying from 2.22 to 5.94 ºC. Water layer depth varied be-

tween 0 and 0,49mm. Based on photos, there were also some puddles in some locations. The 

lowest friction value measured was 0.75 and the highest 0.82. The system labelled the road 

condition on most locations as icy, and in few locations snowy. 

 

Manual counting of traffic was performed on Monday 22.1.2018 from 16:00 to 18:00. Dur-

ing this period, manual counting on northern side gave a result of 29 cyclists and 9 pedestri-

ans, resulting in a total number of 38. The device counted a total number of 8 pedestrians or 

cyclists. On southern side there was 14 cyclists and 12 pedestrians, thereby a total of 26. The 

device counted 9.  

 

Following maintenance was performed:  

On Wednesday 24.1.2018. between 7:00 and 15:30: plowing of snow. 

On Thursday 25.1.2018 between 4:45 and 10:45: gritting (Nygren, 2018b). 
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4.1.2 Study week 2 (29.1.2018-4.2.2018) 

 
Figure 35 (left) Weather and road conditions on Tuesday 30.1.2018 14:50 also showing the first loca-

tion of the northern ViaCount -device (ViaCount (north) 1). In the first study week (22.1.-29.1.2018) 

the device was installed lower. On the second week it was installed approximately 2,00m above ground 

(Peltonen, 2018). 

Figure 36 (right) Weather and road conditions on Uudenmaantie bridge over Eteläkaari on 2.2.2018 

6:48. Heavy snowing on previous day and in the night before (Hirvonen, 2018b). 

 

In study week 2, MARWIS measurement of the study area was performed twice: on Tuesday 

30.1.2018 between 17:49 and 18:16, and on Friday 2.2.2018 between 6:48 and 7:16. Air 

temperature on Monday went from slightly above 0 degrees Celsius to below zero, no rain 

or snowfall (Foreca, 2018). On Tuesday, the road surface temperature varied between -0.23 

and 2.36 degrees Celsius. Average road surface temperature was 0.72 ºC. The friction value 

varied from 0.52 to 0.82, and on average it was 0.61. Maximum width of water layer was 

0.32 mm, and minimum 0 mm. Besides two single measurements, the ice percentage was 

100 on the whole study area. The paths were covered in light layer of snow. The cycling and 

walking conditions were generally good. 

 

The second MARWIS measurement of the week was performed on Friday 2.2.2018 between 

6:48 and 7:16. On Thursday the air temperature went from mild subzero temperature to 

slightly above zero (approximately +0.5 ºC). There was heavy snowfall. On Friday the air 

temperature was fairly constant +1 ºC until six in the evening, when it went below zero. On 

Friday the air temperature was slightly above 0 ºC until six in the evening. (Foreca, 2018) 

Road surface temperature was above 0 ºC on the whole study area, between+1.48 to +3.01 

ºC. Water layer depth varied between 0 and 1.08mm. The lowest friction value measured 

was 0.32, and the highest 0.82. Besides a single measuring point, the ice percentage on study 

area was 0. The system labelled the road condition as wet throughout the entire study area.  

 

Manual counting of traffic was performed on Tuesday 30.1.2018 from 15:00 to 16:30. Dur-

ing this period, manual counting on northern side gave a result of 20 cyclists and 7 pedestri-

ans, resulting in a total number of 27. The device counted a total number of 10 pedestrians 

or cyclists. On southern side there was 18 cyclists and 3 pedestrians, thereby a total of 21. 

The device counted 8. 

 

Following maintenance was performed:  

On Thursday 1.2.2018 between 4:45 and 12:45: plowing of snow. 

On Thursday 1.2.2018 between 15:30 and 19:00: plowing of snow. 
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On Friday 2.2.2018 between 7:00 and 16:00: plowing of snow. 

On Sunday 4.2.2018 between 11:30 and 19:00: plowing of snow. (Nygren, 2018b) 

4.1.3 Study week 3 (5.2.2018-11.2.2018) 

 
Figure 37 Weather and road conditions on Wednesday 7.2.2018 13:59, also showing the second location 

of the northern ViaCount -device (ViaCount (north) 2) (Peltonen, 2018). 

 

Manual counting of traffic was perforemed on Wednesday 7.2.2018 from 15:00 to 18:00. 

During this period, manual counting on northern side gave a result of 31 cyclists and 12 

pedestrians, resulting in a total number of 43. The device counted a total number of 39 pe-

destrians or cyclists. On southern side there was 28 cyclists and 13 pedestrians, thereby a 

total of 41. The device counted 29. 

 

Following maintenance was performed:  

On Sunday 11.2.2018 between 13:45 and 21:45: plowing of snow (Nygren, 2018b). 

4.1.4 Study week 4 (12.2.2018-18.2.2018) 

 
Figure 38 (left) Weather and road conditions on Wednesday 14.2.2018 14:05, also showing the second 

location of the southern ViaCount -device (ViaCount (south) 2) (Peltonen, 2018). 

Figure 39 (right) Weather and road conditions on Friday 16.2.2018 13:16 at Uudenmaantie (Hirvonen, 

2018b). 

 

MARWIS measurement of the study area was performed on Friday 16.2.2018 between 13:05 

and 13:39. Air temperature on the day before was around 0 degrees Celsius, going through 

several freeze-thaw cycles between -0.4 ºC and +0.2 ºC, until dropping to approximately -5 
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ºC by midnight. On Friday, the air temperature stayed below 0 ºC the entire day. (Foreca, 

2018) Highest road surface temperature measured was -1.55 ºC, and lowest -5.91 ºC. The 

friction varied between 0.19 and 0.82, with an average value of 0.29. Ice percentage on the 

area (besides three single points with value 0) varied between 59 and 100 percent, with an 

average of 81.8 percent.  Minimum water layer depth (besides three single points with value 

0) measured was 0.4 mm, and the maximum 0.95 mm. The system labelled the road condi-

tion mostly as snowy+icy, with some locations as snowy, icy or dry.  

 

Manual counting of traffic was performed on Wednesday 14.2.2018 from 15:00 to 18:00. 

During this period, manual counting on northern side gave a result of 31 cyclists and 11 

pedestrians, resulting in a total number of 43. The device counted a total number of 43 pe-

destrians or cyclists. On southern side there was 23 cyclists and 7 pedestrians, thereby a total 

of 30. The device counted 25. 

 

Following maintenance was performed:  

On Tuesday 13.2.2018 between 15:45 and 00:15: plowing of snow. 

On Friday 16.2.2018 between 16:00 and 18:30: gritting (Nygren, 2018b). 

4.1.5 Study week 5 (19.2.2018-25.2.2018) 

 
Figure 40 Weather and road conditions on Thursday 22.2.2018 14:13 (ViaCount (north) 2) (Peltonen, 

2018). 

 

Manual counting of traffic was performed on Thursday 22.2.2018 from 15:30 to 18:30. Dur-

ing this period, manual counting on northern side gave a result of 19 cyclists and 6 pedestri-

ans, resulting in a total number of 25. The device counted a total number of 25 pedestrians 

or cyclists. On southern side there was 7 cyclists and 9 pedestrians, thereby a total of 16. The 

device counted 15. 

 

No reported maintenance actions on study week 5 (19.2. – 25.2.2018.) (Nygren, 2018b) 
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4.1.6 Study week 6 (26.2.2018-4.3.2018) 

 
Figure 41 Weather and road conditions on Thursday 1.3.2018 13:57 (ViaCount (south) 2) (Peltonen, 

2018). 

 

Manual counting of traffic was perforemed on Thursday 1.3.2018 from 15:00 to 17:50. Dur-

ing this period, manual counting on northern side gave a result of 22 cyclists and 12 pedes-

trians, resulting in a total number of 34. The device counted a total number of 29 pedestrians 

or cyclists. On southern side there was 15 cyclists and 11 pedestrians, thereby a total of 26. 

The device counted 19. 

 

No reported maintenance actions on study week 6 (26.2. – 4.3.2018.) (Nygren, 2018b) 

 

In addition, three MARWIS measurements were performed after the study period on 

14.3.2018 between 7:46 and 8:23, 16.3.2018 between 13:14 and 13:44, 22.3.2018 between 

8:31 and 8:58. The results of these measurements are not presented or studied here, as they 

were not performed during the study period, and cannot be linked to STARWIS and traffic 

data. 

 

4.2 User survey results 

A total of 347 people answered the survey. Of these answerers, six answered twice to an-

swer as both cyclist and pedestrian. Thereby a total of 353 responses was received. 

 

 
Figure 42 Number of survey answers given per perspective 

 

Of the respondents, 222 found out about the survey on social media, 96 on newspaper or 

internet article of the paper, 12 heard from an acquaintance, 9 on the web pages of Centre 

for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment, 6 on somewhere else in 
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internet, 4 via e-mail and two answers were given on paper at study location during traffic 

counting. 

 

4.2.1 Pedestrians 

 
Figure 43 Walking frequency of pedestrians 

 

In summer season, the minimum distance of a walking trip was 1km, maximum 50 km, av-

erage 4.66 km, median 3 km and standard deviation 6.55 km. 

 

In winter season, the minimum distance of a walking trip was 0 km, maximum 57 km, av-

erage 4.91km, median value 3 km and standard deviation 7.75 km. 

 

 
Figure 44 Purpose of walking trips 

 

Of option “Other, please specify”, three stated “walking the dog” and one stated “Several 

of the above”, both seasons. 
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Figure 45 Impact of different factors on walking 

 

“Other, please specify” -answers:  

One mention of “Snow piles plowed onto walking paths from bus stops” with value 4.  

One mention of “Slush following salting” with value 4. 

One mention of “Using too much salt” with value 5. 

One mention of “Sidewalks are not plowed” with value 5. 

One mention of “Snow or ice storm” with value 5. 

One mention of “Ice” with value 5. 

One mention of “Cyclists riding without lights” with value 5. 

One mention of “Gritting, snow barriers, slush and water puddles” with value 5. 

 

 
Figure 46 Evaluation of the traffic environment of the study area by pedestrians 

 

Average values were counted using only the answers of those who did not answer “Don’t 

know”. 
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Figure 47 Evaluation of the winter maintenance in study area by pedestrians 

 

Average values were counted using only the answers of those who did not answer “Don’t 

know”. 

 

45 pedestrians (78.9 %) would develop walking conditions in winter with different snow 

removal methods, such as snow blowers and brushes. 29 (50.9 %) would use salt and/or 

other skid control methods. Other answers included faster and better plowing, heated 

streets, replacing salt with other methods, separation of traffic modes, intelligent manage-

ment system, snow storage. 

 

 
Figure 48  Evaluated walking frequency after improvements 

 

Additionally, many pedestrians mentioned faster or better snow and slush removal, skid 

control, better maintenance overall, separation of traffic modes, accommodation of snow, 

decreasing amount of salt used, prioritization and improved lighting to increase walking. 
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Figure 49 Opinions of pedestrians on information services 

 

30 (52.6 %) answerers believe that if such system was available, they would walk more, 27 

(47.4 %) believe it would have no effect on their walking frequency. No-one said they 

would walk less. 

 

4.2.2 Cyclists 

 
Figure 50 Cycling frequency of cyclists 

 

In summer season, the minimum value of a cycling trip was 2 km, maximum 100 km, aver-

age 13.41 km, median 9 km, standard deviation 15.31 km. 

 

In the winter season, the minimum value of a cycling trip was 0 km, maximum 100 km, av-

erage 9.82 km, median 7 km, standard deviation 11.91 km. 
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Figure 51 Purpose of cycling trips 

 

Of option “Other, please specify”, nine stated “several of above” in summer. 

 

Of option Other, please specify, seven stated “several of above” and 5 stated “I do not cy-

cle in winter.” 

 

 
Figure 52 Impact of different factors on cycling 
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Three mentions of “Parked cars,” of which one with value 3 and two with value 4. 

Two mentions of “Pedestrians on cycling paths” of which one with value 3 and one with 

value 4 

Seven mentions of “Carelessness of car drivers”, of which three with value 3, one with 

value 4 and three with value 5. 

Two mentions of “Busy people”, of which one with value 3 and one with value 4 

Ten mentions of “Snowbanks caused by plows and other plowing hindrances”, of which 

one with value 3, two with value 4 and seven with value 5. 

Twenty-one mentions of “Poor or uneven removal of snow or slush”, of which seven with 

value 4 and fourteen with value 5. 

Twelve mentions of “Sand” or “Gravel” or “Grit”, of which four with value 4, eight with 

value 5. 

One mention of “Poor lighting” with value 4. 

Two mentions of “Salt”, of which one with value 4 and one with value 5. 

Two mentions of “Unawareness and irregularity of winter maintenance on route” with 

value 4. 

Three mentions of “Lack of (safe) cycling paths” with value 3. 

One mention of “High price of winter tires” with value 5. 

 

 
Figure 53 Evaluation of the traffic environment of the study area by cyclists 

 

Average values were counted using only the answers of those who did not answer “Don’t 

know”. 
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Figure 54 Evaluation of the winter maintenance in study area by cyclists 

 

Overall average of winter maintenance on study section: 2,62 

 

246 cyclists (83.1 %) would develop winter cycling conditions with different snow re-

moval methods, such as snow blowers and brushes. 127 (42.9 %) would use salt and/or 

other skid control methods. Most frequent mentions in open answers were continuous/bet-

ter/enforced maintenance, especially snow removal, timing of the maintenance, reducing 

the use of grit, reducing the use of salt, separation of traffic modes, prioritization. 

 

 
Figure 55 Evaluated cycling frequency after improvements 

 

Additionally, the most frequent mentions for increasing cycling included removal of snow 

and slush earlier and more often, continuous and better maintenance, clearing snow plowed 

from roadways onto cycling paths, better design of cycling paths, better skid control, re-

ducing the use of grit, more continuous cycling network, adequate salting, reliability and 

information about the road condition, separation of traffic modes, salt brushing, more con-

tinuous maintenance and prioritization.  
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Figure 56 Opinions of cyclists on information services 

 

160 (54.42 %) answerers believe, that if such system was available, they would cycle 

more, 132 (44.90 %) believe it would have no effect on their cycling frequency. Two an-

swerers (0.68 %) said they would cycle less. 

 

The last actual question of the survey was presented only to those who said they are a 

member of Turku cycling association TurPo ry. Of 296 cyclists, 31 (10.47 %) were mem-

bers of the association. 

 

 

 
Figure 57 Influencing possibilities of Turku cycling association members 

 

One mention of “Attitudes of local people” with value 4. 

One mention of “Promoting cycling in general, for example city bikes, bicycle parking 

etc.” with value 5.  

 

On open comments section, most frequent answers included positive feedback for salt 

brushing test route in Turku, strong opinions against salt, prioritization topics, need for atti-

tude change. 
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5 Discussion 

5.1 Discussion of findings 

The first research question considered the weather and road conditions in the study location. 

Data about temperature, relative humidity, dew point temperature, water film height, ice 

percentage, friction and pedestrian cycling traffic data was collected on Uudenmaantie (road 

110) between Turku and Kaarina between January 22nd and March 4th.  

 

The weather data collection produced a significant amount of detailed data about the road 

condition during the study period. In Figure 31, where the results are shown, some interne-

cine correlations can be found. Variables such as dew point, humidity and temperature are 

naturally connected, but for example the graphs of water layer and friction seem to be mirror 

images of each other in specific value ranges. In subzero temperatures, water layer width 

also seems to correlate with road surface temperature and dew point to some extent.  

 

Determining the impacts of various factors on walking and cycling activity was to answer 

the second research question. These results are presented in a simplified form in Table 5. 

The traffic data collection experienced some difficulties during the first two study weeks. 

The counters were installed as close to the STARWIS-sensor as possible. However, the 

counters could only be attached to poles, which located slightly too far away from the road 

edge. The first attempt to fix the problem was to install the northern counter higher, and set 

the radar pointing downwards, so it would count pedestrians and cyclists from above. The 

measurement parameters of the southern counter were also changed to achieve more accurate 

results. As these methods did not help reaching the desired accuracy, the devices moved 

further away from the STARWIS to poles closer to the pedestrian and cycling paths. In the 

new locations the counters reached an acceptable level of accuracy. The effect of different 

observation location on actual traffic amount was considered minimal, as there were no sig-

nificant feeding connections on either side. 

 

Especially the results of traffic counting from 7.2.2018 onwards may be considered fairly 

reliable, as the difference between ndevice and nman decreased significantly. Traffic data prior 

to this date is less accurate, as the difference between ndevice and nman is much greater. How-

ever, it does show the alternation of traffic amount within a week, which can be used for 

interpreting the impact of weather and road conditions on walking and cycling levels. Long 

term comparison between for example the plus degrees with bare road surface of the first 

week and low temperatures with snow/ice covered roads of the last week may not be done 

completely reliably. 

 

Of sensor variables, ice percentage was fairly constant 100 % from Tue 30.1.2018 to Wed 

28.2.2018, after which it decreased slightly. The increase in temperature during Tue 23.1. 

and Wed 24.1. resulted in melting of snow and ice, which dropped the ice percentage to zero. 

A significant drop in traffic can be seen on Wed 24.1. when the snow and ice re melted 

approximately halfway through. Ice percentage increased back to 100 during the weekend 

of 27.1.-28.1., so the impact of snow percentage increasing on traffic is difficult to deter-

mine, as the traffic amounts drop during the weekends anyways. However, the drop-in traffic 

amount during 27.1.-28.1., when the ice percentage is still increasing, seems to be more 

notable than on other weekends. This would indicate, that the ice percentage does not have 

a major impact on traffic amounts, but changes in ice percentage have a decreasing effect on 

pedestrian and cycling traffic. As the percentage was almost constantly 100, not much can 
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be said about the equivalence of results with previous studies. When the road was clear and 

dry, the estimated traffic was not higher than on snow/ice covered road. However, the drops 

in traffic on Wed 24.1. and Thu 1.2.2018 are probably explained with snowfall on the same 

day, which would be in line with previous studies about the impacts of snow and ice on road 

on pedestrian and cycling activity. 

 

The friction value was somewhere between 0.2 and 0.3 between Monday 29.1.2018 and 

Sunday 18.2.2018, after which it steadily increased to approximately 0,6 by Saturday 

3.3.2018. It was also noticed, that the lowest friction values appeared when there were 

changes in temperature near 0 ºC. Even though the friction values are not entirely corre-

sponding with those of defined by winter maintenance quality requirements, they provide 

comparable data about the condition of the road. Correlation between pedestrian and cycling 

traffic and friction is weak. The friction value was the highest (0.8) during Thu 25.1.-Sat 

27.1., when the asphalt was snow and ice free. From Mon 29.1. to Mon 19.2. friction value 

stayed between 0.18 and 0.35. During this period there were significant changes in traffic. 

After Mon 19.2. friction value began to increase slowly, but steady. During this time the 

amount of pedestrian and cycling traffic went through steep in- and decreases. Development 

of friction could be estimated with weather forecast models, so that the set requirements for 

friction value levels could be met by applying correct maintenance methods. Friction does 

not seem to have a major impact on traffic, but possibly, if friction was continuously kept on 

a high level with maintenance, more savvy and uncertain pedestrians and cyclists would feel 

safe using the paths, and the number of pedestrians and cyclists could be increased. 

 

It is doubtful, that relative humidity on road surface affects walking and cycling activity 

directly. Exception is, when relative humidity reaches 100 %, which basically means rain- 

or snowfall. From Wed 24.1. to Mon 29.1. was approximately 100 the entire period, but the 

traffic activity decreased only on Wed 24.1. On Thu 1.2. a steep drop can be seen in traffic. 

That day relative humidity was on average 100 %, and also heavy snowfall was reported. 

This event indicates, that precipitation has a strong impact on walking and cycling activity. 

It is unclear, how strongly the form of precipitation impacts the mode choice. “How strong 

would the impact have been if the same amount of precipitation would come down as liquid 

water,” since water does not pile onto road surface the way snow does, making the moving 

on foot or by bike more difficult. Nevertheless, the relationship between precipitation and 

traffic activity is similar to those observed in previous studies. In this study, the phenomenon 

was stronger than for example in study by Liu, Susilo & Karlström (2015). However, the 

finding in this study is based on a small number of observations. 

 

In subzero temperatures, water layer width followed the progress of temperature to some 

extent: as the trend of temperature was decreasing, so was the water layer width, and vice 

versa. Between Thu 25.1. and Sat 27.1., when temperature went above zero, and snow and 

ice had melted away, the water layer was close to 0 mm, indicating that the road surface was 

dry, in another words: in a good condition.  

 

Temperature seems to be the only variable, which has a clear correlation with pedestrian and 

cycling activity. If the general direction of temperature during the week has been increasing, 

like during Mon 5.2.-Fri 9.2., traffic has been increasing as well. From Wed 14.2. the general 

trend in temperature has been towards colder, as in traffic. Even daily changes can be seen: 

From Mon 26.2. to Tue 27.2. temperature drops sharply, as does traffic. The next day tem-

perature stays the same, and traffic stays somewhat same as well. Towards Fri 2.3. 
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temperature rises, and so does the number of pedestrians and cyclists. As most of the traffic 

on the study area consisted of cyclists, the results are similar to study by Liu, Susilo & 

Karlströn (2015).  

 

In addition, a survey about pedestrian and cycling conditions was organized, to compliment 

the numerical data with experience- and opinion-based data to find more reliable and exten-

sive answers for the research question determining the impacts of different factors on walk-

ing and cycling habits, and to be considered in formation of recommendations. Firstly, the 

user survey results revealed, that winter decreases the number of trips made on both modes. 

However, the change was more noticeable among cyclists. It was also noticed, that the av-

erage length of cycling trip decreased, while for walking trips it increased. This may suggest, 

walking replaces some of the cycling trips during winter. These findings mean, that winter 

has a stronger impact on cycling than on walking. 

 

Survey answers show, that pedestrians did not consider temperature to have such a strong 

impact on their walking habits (average 2.23). Wind was experienced stronger (2.80). Pre-

cipitation was considered to have a more significant impact (2.84). Pedestrians evaluated 

slipperiness (3.95) and snow on walking path (3.63) to be the most significant barriers. Pave-

ment condition and lighting on study site were evaluated slightly better than OK (both 3.20). 

Taking pedestrians into account was evaluated only 2.56 and safety 2.65. Separation of traf-

fic modes was often mentioned as a way to improve walking environment. Pedestrians were 

not too happy with the maintenance on study paths. Timing of snow removal scored the 

lowest (2.18). Faster snow removal was also frequently mentioned in open question answers. 

The highest score was given to Accommodation of snow: 2.58, which also clearly needs 

improvement. According to the answerers, improving the path and maintenance and infor-

mation about the route condition and maintenance would increase the amount of walking 

trips in winter. 

 

Similar to pedestrians, cyclists evaluated temperature having a low impact on their cycling 

frequency, even slightly lower (average 2.16). Wind (2.48), precipitation (2.59) and slipper-

iness (3.39) were also evaluated as lower barriers than by pedestrians. However, snow on 

cycling path was given a considerably higher value (4.19). Rutted cycling path was also 

evaluated as a significant barrier (4.06). Open answers often mentioned poor snow removal 

and snowbanks left by plows. In study area, pavement condition (average 3.21), lighting 

(3.38) and safety (3.08) were rated more positively by cyclists than pedestrians. Cyclists also 

felt that they have been taken better into account, as they rated cycling facilities 2.99. Meth-

ods to improve cycling environment included better design of cycling paths, more continu-

ous cycling network and similar to pedestrians, separation of traffic modes. Cyclists also 

rated the winter maintenance on study area more positively than pedestrians. Despite giving 

every maintenance sector a higher score, on average cyclists were also not too satisfied with 

the maintenance on site, as the highest rating is 2.79 (given to accommodation of snow). 

Majority of cyclists would develop winter maintenance with different snow removal meth-

ods, and better maintenance overall. The use of grit and salt both received mixed opinions. 

However, opinions about salt and especially the salt brushing test route received surprisingly 

positive feedback. Attitudes towards the use of salt also changed to a more positive direction 

in Helsinki, when the results of salt brushing became apparent (The City of Helsinki, 2016). 

Cyclists would also like to receive information about the route condition and maintenance, 

and 54.42 percent believe availability of such information would make them cycle more. 
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44.90 percent said it would not change their cycling activity. 0.68 percent stated that they 

would cycle less.  

 

In the first study week, on Wed 24.1. it was snowing from midnight to two in the afternoon, 

and from nine in the evening until two in the night the form of precipitation was water. 

Plowing was performed between 7:00 and 15:30. Gritting was performed on the next day 

between 4:45 and 10:45. In the second study week, on Thu 1.2. there was heavy snowing: 

the snow depth increased by approximately by 10 cm. The snowing had begun already in the 

night. (Foreca, 2018). Plowing was performed between 4:45 and 12:34. The snowing con-

tinued until seven o’clock in the evening, and plowing was performed again between 15:30 

and 19:00. Snowing even continued again during the night, so on Fri 2.2. the snow was 

plowed again between 7:00 and 16:00. Plowing was performed also on Sun 4.2. between 

11:30 and 19:00. In study week three, there was only little snowfall (less than 2 cm between 

Fri 9.2. and Sun 11.2. The path was plowed on Sunday between 13:45 and 21:45. In study 

week four, on Mon 12.2. evening it was snowing, approximately 1 cm increase in snow 

depth. Plowing was performed on Tue 13.2. between 15:45 and 00:15. However, plus de-

grees and rain during the day melted most of the newly fallen snow away. Between Tue and 

Wed night there was also some light snowfall. The path was gritted on Fri 16.2. between 

16:00 and 18:30. After Thu 15.2. temperature was constantly below zero degrees Celsius, 

and there were no snow events until the end of study period. No obligation for maintenance, 

but traffic has an impact on the packed snow and ice layer, so it could have been driven 

through with a harshening blade, eliminating ruts, and enhancing the friction of the surface. 

 

On some occasions the quality requirements were not met, meaning a significant barrier for 

the road users. Removal of the fallen snow was usually performed almost in the given pro-

cedure time limits, meaning, that the maintenance should be performed earlier. The routes 

were plowed to a satisfactory level after snow events, but the freeze-thaw cycles and traffic 

had an impact on the road surface with packed snow and ice, which would have required 

plowing and roughening of the surface to provide safer and comfortable road conditions. 

Additionally, the underpasses and their surroundings were not maintained properly, which 

was said to be a result of vehicles not being able to fit in these small spaces. However, the 

contract obligates the contractor to have such equipment, so the requirements here were not 

met. During the major snow storm of Thu 1.2. conditions were exceptional, and a slight 

delay was understandable and acceptable. According to the regional manager, the overall 

maintenance was performed fairly well, taking the weather conditions into account. More 

significant problem is the form of reporting by the contractor. Instead of using contract-

included reporting and tracking system, reporting was performed manually, written on paper 

by hand. This type of reporting is inaccurate, and cannot be used for more precise evaluation 

of maintenance performance. The system is available for the contractor, however, not used 

accordingly by the personnel (Salminen, 2018). Due to the inaccuracy in the reported mainte-

nance, it cannot be said with hundred percent accuracy, whether the quality requirements 

were met to a satisfactory level (timings). For further evaluating the meeting of quality re-

quirements, snow depth on road surface would have been an excellent addition to the road 

condition variables. It would have also been helpful to be used to evaluate the snow removal 

efficiency of the contractor.  

 

The only clear phenomenon decreasing walking and cycling based on the numerical results 

of this study seem to be radical changes in friction, heavy precipitation and lowering tem-

perature. Friction was somewhat constant, ~0.2-0.35, between Mon 29.1. and Sun 18.2, yet 
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there are significant changes in traffic. Increased friction did not seem to stimulate pedestrian 

and cycling traffic, even though slipperiness was the strongest barrier by pedestrians, and 

third strongest barrier by cyclists. Precipitation was rated as the third strongest barrier by 

pedestrians, and fourth by cyclists. The effect of heavy snowing can be seen as sharp drops 

on the days it was snowing.  In addition, snow on walking or cycling route was among the 

most important barriers, which is in line with previous studies. Answerers consider temper-

ature to be the least and second least important factor in their moving habits, yet in larger 

scale the lowering of temperature also seems to lower the number of pedestrians and cyclists 

in traffic. Reduction in cycling traffic became apparent when temperature was colder than -

10 ºC. The reduction if number of cyclists during cold weather was also noted in Helsinki 

(The City of Helsinki, 2016). With pedestrians, the phenomenon was not as unambiguous, 

yet there are some signs of walking replacing cycling, when the temperature decreases. Cor-

respondence with previous studies is somewhat noticeable. These assumptions however, are 

based on manual traffic counting. To confirm the assumption, more detailed data is needed 

from a longer time period. 
 

Table 5 Results about different factors impacting cycling and walking conditions 

Phenomenon Case study Survey result 

(opinion) 

Previous studies 

Seasonal vol-

umes 

Significant reduction 

among cyclists (based on 

traffic volume counting 

of 2015). 

Pedestrians: minor re-

duction in winter 

Cyclists: Considera-

ble reduction in win-

ter 

Pedestrians: noticeable in-

crease in winter 

Cyclists: Considerable de-

crease in winter 

Temperature Cold temperatures reduce 

the number of pedestrians 

and cyclists 

Pedestrians: low im-

pact 

Cyclists: low impact 

Pedestrians: increase in T de-

creases activity 

Cyclists: increase in T in-

creases activity 

However not the only factor in 

winter 

Precipitation Strong, reducing impact Pedestrians: moderate 

barrier 

Cyclists: moderate 

barrier 

Reduces the number of pedes-

trians and cyclists moderately. 

Depends also on study period. 

Snow on road Considerable barrier to-

gether with precipitation 

Major barrier for both 

travel modes 

Major barrier 

Slipperiness Strong, reducing impact, 

significant correlation 

only during change in 

friction. 

Pedestrians: major 

barrier 

Cyclists: considerable 

barrier 

Considerable barrier 

Traffic envi-

ronment 

 Safety of traffic envi-

ronment and fluency 

of network are im-

portant facilitators. 

Separation of modes 

is desired. 

Safety of traffic environment 

and fluency of network are im-

portant facilitators. 

5.2 Recommendations for improving walking and cycling condi-
tions in Turku area 

One of the research questions was how to improve walking and cycling conditions. To an-

swer this question, recommendations for improving these conditions are made. The recom-

mendations deal with infrastructural treatments and improvements for winter maintenance 

based on previous studies, foreign experiments and data collection performed for this thesis. 
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Areas that clearly need improvement include: walking and cycling priority, pavement con-

dition, continuity of the route, path environment and winter maintenance. According to road 

users, winter maintenance on study area should be improved overall. These sectors were 

chosen based on frequent mentions in the theory part of this thesis, observations from traffic 

data against weather sensor data, survey results, and observations about the study area, pro-

fessional comments and documents. 

 

According to the cycling barometer, the status of cycling and the attitudes towards develop-

ing cycling in Turku region are very positive, even among non-cyclists (The City of Turku, 

2016). Campaigning for cycling is performed well, and conditions are developed for exam-

ple via Civitas Eccentric salt brushing test route. However, few cyclists felt that some addi-

tional campaigning would be useful. Especially attitude education for car drivers would in-

crease traffic safety among cyclists. 

 

5.2.1 Improvements for the traffic environment 

This section presents answers for the research question “How can walking and cycling en-

vironment be improved for pedestrians and cyclists? “ The answers include recommenda-

tions and suggestions for improving the walking and cycling environment through infra-

structural treatments. Some of the recommendations and suggestions are appointed to the 

study area in particular, but some are applicable in other locations as well. In general, the 

treatments should deal with improving safety, feeling of it, and continuity of routes. To pro-

mote active travel modes, urban environment should be designed for people, not cars (Pucher 

& Dijkstra, 2000). 

 

The most important and urgent improvements for the traffic environment: 

 

• Repairing the pavement where required 

There is some unevenness, cracks and other damages on the route, which leads to incom-

plete snow clearance and water puddles. Repairing the pavement will improve the usa-

bility and walking and cycling experience of the route. Smooth, adequate road surface 

will also enable a better result in snow removal. Repairing the pavement (where required) 

is also important on other routes. 

 

Measures to improve the traffic environment and safety: 

 

• Changing and/or complementing certain segments on the route, improving the con-

tinuity of the route. In smaller, detailed cases, for example sharp edge curb stones cause 

discomfort to some and may even break tires or wheels.  

 

• Separation of traffic modes 

Separating walking and cycling from each other and motor vehicles increases the traffic 

safety of all groups, and was frequently mentioned by both pedestrians and cyclists as a 

way to improve conditions. Currently part of the route is also shared with motor vehicles. 

Some already prepared plans aim to fix some of these. 
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• Walking and cycling specific facilities increasing safety and comfort 

Current plans already include some leaning rails with crossing light controlling buttons 

for cyclists. Next steps could be for example bicyclist and pedestrian detecting traffic 

lights, so that the cyclists would not have to stop to wait for the light to change to green. 

For longer time period, active travel mode promotion should include more extensive 

measures, such as traffic calming and restrictions for motor vehicles. 

 

Methods to increase the maintainability. To be considered in planning of new routes, 

and repairing of existing routes: 

 

• Planning of underpasses and intersections with maintenance in consideration 

Fitting of vehicles in the underpass should be considered in the planning phase, even 

though smaller maintenance vehicles are available. However, the efficiency of mainte-

nance would improve if the maintenance of the entire route could be performed with a 

single vehicle. In addition, the large ice fields, which formed around underpasses this 

winter, can be reduced by correct drainage. 

 

• Accommodation of snow 

In locations where the pedestrian and cycling path run directly next to the roadway, snow 

is plowed onto these combined paths. In design phase of constructing new paths and 

repairing currently existing ones, this should be considered with providing a zone for 

storing snow.  The problem could also be solved by timing the plowing of the pedestrian 

and cycling path immediately after the roadway. Special attention should be paid on ac-

commodation of plowed snow on bridges.  

 

5.2.2 Improvements for winter maintenance processes 

To answer the final research question (“What kind of winter maintenance practices should 

be continued and developed in the study area? “), recommendations and suggestions for im-

proving and developing the winter maintenance were made. Similar to suggestions for im-

proving walking and cycling improvement, some of the recommendations are specialized 

for the study area, some are applicable to locations with similar climate, and some sugges-

tions are usable regardless of the location or the type of climate.  

 

Recommendations for improvements to winter maintenance particularly in the study 

area (i.e. highest priority): 

 

• Ensuring the fulfillment of contracts, improved communication between different 

organizations and stricter enforcement 

The current instructions for making a contract, and operations and enforcement during 

contract period are extensive, even though they are somewhat complex. More frequent 

communication with the contractor to determine agreements about the road condition to 

improve quality. For example, physically going through the path to show desired results. 

Quality could also possibly be improved through stricter enforcement. Reporting accord-

ing to contracts would also help the ordering organization to focus the attention where 

needed, and in this case also provide the contractor with valuable data for optimizing 

their operations . 
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• Changeable snow removal tools for different road surface conditions 

When used before the freezing of (partly) melted snow, for example snow brushes clear 

the road surface better than a plow. For larger amounts of snow plows are the best option. 

On frozen surfaces, ruts should be removed, and the remaining surface roughened with 

indented blade. Extremely generalized, plows are better for locations where the winters 

are colder, without freeze-thaw cycles, and salt brushing is better in locations where tem-

perature does not go or stay under zero degrees for a longer period. 

 

• Coordinated friction and pollution control of road surface 

Currently only gritting is used on the study route. Salt could be used to keep the road 

surface clear of snow and ice. However, salt should be used as a solution to minimize 

the negative impacts. Mixing the solution with additives will improve the ice melting 

qualities and adherence to road. Additives such as molasses and other by-products would 

also reduce the loss of these products for the manufacturers. Use of salt brine would also 

eliminate the need for sand collection in springtime and improve air quality during the 

collection. Properly designed and repaired road would also be puddle free. Environmen-

tal impacts of salt could be minimized by constructing subsurface drains under shoulders. 

Grit of smaller grain size, warm wetted sand, Swiss salty wood chips could also be a 

suitable solution.  

 

• Proactive maintenance before snowfall for salt use minimization 

If salt (brine) is taken into use, it could also be used for proactive maintenance by spread-

ing brine onto roads before snowfall, which will make the snow removal after the snow 

event easier, and also decrease the total amount of salt needed. 

 

• Storage and depot locations, and utilization and updating of stock 

Currently the LM-Trac of the contractor could be used for plowing and gritting. How-

ever, it is not used for gritting, since it cannot carry enough material to last for the whole 

study route. Having an additional grit storage nearer the maintenance area could be used 

to load grit on the combined plow and gritting vehicle, so the route could be maintained 

with a single vehicle instead of two vehicles performing the plowing and gritting sepa-

rately. Evaluation of cost-effectiveness in general could help find sector, where savings 

could be made, and this money could be used for improved maintenance. Investments 

considering stock should be targeted at vehicles capable of clearing underpasses as well, 

but also to enable spread brine. Investing in modular equipment will minimize the num-

ber of base vehicles needed. 

 

• Utilization of existing, and development of maintenance management support sys-

tems 

Making the most out of the software already in use can be used to improve efficiency 

and reporting. Developing the system and linking weather and road condition data to it 

to enable real-time automatic routing and maintenance methods based on priorities and 

current road conditions will improve the overall efficiency of the contractor and traffic 

network. For example, advising to spread salt brine on routes prior to snowfall, if the 

snow is expected to melt anyway after the snow event, otherwise wait for the snowing 

to end and clear the snow afterwards. 
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Recommendations for improving the maintenance of walking and cycling paths in a 

longer time interval (i.e. policies, strategic development and promoting plans): 

 

• Increasing the priority of maintenance of pedestrian and cycling paths 

Cars, trucks and buses can operate on light snow more easily than pedestrians and cy-

clists as they have more mass and contact points with the road than pedestrians and cy-

clists. Priority of the maintenance routes in the transport system should be reevaluated 

in accordance with the modal priority in strategic transport system documents on differ-

ent administrative levels. 

 

• Adaptivity for the quality requirements 

Currently, the requirements are defined almost solely with numerical definitions (for ex-

ample snow depth) or loosely (for example “in adequate condition”). In some situations, 

for example the amount of snow might fulfill the quality requirements, but might not be 

comfortable to use. Loose definitions should be modified so that there is no chance of 

misunderstandings, for example with benchmarks. The quality requirements (for roads 

under the administration of the Finnish Transport Agency) are also defined similarly for 

the entire country, not taking local factors, such climate into account. By allowing dif-

ferent maintenance methods more suitable for local conditions, quality and service level 

could be improved significantly.  

 

• Increasing winter maintenance budget 

Obviously, if contractors have more money to use, they can increase the size of personnel 

and stock and spend more time on maintenance and management. As previous studies 

say, investment in winter maintenance most probably will pay itself back in several 

forms of savings, such as reduced injury treatment costs, health benefit savings etc.  

 

• Simplifying administrative procedures 

Currently the chain goes through Finnish Transport Agency being responsible for the 

road and defining methods and quality requirements, Centre for Economic Development, 

Transport and the Environment being responsible for the operative aspect and monitor-

ing for example the maintenance, contractor responsible for performing maintenance and 

subcontractor doing the actual maintenance. Additionally, prioritizing and developing of 

roads belonging to the state might become a complex process for local governances, 

aiming to improve the mobility on a local scale. Dividing parts of the road to be admin-

istrated y other organizations could simplify these issues considerably. 

 

• Development of contract models 

Currently the roads under the administration of Finnish transport agency are maintained 

under an areal contract. Dividing some of the roads under a route-specific contract could 

help optimizing maintenance costs and improve the quality of the route, when the con-

tractor maintaining the route may focus and specialize the resources more accurately. 

 

• Implementation of road weather data collection systems 

Expanding the weather data collection on pedestrian and cycling paths will help keeping 

track of maintenance areas. Static measuring points are relatively easy to set up, but re-

alization of dynamic walking and cycling network weather data collection is challenging, 

as the weather sensors need electricity. Developing battery-based sensors could solve the 
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problem. Other ways to evaluate route condition could be travel time -based estimations 

using GPS-tracking. 

 

5.2.3 Promotion of walking and cycling 

Cycling in Turku region is seen as a positive mode of transport, and a clear majority of the 

residents support the development of cycling. Cycling is actively promoted, and conditions 

developed by the cycling association. Campaigning could improve the position and evalua-

tion of cycling even further. Programs combining improvements of infrastructure and winter 

maintenance together with attitude education could increase cycling levels in the region. 

 

Some of the safety increasing measures mentioned both groups were reflectors for road users 

and attitude education for car drivers. Even though cycling has a positive image in Turku, 

some feel that the negative attitudes of car drivers towards cyclists cause feeling of unsafety. 

Cyclists should be considered as slow vehicles instead of pedestrians on wheels (Maijala, 

2011). Previous studies suggest, that traffic education should be arranged for cyclists (and 

pedestrians) as well. Additional campaigns promoting cycling and walking could be ar-

ranged to increase the share of these travel modes. These could include for example kilome-

ter competitions and cycling encouraging programs at workplaces. On a political level, for 

example tax reliefs have a great potential in increasing cycling. 

 

The survey results revealed, that pedestrians and cyclists would like to be informed better 

about the route condition and maintenance. Currently, such information is available mostly 

on major roadways. Maintenance history of walking and cycling paths is available for public 

only on few cities, on certain routes. In addition, maintenance feedback is given through 

various channels. The information is fragmented into several different services, of which 

only a part of is open to the public. A more open and easily reached information would 

increase the influence of individual road users, pointing out issues that need improvement, 

which also might not otherwise be noticed. 

 

A single system, for example a map based web page, which would show road condition, 

maintenance history, supervisor, unit responsible for organizing maintenance, contractor, 

subcontractor and real-time location of the maintenance vehicles would provide road users 

the information they want. This kind of system could also be used for reporting (by the road 

users) locations that need repairing, maintenance or other measures. Such systems already 

exist as separate services, so the workload of developing such system consists mainly of 

combining the data from several separate sources and interfaces. Extensive use of this system 

would also require that all maintenance vehicles are equipped with technology compatible 

with the data system. However, the survey answerers evaluated the real-time information 

about winter maintenance to be the more important than about road condition. The develop-

ment of such extensive system just described should be started with providing open infor-

mation about the winter maintenance of walking and cycling paths, with possibly showing 

maintenance vehicles on map. According to the survey results, this would increase the 

amount of walking and cycling during winter. The service should also include commenting 

possibility for easy reporting of problematic locations, notifying the maintenance supervi-

sors and contractors.  
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6 Conclusions 
This thesis studied the impacts of traffic environment, weather, road conditions and mainte-

nance on walking and cycling conditions, with a focus on improving these conditions espe-

cially during winter time. These topics were studied in literature review and a case study, 

locating on the walking and cycling paths of the road 110 between Turku and Kaarina. In 

the case study, data was collected with road weather sensors, traffic counters and a user 

survey. 

 

The first objective of the study was to determine the weather and road conditions in the study 

area. During the data collection period between 22.1. and 4.3.2018 the weather and road 

conditions varied considerably. During this period, the road surface temperature ranged from 

slightly above zero down to -16 degrees Celsius, while road conditions varied from clear to 

snowy and icy. Besides road surface temperature, dew point, relative humidity, friction water 

layer width and ice percentage were monitored, and these numerical values could be linked 

to specific outdoor conditions. During the same study period, also traffic volumes of pedes-

trians and cyclists were counted using traffic counting devices. Due to these devices being 

designed primarily for counting motor vehicles, manual counting was performed weekly to 

evaluate their accuracy with pedestrians and cyclists, and adjusted when required. The re-

sults were then linked to data produced by the road weather sensor. To compliment these 

results, a user survey was performed to receive empirical data about the same phenomena.  

 

Another part of the study was to evaluate the impact of different factors on walking and 

cycling. In this study, based on the sensors, the most apparent variables having a significant 

impact on walking and cycling traffic volumes are precipitation and outdoor temperature. 

Considerable drops in road user volumes occurred during days with snowfall (Wednesday 

24.1. and Thursday 1.2.). In longer time span inspection, besides precipitation, the only other 

variable traffic volumes seemed to correlate was temperature. As the outdoor temperature 

decreased, so did the road user volumes. With the majority of the path users consisting of 

cyclists, it can be said, that the previous study results point in similar direction. Instead, 

according to the survey results, the impact of temperature could be expected to be less sig-

nificant. On the other hand, during the colder period, there was practically no maintenance 

due to lack of snow days, so the surface of the snow and ice-packed road was slowly molded 

by the road users. Precipitation seemed to have a more significant impact on pedestrians and 

cyclists than previous studies and survey results would suggest. However, the form of pre-

cipitation was snow, meaning it piled on the road surface and became a much greater barrier, 

which would be in line with the survey answers and previous studies. In the case of previ-

ously described scenarios, the importance of winter maintenance for pedestrians and cyclists 

cannot be belittled. 

 

It is established, that winter maintenance is a major facilitator of walking and cycling, and 

should thereby be emphasized to promote these travel modes. Third focus in this study was 

to determine the problems and targets of development in winter maintenance. Often the re-

sources are directed to other modes, and walking and cycling are prioritized lower. Signifi-

cant improvements in walking and cycling conditions could be achieved by performing the 

maintenance according to contracts and agreements already defined, but also developing 

maintenance and methods. To begin with, maintenance should be planned with local condi-

tions considered, specializing methods suitable for use and resulting in the best outcome. In 

the case of Turku (and other cities with similar climate), investing in equipment for clearing 

light sets of snow and slush should be considered. A practical solution already used abroad 
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is salt brushing. If possible, the opinions of local people about the efficiency of the method 

on test routes should be considered. Should such method be implemented, it is suggested 

that salt is spread as a solution to minimize its negative impacts. Additives are also recom-

mended to be used to improve the qualities of salt brine and utilization of by- and overpro-

duction. 

 

To improve the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of maintenance, informational systems 

should be considered. With automatic performance tracking systems, for example the re-

sources could be directed accordingly, but also other sectors examined and improved. These 

systems can also be used for improved communication, and easier, more detailed and effi-

cient reporting, which could then be used for quality monitoring. Information about real time 

winter maintenance could also be exported available for the public. Such services already 

exist, but mainly for motorists. According to the user survey results, information about the 

maintenance of the route would be highly appreciated, and would also increase walking and 

cycling activity. 

 

The final aim of this study was to find ways to improve the walking and cycling environment. 

For the maintenance to be successful, also the physical environment should be suitable for 

maintenance. It is important to ensure that the environment is in appropriate condition for 

the maintenance equipment to be used accordingly. Good condition of the traffic environ-

ment also increases the usability and safety of the route. Other physical, user comfort in-

creasing measures can be implemented through design and construction of continuous and 

safe transportation infrastructure. Facilities designed for people instead of cars has been no-

ticed to increase the modal shares of walking and cycling. A good example of these is sepa-

rating different travel modes to their own spaces, such as cycle tracks. Traffic environment 

should also be considered on an unphysical level. Attitudes of different road users are a 

principal factor in creating a safe transportation system. Various programs and campaigns 

could be organized to promote the active travel modes, especially in areas where these modes 

are less popular. For these attempts to success, walking and cycling need to be made easy 

and attractive. 

 

Further study resources related to this topic are suggested to be directed to evaluate the effi-

ciency of promotional campaigns and programs to determine the appropriate allocation of 

resources in walking and cycling promotion. Cost-benefit and development possibility anal-

yses on informational systems of (walking and cycling) infrastructure winter maintenance 

for public road users combining different functions under a single service are recommended. 
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Appendix 1. Survey questions 
 

Are you answering the survey for the first time? 

• Yes 

• Second time answering, but this time from a different perspective (cyclist/pedes-

trian) than the first time 

 

Are you answering this survey as a cyclist or a pedestrian? 

• Cyclist 

• Pedestrian 

 

1. How often do you cycle during the summer season? / How often do you make walking 

trips during the summer season? 

• Five days a week or more often 

• On 2-4 days a week 

• One day a week 

• Several times in a month 

• Several times in the season 

• Less 

 

2. How long (in average) is your cycling/walking trip in the summer season? 

 

3. Main purpose of your cycling/walking trip (in the summer season)? 

• Work or school 

• Business 

• Shopping 

• Errands 

• Leisure activity 

• Sport 

• Other, please specify 

 

4. How often do you cycle during the winter season? / How often do you make walking 

trips during the winter season? 

• Five days a week or more often 

• On 2-4 days a week 

• One day a week 

• Several times in a month 

• Several times in the season 

• Less 

 

5. How long (in average) is your cycling/walking trip in the winter season? 

 

6. Main purpose of your cycling/walking trip (in the winter season)? 

• Work or school 

• Business 

• Shopping 

• Errands 
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• Leisure activity 

• For sport purpose 

• Other, please specify 

 

7. How strong of an impact do you experience following characteristics having on your 

cycling/walking in winter?  

1 = no effect, 5 = prevents me from cycling/walking. 

• Temperature 

• Wind 

• Precipitation 

• Darkness 

• Slipperiness 

• Snow on cycling/walking path 

• Snow blocking visibility 

• Rutted cycling path (only for cyclists) 

• Other, please specify 

 

8. How do you evaluate following characteristics of the cycling/walking path between 

Turku and Kaarina? 

1=very poor, 5 very good, Don’t know 

• The condition of the pavement 

• Lighting 

• Cycling facilities / taking pedestrians into account 

• Safety 

• Overall review of the cycling path (only for cyclists) 

 

9. How do you evaluate following parts of winter maintenance on the cycling/walking 

paths between Turku and Kaarina? 

1=very poor, 5= very good 

• Result of snow removal 

• Timing of snow removal 

• Accommodation of snow 

• Skid control methods 

• Skid control results 

• Skid control timing 

 

10. How would you develop winter cycling/walking conditions? 

Checkbox answers: 

• Different snow removal methods (for example snow blower, brush) 

• Use of salt and/or other skid control methods 

• Other, please specify 

 

11. If the things you mentioned earlier were fixed, how often do you believe you would 

cycle / how often would you make walking trips during the winter season? 

• Five days a week or more often 

• On 2-4 days a week 

• One day a week 
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• Several times in a month 

• Several times in the season 

• Less 

 

12. What things and/or measures would get you to use the cycling/walking paths more 

often (especially during winter)? 

 

13. Would you consider for example an app or map service, where you could check 

following things, to be useful? 

• Condition of the road (temperature, humidity, ice status, friction) 

• Timing of winter maintenance actions 

 

14. What kind of effect do you believe such system would have on your cycling/walk-

ing? 

• I would cycle/walk more 

• No effect 

• I would cycle/walk less 

 

15. I am a member of Turku cycling association TurPo ry (Turun polkupyöräilijät ry) 

 

16. As a member of TurPo ry, I feel I can influence following things 

1=not at all, 5=significantly.  

• Design of the cycling paths 

• The condition of cycling paths 

• Winter maintenance 

• Promotion of (winter) cycling 

• Other, please specify 

• Other, please specify 

 

How did you find out about this survey? 

• Newspaper announcement 

• Social media 

• Heard from an acquaintance 

• I was given a flier 

• Other, please specify 
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der. 
 
På basen av informationen som samlades i undersökningen gjordes förslag på hur man kunde utveckla trafikmiljön och vinterunder-
hållet. Förslagen varierade från detaljerade infrastrukturlösningar till att förenkla administrationen för vinterunderhållet. Forsknings-
projektets andra fas genomförs vintern 2018-2019. Före det är det möjligt att genomföra vissa av förbättringsförslagen och då r det 
möjligt att undersöka dessas inverkan på bl.a. trafikmängder i samband med fas II. 
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Abstract  

The Centre of Economic Development, Transport and the Environment for Southw est Finland and Finnish Transport Agency have initi-
ated a research project, which studies the impacts of traff ic environment, weather, road conditions and maintenance on w alking and cy-
cling conditions and traff ic amounts. The project has been divided into tw o phases – I. w inter 2017-2018: before study and an interna-
tional literature review (master’s thesis) & II. w inter 2018-2019: after-monitoring and optimization of w inter maintenance, of which in this 
report the results from phase I are presented condensed. The study area of the pilot project is the w alking and cycling paths  of the re-
gional road 110 betw een Turku and Kaarina. On this approximately f ive-kilometer-long part the w alking and cycling paths are mainly com-
bined w alking and cycling paths separated from the roadway with a middle green lane. 
 
Walking and cycling are travel modes that have positive impacts on an individual’s health and w ellbeing and the environment. Despite the 
commonly know n benefits of these modes, use of car as a transport mode is more popular measured by number of trips, excluding very 
short trips (<1km). International and national studies have concluded, that during w inter often the most common barriers for walking and 
cycling are darkness, coldness, slipperiness, snow, moisture, precipitation and high w inds. 
 
In the f ield study from 22.1. to 4.3.2018, data about the condition of the paths w as collected with road w eather sensors and road user 
survey. In addition, information about the number of road users w as collected with traffic counters and manual counting once a w eek. 
According to the results the number of road users seems to have the best correlation w ith temperature: as the temperature low ers, so 
does the number of cyclists and pedestrians on the road. Also precipitation had an reducing effect in the number of road user s. Other 
variables w ere not noticed to have such clear impacts on traff ic amounts. The user survey also showed, that the road user would like to 
receive information about the conditions and maintenance on the routes they use. 
 
Based on the information collected in the w ork, suggestions for improving traff ic environment conditions and maintenance w ere made. 
They vary from detailed traff ic environmental design solutions to simplifying the administrational structures of winter maintenance. The 
second phase of the project w ill be performed during the w inter 2018-2019, before which some of the development suggestions are pos-
sible to be carried out, and the eff iciency of these methods may be evaluated during the phase II. 
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